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SUMMARY
Systems engineering introduces the notion of top-down design, which involves
viewing an entire system comprised of its components as a whole functioning unit.
This requires an understanding of how those components efficiently interact, with
optimization of the process emphasized rather than solely focusing on micro-level
system components. The traditional approach to the systems engineering process
involves requirements decomposition and flow down across a hierarchy of decision
making levels, in which needs and requirements at one level are transformed into a
set of system product and process descriptions for the next lower level. This top-down
requirements flow approach therefore requires an iterative process between adjacent
levels to verify that the design solution satisfies the requirements, with no direct flow
between nonadjacent hierarchy levels.
This thesis will introduce a methodology that enables decision makers anywhere
across a system-of-systems hierarchy to rapidly and simultaneously manipulate the
design space, however complex. A hierarchical decision making process will be devel-
oped in which multiple operationally and managerially independent systems interact
to affect a series of top level metrics. This takes the notion of top-down requirements
flow one step further to allow for simultaneous bottom-up and top-down design, en-
abled by the use of neural network surrogate models to represent the complex de-
sign space. Using a proof-of-concept case study of employing a guided projectile for
mortar interception, this process will show how the iterative steps that are usually
required when dealing with flowing requirements from one level to the next lower
in the systems engineering process are eliminated, allowing for direct manipulation
xx
across nonadjacent levels in the hierarchy.
In many cases, the analysis tools used to model those particular system compo-
nents can be very complex and require a nontrivial amount of time for a single exe-
cution. Neural network based surrogate models are emerging as a viable method to
capturing complex design spaces in the form of surrogate models. Unlike polynomial
based surrogate models which are widely used for data regression, neural network
based surrogate models give the user the ability to model highly nonlinear, multi-
modal, and discontinuous design spaces. The use of neural network based surrogate
models to represent more complex analysis tools serves as the prime enabler of rapid
cross hierarchical manipulation for the methodology developed in this thesis. This is
done using a Monte Carlo simulation to sample from bounded distributions on the
inputs used to create those surrogate models, populating the design space with the
resulting responses. When designing to a specific goal in an extremely multimodal
and/or discontinuous design space, this method is more efficient than making use of
an optimizer that relies on smooth continuous functions and which often only finds
local optima. This gives the user the ability to apply requirement constraints in real
time, revealing how the feasible design space of every other response and variable
changes, all the while maintaining a family of design options.
As a proof-of-concept, the methodology developed has been applied to the specific
case of designing a gun launched guided projectile to intercept a small, indirect fire
mortar target. It has not traditionally been the function of air defense weapons to
defend against these types of unguided, low radar cross section targets. For this type
of threat, one would ideally defeat the source of fire, however, this may not be a
feasible option in a densely populated area where the attackers can quickly blend in
with civilians, therefore a midair intercept is required. Notional metrics of interest
identified for this type of air defense system include a balance between effectiveness
against the target, the mobility to be moved to new locations as threats arise, all while
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minimizing cost. The 6-DoF trajectory modeling and simulation environment used
to study this weapon will be constructed as part of an effort underway at the Georgia
Tech Research Institute and Georgia Tech Aerospace Systems Design Laboratory to
meet this urgent requirement by the United States Army. This 6-DoF tool gives
projectile performance against a mortar target, as a function of errors introduced
by the gun and radar. In addition, the radar subsystem properties that define the
radar measurement accuracy will be defined as part of the functional decomposition
process.
For this system-of-systems environment comprised of a Monte Carlo based design
space exploration employing rapid surrogate models, both bottom-up and top-down
design analysis may be executed simultaneously. This process enables any response
to be treated as an independent variable, meaning that information can flow in either
direction within the hierarchy. For bottom-up design, the effect of manipulating
weapon design variables on weapon performance (or other metrics of interest, such as
cost), as well as the effect of the weapon performance on higher level metrics within an
operational environment (for example, the combined effect of using multiple weapons
against a single target) can be evaluated. For top-down design, placing limits or
constraints on high-level metrics will drive the required weapon performance, with
the effects cascading all the way down to the radar subsystem level properties, showing
the ability to conduct rapid top-down design among nonadjacent levels in the design
hierarchy. When the design space is completely populated, any design region may be
visualized using a multivariate scatter plot. As constraints are now used to limit the
remaining design space, the identification of not just the variables that are key drivers
to response variability, but also those variables that are dependent on the settings of





1.1.1 Top-Down Systems Engineering
Systems engineering involves the orderly process of bringing a system into being, and
is meant to provide “a structure for solving design problems and tracking requirements
flow through the design effort” [35]. A primary function of the systems engineer is to
document the requirements of a system, which involves laying out the initial system
design in such a manner that the system will do what it is intended to do - for as
long as it is required to operate. As Blanchard [40] states:
Broadly defined, system engineering is the effective application of scientific
and engineering efforts to transform an operational need into a defined sys-
tem configuration through the top-down iterative process of requirements
definition, functional analysis, synthesis, optimization, design, test, and
evaluation.
Systems engineering introduces the notion of top-down design, which involves
viewing an entire system comprised of its components as a whole functioning unit
[40]. This requires an understanding of how those components efficiently interact,
with optimization of the process emphasized rather than solely focusing on micro-level
system components [47]. This drives the need for having a complete identification
of system requirements, and relating these requirements to specific design goals and
developing of appropriate design criteria. However, it is difficult to develop models
that are sufficiently general to be applied to multiple systems [50]. Follow-on analysis
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may be required to ensure system effectiveness of early decision making within the
design process. This last point can best be described in this context using the on
going paradigm shift in conceptual design (discussed in further detail later in this
chapter). The “current”, or traditional way of doing systems design involves very
little, if any, front end engineering analysis effort. This requires much greater design
effort by individual component designers downstream in the system design process,
or even in the life cycle of the system itself. This after-the-fact decision-making
may not necessarily integrate well with other design activities and may require many
modifications, which may prove expensive in both time and money. Therefore, rather
than rely on individual point design solutions, it is desired to keep families of solutions
for a given design space of interest giving decision makers the flexibility to observe
the impacts of various requirements and constraints on the entire solution space.
To summarize, the entire system design and development process requires an in-
terdisciplinary effort to meet all design objectives effectively. This requires a complete
understanding of the various design disciplines, and most importantly for the systems
engineer, how the interrelationships between those disciplines affect overall system ca-
pability. The same conclusions can be drawn for the interrelationships of the compo-
nents within a system-of-systems, where individually operated and managed systems
interact to affect an overall metric (discussed in further detail in Chapter II).
1.1.2 Initial Research Formulation
In the author’s opinion, part of developing a novel systems engineering process is in
the investigation of its application to the development of a revolutionary concept,
and then identifying deficiencies that the new process addresses in whichever process
is currently in place, accepted, or in practice. The desire now is to find out how the
related community approaches applying the systems engineering process to a complex
problem, leading to the first research question.
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Research Question 1: What is the systems engineering process that can
be applied to set the design requirements of a complex hierarchical system,
and what are the major deficiencies associated with that process?
For example, designing an air defense weapon system to complete a function in
an operational environment not usually associated with air defense weapons, while
accounting for uncertainties throughout the design hierarchy, requires several differ-
ent systems to function together efficiently, and drives the need to utilize a top-down
design approach and view the entire process as the system. As will be explained
in more detail throughout this chapter, the specific case of launching a gun fired
guided projectile to intercept a small, indirect fire target will serve as the primary
proof-of-concept of the methodology developed. To help answer this question, several
sources were discovered leading to an accepted process. The Department of Defense
defines three characteristics of systems engineering [113]. First, systems engineering
transforms an operational need into a description of system performance parameters
and a system configuration. This process is achieved through an iterative process
of definition, synthesis, analysis, design, test, and evaluation. Second, systems engi-
neering integrates related technical parameters and must ensure compatibility of the
physical, functional, and program interfaces. This is to be done in such a manner
as to optimize the total system definition and design. Finally, systems engineering
integrates reliability, maintainability, safety, survivability, human, and other related
factors into the total effort to meet specific program objectives, such as cost, schedule,
and technical performance goals.
In an effort to apply the general systems engineering process to the design of an
air defense weapon capable of defeating small targets, Baumann [35] breaks down
the systems engineering process into a hierarchy of decision making levels, using
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information from multiple sources. The highest level is the overall capability level1,
which identifies the overall need or function that must be addressed. This system
concept description is created with the intent of meeting a requirement at the overall
capability level. Next below is the system level, which produces a system description,
for example a performance requirement. At the lowest level is the subsystem level that
produces a subsystem performance description. Baumann states that the systems
engineering process is applied to each level in the design hierarchy, one level at a
time. This is a “top-down, comprehensive, iterative and recursive” process and is
“applied sequentially through all stages of development”. It transforms needs and
requirements into a set of system product and process descriptions. Figure 1 takes
this systems engineering concept, showing the iteration step that must be taken across
each hierarchical level. This figure depicts an important fact about this systems
engineering process: requirements are decided upon and flowed from the top-down in
the design hierarchy, and at each level there must be an iteration to make sure that
the design solution satisfies the requirement, one level at a time.
In addition, Figure 1 applies this top-down structure to a notional air defense
weapon, where the primary weapon system metric of interest is the probability of
hitting a target. This notional weapon system may consist of a projectile, a gun
firing that projectile, and a radar that tracks both target and interceptor trajectory
throughout the engagement. Each one of those systems has an individual performance
capability, for example the gun firing the projectile may experience pointing errors,
or the radar may have some error in the location measurements of the interceptor or
target. Therefore, only certain combinations of the individual system capabilities will
achieve the top level capability requirement, and the iteration process is not required
between that high level goal and each system. Once the system level requirements are
1Baumann [35] actually refers to this first level as the concept level, however for the purposes of
remaining within the context of this thesis, it is referred to in this document as the overall capability
level.
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Figure 1: Systems Engineering Process with Top-Down Hierarchical Requirements
Flow (adapted from [35]) with Process Applied to a Notional Problem
established, those requirements are then flowed down to the subsystem level properties
that enable that individual system performance capability. For example, the radar
measurement error can be a function of many of the radar properties, such as antenna
gain, operating frequency, transmitted power, etc... Now the next level of iterations
is required between each of the required system performance metrics and the variable
space among the subsystem level properties.
To further address the question posed in Research Question 1, there are clear
deficiencies associated with the traditional systems engineering process as applied
to systems that themselves are composed of several component systems that must
function together, but contribute individually to the overall process. There must be an
iteration between adjacent levels of the hierarchy to make sure that the design solution
satisfies the requirement, therefore there can be no direct flow between nonadjacent
levels. Therefore, the next Research Question asks how an improved process can be
created, encapsulating the overall research objective of this thesis.
Research Question 2: How can a process be created that enables rapid
manipulation across a hierarchy of decision making levels?
This research objective provides the primary motivation for the direction of the
literature search chapters in this document. The example discussed of designing an
air defense weapon requires several different systems to function together efficiently
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within an operational environment in which air defense weapons are not usually used.
Each of these systems has its own uncertainties associated with it that affect the
combined system’s overall capability. In addition, the operational environment may
comprise of several high level requirements, such as some measure of effectiveness
against a target at a given cost. This requires a more holistic approach to the problem,
rather than focusing on the optimization of any of the individual system components.
1.1.3 Overview of Thesis
With the primary research objective introduced in Research Question 2 and the goal
of applying this process to the example problem introduced in mind, Chapter II will
be dedicated to finding general methods to model and quantify air defense weapon
system capability, but do not in themselves allow for a solution to the specific exam-
ple problem. Chapter III will be dedicated to those advanced design methodologies
necessary to fulfilling the primary research objective, addressing the deficiencies in
the current process. The motivation discussed in Chapter I and literature reviewed
in Chapters II and III led to a another series of research questions and hypotheses
discussed in Chapter IV. The questions will be used to refine the problem of interest
into specific challenges that must be addressed, and the hypotheses will generally
address how to answer those questions, based on information learned throughout the
literature search. Chapter V will outline the research formulation and the modeling
and simulation approach taken to prove the hypotheses presented. This chapter will
also focus all of the information gathered during the literature search into a coherent
problem within the scope of this thesis. Chapter VI will discuss the implementation
of the methodology developed to solve the problem of interest, as well as any key
findings. Finally, Chapter VII will review the research questions with the major ele-
ments of the results discussed that prove or disprove the hypotheses. This concluding
chapter will also present some recommendations for further study relating to this
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thesis.
First however, the remainder of this chapter will provide the reader with some
background for an example problem of current interest, benchmarking current pro-
posals for a solution to this problem, and identifying those proposals’ shortfalls which
drive the need to utilize a revolutionary concept. It is the discovery of a novel sys-
tems engineering process to investigate this revolutionary concept that motivates this
thesis.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 The Rocket, Artillery, and Mortar (RAM) Threat in Asymmetric
Warfare
The Army is fast-tracking a lot of technology to send it into Iraq because
we are suffering casualties there. Normally, these things would be tested
for one, two, three or four years before they were put into the field. So,
we are going to be putting many of these new systems into the field in Iraq
without complete testing, and some of them are going to work and some
of them are probably not going to work very well, but I think it is worth
our trouble...any American life saved is worth the effort...Although it is
not the ultimate solution, of course, we don’t have anything now that will,
with 80 to 90 percent accuracy, take these mortars out.
Brig. Gen. Nick Halley (U.S. Army, Ret.), March 2005 [21]
The 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review [26] compiled by senior civilian and mili-
tary U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) officials discusses attempts of non-state actors
to choose irregular warfare in an attempt to break the will of the U.S. military in a
protracted conflict. The DoD is therefore refocusing its portfolio of capabilities to
address irregular and disruptive challenges in addition to sustaining the ability to
address traditional challenges.
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The [National Defense Strategy] acknowledges that although the U.S. mil-
itary maintains considerable advantages in traditional forms of warfare,
this realm is not the only, or even the most likely, one in which ad-
versaries will challenge the United States during the period immediately
ahead. Enemies are more likely to pose asymmetric threats, including
irregular, catastrophic, and disruptive challenges.
Asymmetric strategies toward warfare are “strategies that do not directly engage
the full armed forces of a military power, instead taking advantage of anonymity,
patience, and willingness to suffer casualties to counter an adversary’s advantage in
firepower” [123]. The belief that the U.S. has a very limited willingness to suffer
causalities may drive an adversary to employ asymmetric strategies. Insurgents usu-
ally employ weapons in a war zone that are available in large numbers and simple to
operate, and the threat from rockets, artillery, and mortars (RAM) is ever growing.
This approach is certainly not a new idea, such as the Vietcong guerrilla attacks
on U.S. soldiers during the Vietnam War, however, Vietcong use (and many other
historical uses) of asymmetric warfare was in addition to, not in lieu of, a nationally
organized military.
The collapse of the Soviet Union strengthened the position for the use of asym-
metric warfare, as it was a large driver in the creation of many new centers of arms
production in the world making available large numbers of highly sophisticated con-
ventional weapons to anyone willing to pay for them. The Persian Gulf War in 1991
clearly exemplified how the United States, arguably having the most advanced mili-
tary in the world, likely could not be beaten in a war, in the traditional sense. This
traditional military advantage is likely a major factor that makes asymmetric warfare
strategy more appealing to insurgents.
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The U.N. intervention in Somalia is an early example of this premise. The broad-
casts of the bodies of American soldiers getting dragged through the streets of Mo-
gadishu on the news had an immense impact on the American public, limiting its will-
ingness to sustain additional casualties. The civil unrest after Operation Iraqi Free-
dom is an example of how insurgents with minimally capable conventional weapons
are able to successfully stage operations against American troops and interests, as
well as attempt to cripple Iraq’s fragile economy. This type of warfare attempts to
show the world that the U.S. may quickly be victorious in a full scale conventional
war, but not when trying to keep the peace in an asymmetric warfare environment.
1.2.1.1 The Baghdad Green Zone
The Green Zone, formally known as the International Zone, is the heavily guarded
area of closed-off streets in central Baghdad, Iraq, where U.S. authorities live and
work, and includes the main palaces of former President Saddam Hussein (Figure 2).
This area houses the civilian ruling authority, as well as the military presence run
by the Americans and British, and includes the main offices of major U.S. consulting
companies. This area is commonly referred to as the “ultimate gated community”
because of the numerous armed checkpoints, razor wire coiled and chain linked fences,
and numerous reinforced blast-proof concrete slabs. Security is very tight, and Amer-
ican and British officials rarely leave the Green Zone, only doing so with many body
guards and armored vehicles. Civilian traffic is very limited through the Green Zone
because of the many terrorist attacks against both Coalition and Iraqi security forces
and civilians [22].
The Green Zone is considered to be the safest area within Baghdad, however,
terrorists are no longer limiting themselves to planting bombs. On September 27,
2003, insurgents fired three rockets at a Baghdad hotel housing American soldiers and
civilians [22]. The attacks did very minimal damage, as the hotel stands hundreds of
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Figure 2: Green Zone in Baghdad, Iraq [22]
yards from high, earth-filled barriers circling that area of the Green Zone. This was
the first terrorist attack of this type on coalition forces in this area, and mortar and
rocket-propelled-grenade (RPG) attacks are now a common daily occurrence. New
defenses against these asymmetric rocket and mortar attacks are sorely needed.
1.2.1.2 The Need for RAM Defense
Historian Major General Robert H. Scales Jr. describes in an interview that “in
limited liability wars, most Americans killed in combat were killed by rudimentary
weapons; the greatest killer of Americans on the battlefield is the mortar” [77]. He
states that a historical pattern has emerged since the Korean War that will continue:
most American soldiers killed in combat will die while facing an enemy fighting a
close fight on equal terms using simple weapons. General Scales further points out
the irony that a B-2 bomber has the ability to fly transcontinental distances to destroy
a building with one bomb and return home safely, but that “a platoon under mortar
fire is relatively helpless”.
As a contemporary example if this, the Green Zone is very large and requires
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many types of defense systems, such as M1 Abrams tanks, Bradley fighting vehicles,
and 0.50 caliber machine gun armed HUMVEEs. However, these defense systems
are not capable of defending against very small targets such as those posed by the
RAM threat. It is the very basic nature of these weapons that make them so difficult
to defend against. For example, once fired, mortars such as those shown in Figure
3 follow a simple ballistic trajectory. Because mortars do not rely on a guidance
package, traditional missile countermeasures can not be used, such as chaffs against
radar guided projectiles and flares against infrared guided projectiles. Fortunately,
the use of these “dumb” projectiles usually results in a very small amount of direct hits
on an intended targets. However, their effective range and the compactness of their
launchers, as shown in Figure 4, means that a terrorist may stand off and fire from
several kilometers away, making finding the source of fire a difficult task. Mortars
provide a source of indirect fire, meaning that an attacker does not aim directly
at an intended target. These types of unguided weapons provide rapid, high-angle,
steeply dropping fires that have historically proven beneficial to military commanders
fighting against dug-in enemy troops or targets with uncertain location, which are far
less vulnerable to direct fire. Most mortars and launchers are light enough to be
carried by backpack across all terrain.
There is a very urgent need for a weapon system that is able to intercept these
small projectiles in mid-flight. Further, the reality of the situation is that this defense
system needs to defend against several types of attacks from many directions simul-
taneously. This weapon system needs to be able to detect multiple targets with small
radar cross sections (RCS), establish trajectory track for each target, hand off target
position to the fire control system, engage each target, and successfully intercept each
target with enough kinetic energy to destroy it. Of course, all this must be executed
in a very short time (on the order of several seconds, depending on the threat range).
All these requirements clearly drive the need for high accuracy and fast response
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Figure 3: 60mm (top left), 81mm & 120mm (top right) Fin-stabilized and 4.2 inch
Spin-stabilized Mortars (bottom) (photos from FAS [1])
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M252 81mm Medium Extended Range Mortar  
 
The M252 81mm Mortar System was developed under a co-
developement agreement with the United Kingdom to replace the 
M29A1 Mortar. A Blast Attenuation Device (BAD) is attached to 
the muzzle of the cannon assembly to reduce the blast effects on 
the mortar crew. The M252 is ideally suited to support airborne, 
air assault, mountain and light infantry units. 
Length: 56 inches (142.24 centimeters) 
Weight: 
Mortar Assembly: 35 pounds (15.89 kg) 
Bipod: 26 pounds (11.80 kilograms) 
Baseplate: 25.5 pounds (11.58 kilograms) 
Sight Unit: 2.5 pounds (1.14 kilograms) 
Total: 89 pounds (40.41 kilograms) 
Bore diameter: 81mm 
Maximum effective range: 5700 meters 
Minimum Range: 80 meters 
Rates of fire: 
Maximum: 33 rounds per minute 
Sustained: 16 rounds per minute 
Elevation: 45 to 85 degrees 
Unit Replacement Cost: $24,717 
Type Classified Standard: July 1984  
The M252 Mortar System consists of the following major components: 
M253 Cannon Assembly (35 lbs)  
M177 Bipod Assembly (27 lbs)  
M3A1 Baseplate (25.5 lbs)  
Features: The M252 81mm Medium Extended Range Mortar is a crew-served, medium 
weight mortar which is highly accurate and provides for a greater range (4,500 meters to 
5,650 meters) and lethality than the previous 81mm mortar. The cannon has a crew-
removable breech plug and firing pin. The muzzle end has a short tapered lead-in which acts 
as a blast attenuator device. The breech end is finned for better cooling. This mortar also 
uses the standard M64 mortar sight of the 60mm mortar, M224. 
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Figure 4: The M252 81mm Medium Extended Range Mortar (photo from FAS [1])
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at each level of the engagement, however put simply: hitting many small far away
targets is a very difficult task.
1.2.2 Problem Scope: Extended Area Protection & Survivability
The Extended Area Protection and Survivability (EAPS) Science and Tech-
nology (S&T) Program Architecture Study will provide concept definition,
requirements analysis, functional analysis, and design synthesis, and es-
tablish a baseline architecture to enable stationary/mobile 360 degree hemi-
spherical extended area protection and survivability of future Army com-
bat unit assets from direct and indirect fires, including rocket, artillery
and mortar (RAM), Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), and Cruise Mis-
sile (CM) threats while minimizing cost, weight, and space allowing for
improved deployment and mobility. Currently, no existing or pro-
grammed system has the capability to negate unguided rock-
ets and mortar/artillery projectiles with mechanical fuzes af-
ter they are launched. Only a limited capability exists to negate UAV
reconnaissance capabilities at sufficient range to preclude detection, iden-
tification, and targeting. Protection and survivability capabilities in Army
combat units faced with this threat needs to be demonstrated to deter or
defeat those enemy capabilities. [138]
Bill Nourse, program manager of the U.S. Army’s Extended Area Protection &
Survivability (EAPS) program, describes the area air defense operational scenario as
being broken down into an inner tier, comprising of the ranges up to 10 km, and
an outer tier for defended ranges beyond 10 km [120]. The outer tier is focused on
defending against large threats, such as ballistic and cruise missiles, unmanned aerial
vehicles, and rotary wing aircraft. The inner tier is primarily focused on the smaller
threats, such as rockets, artillery, and mortars, and potentially even on outer tier
13
Figure 5: Extended Area Protection & Survivability Operational Scenario [120]
“leakers”. As shown graphically in Figure 5, the inner tier is further broken down
into a Short Range Inner Tier (SRIT) for ranges between 500-2000 m and a Long
Range Inner Tier (LRIT) for ranges between 2-10 km.
Nourse describes several of the potential advantages of solutions addressing each of
the inner tier options. A solution required to only defend the SRIT has the attributes
of earlier fielding and lower unit cost when compared to a solution designed to defend
the LRIT. In addition, threats that have very short times of flight may only operate
within the SRIT. However, the ability to protect moving assets may only be addressed
by a solution that can defend at the LRIT level. Nourse suggests that a mix of both
short and long range shooters might be the most cost effective solution.
In [35], Dr. Jim Baumann, the Deputy EAPS program manager, lays out the basic
air defense weapon engagement kinematics as given in Figure 6. This is independent
of the type of interceptor solution, for example a gun fired projectile can be launched
to intercept the target, or a directed energy (DE) weapon can be used to heat up
the target’s warhead causing detonation. The basic timeline of events is as follows.
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What Does the Shooter 
Defendable Radius Need to Be?
The selected Shooter Defendable Radius will be a function many parameters, including Defended Asset
size, shape, and distribution.  The current analysis treats Shooter Defendable Radius parametrically,
to provide a data base for additional analyses, including System Architecture Definition, Life Cycle
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-For an Interceptor System: Allowable Interceptor Flight Time = TFT - SRT - KOT
-For a DE System:  Allowable DE Dwell Time = TFT - SRT - KOT
Defendable Radius (DR) Relationships:
-For an Interceptor with average velocity = Vi:                DR = Vi*(TFT - SRT - KOT) - KOD
-For a DE system with req’d dwell = f1 (range):                DR = f2 (TFT - SRT - KOT) - KOD
-There is a close analogy between the kinematic relationships for interceptors and DE systems.
-The term (TFT-SRT-KOT) is key to the defense solution for both system types.
-Defendable Radius is directly related to this term
-Combinations of short TFT, long SRT, or long KOT can make threats unengageable.
Figure 6: EAPS Engagement Kinematics [35]
A surveillance radar (SR) detects a threat fired from a certain distance with the
intention of hitting some defendable asset, and firm track is established. A flight
control radar (FCR) establishes a firm track of the threat trajectory to establish a
fire control solution. When a solution is established, the air defense interceptor is
launched (or if a DE weapon is used, system lasing initiation begins). The time up to
this point is known as the System Reaction Time (SRT). The interceptor flight time,
or DE lasing dwell time, determines the point at which the threat is killed, and the
distance to the defendable asset is the Keepout Distance.
1.2.2.1 Gun vs. Rocket Interceptor Solutions
Baumann [35] compares the use of both gun and rocket interceptor solutions against
a notional RAM type target in Figure 7. The red curve shows the intercept velocity
versus intercept range for a notional gun firing a 20 mm projectile with a muzzle exit
velocity of about 1100 m/s. The black curve shows the same profile for a notional
70 mm bore, 11 kg hypervelocity rocket (HVR). The straight blue curve gives a
postulated lethality requirement achieved with a kinetic energy delivered at 800 m/s.
Baumann concludes that a gun or rocket system would provide the necessary kinetic
energy to destroy this notional target at the shorter range SRIT requirements (0-2
km). From the notional velocity profiles, note that a gun solution is especially better
than a rocket at delivering kinetic energy at very short range, since the rocket requires
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Typical Velocity Profiles of
Guns and Rockets
-SRIT requirements can likely be met with either gun or rocket systems.
-HVR is typical of high performance rockets. Its average velocity to 6 km is about 750 m/s.
- It could meet the intercept velocity (postulated lethality) requirement out to about 3.5 km
- It could meet the average velocity (postulated kinematic) requirement out to about 5.5 km
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Figure 7: Typical Intercept Velocity Profiles of Guns and Rockets [35]
a certain distance after launch to achieve maximum velo ity, where as a gun fir s its
projectiles at maximum velocity. However, th rapid velocity decay of a bullet as
soon as it leaves the gun muzzle severely limits the amount of kinetic energy it can
deliver at longer ranges such as those dictated by the LRIT requirement (2-10 km).
In fact, the 20 mm gun solution appears to be able to deliver that required kinetic
energy up until about 2 km (the boundary of the SRIT/LRIT requirements), and the
rocket delivers the required kinetic energy up until about 3.5 km. A self propelled
solution such as a rocket may be required to maintain a certain velocity profile at
a ceratin range, depending on the amount of kinetic energy required at an intercept
range. This clearly shows how the required defendable radius for a single solution
drives the weapon design requirements.
1.2.2.2 Radar Accuracy Requirements
The performance of an interceptor projectile, guided or unguided, highly depends on
the accuracy of the fi e control radar to deliver it to the intended target. To defend an
area against the RAM threat, the radar must have 360 degree operation in an urban
and mountain environment, against low RCS and low trajectory targets with short
times of flight (on the order of 12 to 15 seconds) [75]. These requirements pose several
16
Figure 8: Projectile Timeline Engagement - Typical Mortar [75]
dilemmas. Full 360 degree operation requires a very large coverage volume. The short
flight time of the threat requires a high radar search rate. However, finding a low RCS
target would likely mean a longer dwell time before detection. A notional projectile
timeline engagement against a typical mortar using a surveillance/fire control radar
is given in Figure 8. Note a defined minimum kill altitude requirement2 of 75 m.
Accurate handover to the weapon system requires high radar track accuracy, which
in turn drives the need for a narrow antenna beamwidth. Unfortunately, a narrow
antenna beamwidth does not readily allow for the large coverage volume and high
update rate requirements driven by the threat characteristics. Therefore, the surveil-
lance and weapon handover radar design requirements are incompatible, and drive
the design in opposite directions.
The main driver for both surveillance and weapon handover requirements is radar
2This 75 m minimum kill altitude is assumed for all scenarios studied in the implementation
discussed in Chapter 6.
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Figure 9: Fire Control Angle Error versus Warhead Lethal Radius [75]
accuracy, which plays an important role as to how close the fired projectile actually
ends up to its intended target and its associated probability of direct hit. The use
of a warhead would increase the projectile’s lethal radius, meaning that a projectile
could actually “hit” its intended target without directly intersecting flight paths. This
leaves room for error in the radar. Holder [75] therefore states that “warhead size
will dictate radar accuracy requirements” as given in Figure 9. The reader will note
that for a given target size, as the radar error is reduced, the required lethal radius
for a target hit is reduced until a certain point where error reduction does not affect
required lethal radius. But the converse can also be stated in that a given radar
accuracy might drive the need for a warhead of given lethal radius. The probability
of hitting the target with a single projectile will also dictate the number of projectiles
required to actually destroy the target. Therefore there is an important tradeoff space
to be examined between the lethal radius of one projectile, the number of projectiles
fired, and radar accuracy, for a desired probability of hit.
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1.2.3 Approaches to the RAM Threat
As can be seen by the shift in how warfare is conducted, one of the most pressing
questions facing the modern day war planner is how to defeat the types of weapons
posed by the RAM threat. Ideally, one would try to eliminate the source of fire, but as
stated previously, this is a particularly daunting task. Therefore the only choice left
is to defeat the threat in mid flight, but as the program manager of the U.S. Army’s
EAPS program states, “currently, no existing or programmed system with a capability
to negate RAM projectiles after they are launched” [120]. However, Macfadzean [92],
considered one of the primary authorities on the analysis of surface-based air defense
systems, states:
Surface-launched, direct-fire battlefield missiles are not viable targets for
air defense systems. The launcher must be disabled, but this is not an air
defense function.
Nevertheless, as enemy tactics have evolved, so does the required function of
air defense weapons. As a reaction to the mortar threat facing coalition forces in
the Green Zone within Baghdad, the chief of staff of the U.S. Army has issued a
directive for a near term fielding of a Counter Rocket, Artillery, and Mortar (C-RAM)
system [19]. This system is in direct response to an operational needs statement
from the Multinational Corps-Iraq. Each C-RAM system must identify, track, and
engage an incoming threat munition. Additionally, because this defense system will be
fielded in crowded areas, it must destroy the incoming threat with minimal collateral
damage. The Army has three systems proposed to defeat this threat: the 20 mm
Phalanx Close in Weapon System, a Navy anti-ship missile defense gun system; the
35 mm Skyshield, a Swiss rotary wing air defense system; and the Active Protection
System, developed by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency for anti-tank
missile defense. Additionally, the Northrop Grumman Corporation has proposed
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using the Tactical High Energy Laser (THEL) developed for destroying Katyusha
rockets launched into northern Israel, to counter the total RAM threat. Northrop
Grumman has even conducted actual firing tests to prove that a single system can
destroy multiple mortars in mid air [18].
One main problem with any of these approaches is the rush to field a system.
Retired Army Brig. Gen. Nick Halley, the commanding general of artillery and
rocket forces for the 18th Airborne Corps during the first Gulf War, stresses in the
opening quotation to the background section of this chapter how the U.S. military
would be willing to sacrifice some performance and effectiveness for the ability to
deploy a C-RAM weapon system quickly [21]. The following sections will briefly
introduce these proposed systems.
1.2.3.1 MK 15 Phalanx Close-In Weapons System (CIWS)
The MK 15 Phalanx Close-In Weapons System (CIWS) built by the Raytheon Sys-
tems Company, is a fast reaction, rapid-fire 20 mm gun system designed to provide
naval ships a “last-ditch” defense against incoming antiship missiles or aircraft that
successfully penetrated longer range defensive systems, such as surface-to-air missiles
(SAM). A Phalanx system, shown in Figure 10, includes a fire control that has the
ability to automatically detect, track, and engage targets using an advanced search-
and-track radar integrated with a stabilized, forward-looking infra-red (FLIR) detec-
tor giving a multi-spectral capability. It can also provide an additional sensor and
fire-control capability to an existing combat system. Finding specific characteristics
on any weapon system used by the U.S. military is very difficult and often conflict-
ing in open-source literature. Therefore, the Phalanx characteristics and description
listed in this section are for the latest Block 1B standard derived from Miller [114],
and summarized in Table 1.
The Phalanx fire-control system consists of two high frequency Ku-band radars
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(discussed later in Chapter 2), which are beneficial when used to track small objects in
a high clutter environment [96]. One radar is used to track a target, and the second is
used to track its own projectile stream. An internal computer is used to compute the
necessary elevation and azimuth required to eliminate the difference between the two,
and deliver the projectiles fired to the target. The Phalanx employs a Vulcan Gatling
gun element originally designed for use in aircraft. A six barrel cluster rotates at high
speed firing projectiles at either continuous fire (4500 rounds per minute) or at burst
lengths of 60 or 100 rounds. The gun fires a 20 mm armor-piercing discarding sabot
(APDS) projectile consisting of a 15 mm subcaliber tungsten or depleted uranium
penetrator. The Phalanx has been issued at several block standards. The latest Block
1B standard introduced many improvements to the gun system, but most notable to
this thesis is a man-in-the-loop facility, which makes the system more suitable for
use in engagements against small high-speed surface ships, small aircraft, helicopters,
and surface mines.
A land based version of the Phalanx, shown in the right side of Figure 10, was
selected by the U.S. Army as the interim C-RAM interceptor (and given the C-RAM
designation). Tests conducted in December of 2004 showed a 60 to 70 percent shoot
down capability of a live mortar [23], and subsequently two of these C-RAM systems
were deployed to Iraq in August 2005 [39]. Note that these open source performance
reports do not mention the size of the target, the intercept range, and the number of
bullets fired (typical bursts of rounds number in the hundreds). As will be discussed
much later in this thesis, preliminary studies to determine the effectiveness of a land
based Phalanx weapon system using some of the methodologies introduced in Chapter
3 are given in Appendix B.2.
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Table 1: MK 15 Phalanx Close-In Weapons System Characteristics [114]
Property Description
Type Fast-reaction, rapid-fire 20mm gun system
Date deployed Block 0: 1980; Block 1: 1988; Block 1b: 1999
Gun type/caliber M-61A1 Gatling; 20mm
Weight 12,500 lb
Range 4875 ft (horizontal)
Guidance system Self-contained search-and-track radar with integrated FLIR
Type of fire 4500 rounds/min (Block 1 onwards)
Elevation/depression +80/-20 degrees
Ammunition Armor-piercing discarding sabot, tungsten subcaliber penetrator
Magazine capacity 1550 rounds (Block 1 onwards)
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The Skyshield 35 Air Defence System is the Oerlikon Contraves latest
generation, state-of-the-art, main product. It has been designed not 
only for traditional targets such as aircraft and attack helicopters, but in
particular for the sophisticated threat represented by cruise missiles
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Figure 11: The Skyshield 35 Air Defence System [2]
1.2.3.2 Skyshield 35 Air Defence System
The Skyshield 35 Air Defence System, manufactured by the Swiss company Oerlikon
Contraves [2], was designed for short range air defense against aircraft and cruise
missiles. A fully modular Skyshield 35 shown in Figure 11, is based on two 35/1000
Revolver Guns firing 35 mm projectiles at a rate of 1,000 rounds per minute in 24
round bursts and a fire control system consisting of a sensor unit and a detached
command ost. The se sor unit has an X-band search and track radar (discussed
later in Chapter 2) that employs a multi-search unit for radar/TV and/or Laser/FLIR
precision tracking. The entire system was designed for rapid deployment by means
of trucks, trailers, railway, or aircraft.
The 35/1000 Revolver gun was designed to fire standard 35 mm ammunition, as
well as the Ahead Ammunition, show in Figure 12. The Ahead round was specifically
developed against small, low, and fast flying targets (here the manufacturer’s intended
idea of “small” is about the size of a cruise missile). The Ahead round itself, also
manufactured by Oerlikon Contraves, is a 35 mm caliber projectile that consists
of 152 tungsten submunitions that disperse at a given fuze distance “ahead” of a
target. Each projectile is programmed by a muzzle based electromagnetic inductor
that sets an electric timer as the projectile exits the gun, to activate and separate
the projectile into its 152 submunitions [20]. Weapon characteristics of interest are
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4
trajectories calculated by PRODAS are more accurate when experimental aerodynamic coefficients are used as 
reported by Silton and Massey3, and Silton4.  For the present case, information existed on the round under 
investigation and this was used to model the projectile and thus produce very accurate trajectories. 
The projectile modeled in PRODAS was based on open 
source information obtained on the 35mm Ahead Ammunition by 
Oerlikon Contraves5, shown in Figure 3.  This is a 35mm caliber 
projectile that consists of 152 tungsten submunitions each 
weighing 3.3g that disperse at a given fuze distance ahead of 
target.  The basic characteristics used to model this projectile are 
given in Table II.  The mass properties and aerodynamic 
coefficients were taken from range tests of the weapon system 
reported by Oerlikon Contraves.  The gun selected for projectile 
analysis was the standard 35mm air defense gun used previously 
by Oerlikon Contraves weapon systems; this sets the twist rate for 
spin-stabilized projectile analysis.   
          
Figure 3. Ahead 35mm Ammunition.5 
A simple iterative fire control solver written using the PRODAS integrated scripting engine which initially 
assumes flat-fire and repeatedly corrects the initial inputs, was used to determine the correct gun elevation angle to 
intercept each of the desired points.  The time-to-target was also determined by the solver, establishing an ideal, 
error-free trajectory and its fuze time.  Since the goal of this study was to examine the effects of system error, all 
initial conditions not under investigation were set to their ideal values.  Thus, there was no initial pitch, yaw, pitch 
rate, or yaw rate; the projectile was assumed to leave the muzzle perfectly parallel to the muzzle axis.  Realistically, 
this error-free condition is not possible, but the proper analysis of the interior ballistics required to determine the 
appropriate amount of muzzle error was beyond the scope of the present investigation.  The PRODAS trajectory 
analysis used was a six degree of freedom (6DOF) fixed plane code.  The 6DOF codes are the most accurate 
trajectory simulations available in PRODAS and still run extremely quickly on modern hardware, on the order of 
one second per simulation.  As previously indicated, aerodynamic coefficients were taken from manufacturer 
provided data, and the ICAO standard atmosphere was employed, setting the gun site at sea level.  At each target 
point, all simulations were stopped at the fuzing time determined by the fire control solver to eliminate fuze time as 
a source of error.  Each resulting trajectory was output into a file for later processing.   
C. Design of Experiments 
Because of the many trials required by the Monte Carlo simulation, a metamodel of the modeling and simulation 
environment was used to minimize the overall run time.  A metamodel is a model of a small segment of a more 
sophisticated analysis tool based on statistical inputs and response metrics.  This model allows for a quick 
calculation of responses by employing simple equations to relate independent variables to responses.  The 
metamodel used in this study was a Response Surface Equation (RSE) in the form of a quadratic equation, given in 
Eq. 1.  
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where:  n  = number of factors 
   bi  = regression coefficients for linear terms 
   bii  = regression coefficients for pure quadratic terms 
   bij  = regression coefficients for cross product terms 
   xi, xj = design variables or factors 




Submunition mass (each) 3.3 g
Payload mass 500 g
Projectile mass (total) 750 g
Muzzle Velocity 1050 m/s
Figure 12: Ahead 35mm Ammunition [2]





Submunition mass 3.3 g (each)
Payload mass 500 g (all submunitions)
Projectile mass (total) 750 g
Muzzle velocity 1050 m/s
provided in Table 2. P liminary studies using methodologi s introduced in Chapter
3 to determine the ffectiveness of the Ahead round against very sm targets are
given in Appendix B.1.
1.2.3.3 Tactical High Energy Laser (THEL)
The Tactical High Energy Laser (THEL) is a high-energy laser weapon system de-
signed to defeat short range rockets, developed for U.S. Space & Missile Defense
Command and the Israeli Ministry of Defense. The THEL uses a high-energy chemi-
cal laser that focuses its beam on an incoming threat, the objective of which is to heat
up the warhead to point of detonation in mid-flight. The laser beam is created by
mixing fluorine atoms with helium and deuterium to generate deuterium-fluoride in
an excited state. A resonator is used to extract the deuterium-fluoride and transform
it into a coherent, monochromatic beam of light. FAS [12] claims a low-cost per kill
(about $3000 per kill), the ability to “fire” 60 shots with a single load of chemical
fuel, and a probability for kill near 1 at ranges within 5 km.
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The main driving factor for the development of the THEL was the threat that
Israel was facing from Hezbollah terrorists firing Katyusha rockets at Israeli towns
across the border with Lebanon. These rockets fly very fast and at low altitude bal-
listic trajectories, and when aimed at crowded towns, can cause considerable damage.
These attacks grew so numerous that Israel could not use interceptor missiles, and
since the Katyushas flew on ballistic trajectories that landed on Israeli towns unless
completely destroyed, they could not deploy an advanced machine gun defense such
as the CIWS developed by U.S. Navy against low-flying cruise missiles. In April 1996,
Hezbollah fired over two dozen Katyusha rockets at Israel within 17 days. In response,
the THEL was designed to handle a large volume of attacks while maintaining a low
cost per kill. [8]
The fire control radar would be positioned near the hostile zone, continuously
scanning the horizon for threats. For a typical engagement scenario shown in Figure
13, a rocket is launched at a defended area. The THEL fire control radar detects
the incoming rocket and establishes trajectory information, which then hands off the
target to the pointer-tracker subsystem that includes the laser beam director. This
process tracks the target optically, then finely tracks the target for the beam director,
placing the high energy beam on the target. The transfer of energy from the high-
energy laser causes intense heating of the target, causing the warhead to explode,
causing debris from the target to fall to the ground short of the intended impact area.
However, the weapon system has not progressed far beyond the demonstration
program. The system’s lack of mobility limited the weapon system’s effectiveness
against targets with various ranges and trajectories. As discussed earlier, a weapon
designed to counter the RAM threat must be able to be rapidly mobilized to protect
an area. Therefore, Northrop Grummen has proposed a that the weapon system
developed beyond the demonstration phase be a mobile version of the THEL, the
MTHEL, which would be able to be air transported on a C-17, C-5, or C-130 transport
25
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Figure 13: THEL Rocket Interception Process [17]
aircraft [17]. Although originally designed to counter rockets, such as Katyushas, the
THEL has successfully shot down multiple mortar rounds in August 2004 during test
firings at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, proving that the laser weapon
could be used to protect against common threats [18]. However, funding for the
MTHEL was cut in 2004.
Although no further attention will be paid to laser based weapons in this thesis,
the original motivation for the development of the THEL and the difficulty associated
with destroying small unguided airborne threats further motivates this thesis.
1.2.4 Guided Projectiles
1.2.4.1 Introducing the Concept
The basic objective of a guided projectile is to increase the accuracy of an other-
wise unguided gun-fired projectile in hitting a target. Different approaches to the
guided pr je tile solution have be n examined. The projectile may carry a seeker, or
on-board tracking sensor that homes in on the target’s infrared or radar signature.
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Another solution may have a ground based radar sending updates to the projectile as
it approaches the target. These updates may include path corrections to adjust for
any uncertainties, such as gun firing errors, wind, target tracking location error, etc...
For example, Buzzett et al. [44] report that a notional unguided projectile with a Cir-
cular Error Probable (CEP)3 of 200 m could be reduced to under 10 m, using guidance
technologies for spinning projectiles using a body fixed guidance approach employing
fast impulse thrusters (for control) and a low cost on-board seeker. However, the use
of complex components that must be carried on-board the projectile may seriously
drive up the cost of a single round. Any on board components or moving parts (i.e.
moving fins for control) must be able to stand the high acceleration of being fired
from a gun, sometime in the tens of thousands of g’s. Nourse [120] identified several
technology barriers to a guided projectile solution to the RAM threat, which include:
1. Low Cost Sensor : sensors for acquisition of small, short-range, and low trajec-
tory RAM threats
2. Guidance: Miniature sensors and control mechanisms for low cost guidance
3. Lethality : Lethal kill mechanisms for defeating tough diverse RAM threat
4. Fire Control : Algorithms/network for timely impact point prediction/preferential
engagement of RAM threat
5. Shooter trade-off studies : Efficient and mobile hemispheric protection from en-
gagement of multiple RAM threats arriving simultaneously
A good deal of academic work at the undergraduate level has been conducted
at the University of Alabama, including partnerships with other academic, industry,
and government institutions. There were specific efforts to equip students with the
specific technical skills related to the U.S. Army defined EAPS problem [43]. The
efforts of the students to design a guided projectile are discussed in [69] [72] [144].
3Circular Error Probable (CEP) is “the radius of a circle, centered on the desired mean point of
impact such that 50% of the impact points lie within it” [57].
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Owen [121] discusses the use of Response Surface Methodology to represent simple
trajectory calculations within more complicated 6-DoF codes, demonstrating a desire
to expedite the 6-DoF trajectory process. Tournes [136] discusses using Monte Carlo
simulations to quantify uncertainties in guided projectile flight control due to errors
in aerodynamics, actuators used to direct control surfaces, wind, radar properties,
and mass properties. Costello [51] discusses research at the faculty level at Oregon
State University on the dynamic modeling of guided projectiles. Cave [46] introduced
a system effectiveness analysis tool to evaluate guided interceptors (both gun-fired
and missiles). This tool is designed to provide results that may be used to define
defense system architecture and interceptor subsystem requirements.
1.2.4.2 Defense Industry Examples
In a Raytheon presentation explaining the theory of operations of guided projectiles,
Geswender [66] compares the different levels of guidance on impact point accuracy,
shown in Figure 14. The simplest level, the unguided round, clearly has the worst
accuracy (i.e. the largest impact area of uncertainty). As guidance degrees of freedom
are added, the impact area of uncertainty is reduced. In the development of the
Raytheon Extended Range Guided Munition (ERGM), Geswender points out that
the challenge is to “build a projectile with all the functionality of a missile but robust
enough to [be] gun fired”. The ERGM is a gun-fired, rocket assisted, GPS/INS-guided
127 mm projectile designed to be fired from the MK 45 5-inch gun for the U.S. Navy.
The rocket-assisted round extends the range of the 5-inch gun from 13 nmi to 63 nmi,
and the GPS/INS can achieve at accuracy of 10-20 m CEP at maximum range [14]
[124].
The Boeing Company is developing a defense system which provides protection
from missiles and artillery threats, designated the Small Low-cost Interceptor Device
(SLID) [7]. The SLID is designed to be a small, low-cost, fully self-contained active
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Figure 14: Potential Projectile Guidance Corrections Effect on Accuracy [66]
defense system for military or other high value assets. This system comprises of sev-
eral components, including a small maneuverable hit-to-kill interceptor, high-speed
launcher, passive threat warning sensor, and precision fire control system. Boeing
claims that the SLID is designed to defeat threats at standoff ranges up to 250 m,
which may include anti-tank guided munitions, high explosive anti-tank rounds, mor-
tar rounds, and artillery shells. At a cost of $10,000 per round, the SLID relies on
a number of technologies, notably for this thesis is the use of an optofluidic control
system for maneuvering [36].
When compared to an unguided gun-fired round, the cost of guided munitions cur-
rently labeled “low-cost” would still be too expensive for widespread fielding (about
10-20 times). Even these cost predictions underestimate the cost, as most low cost
claims are based on overestimated production volumes that do not materialize when
actual procurement begins. Therefore, Horwath et al. [78] state that there is a need
to “give up some precision to achieve low cost”. Understandably, single shot accuracy
and system cost are inversely proportional to each other.
An effort is underway at General Dynamics to study Low Cost Course Correction
(LCCC) technologies [78]. The idea is to use off-the-shelf parts already used from
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suppliers that build components in “high volume”. A restriction is also applied to not
use any moving parts, and therefore more suited to high-g gun launch applications.
Therefore, there will be several restrictions on performance, such as not being able
to employ pursuit guidance (i.e. chasing the target; discussed with the guidance
navigation laws in Section 2.6.2). Additionally, it would not likely yield a “one shot
one kill” solution, but if there is confidence of intercepting within a certain miss
distance of the target, then a multiple shot scenario could be used, the “close is good
enough” approach. Available literature shows that General Dynamics have applied
the LCCC methodology to such smaller 40 mm and 50 mm bore projectiles.
1.2.4.3 Guided Projectile Research at GTRI
The Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) has been investigating the use of pin
based actuators to generate forces capable to steer small supersonic projectiles, shown
in Figure 15. This section will highlight key findings and information appropriate to
this thesis as interpreted from papers by Massey et al. [99], Massey et al. [101], Silton
[131], and Silton and Massey [132]. Control of the projectile is achieved through taking
advantage of the complex shock-boundary layer interactions produced by mechanical
devices, as shown in Figure 16. The forces created by the shock impingement on
the fins and body surfaces provide control forces through asymmetric lift. Angle-
of-attack control is achieved by deploying two pins placed close to an adjacent fin,
and rotation is achieved by deploying two diametrically opposed pins. Range tests
of these projectiles fired at Mach 4+ demonstrated the divert required for intercept
[100]. As shown in the shadowgraphs of live test firings in Figure 17, the robust pin
firing mechanism was able to provide control after withstanding the high g load of
being gun fired, and may be a comparatively low cost technology alternative for a
guided projectile.
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Figure 15: GTRI Guided Projectile with Pin Firing Mechanism [101]
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Figure 1 Guided munition defense of a forward base 
against cruise missile attack. 
 
 




Figure 3 Pins used for roll and directional control. 
 
Figure 4 Surface pressures for pin with projectile at zero 
angle of attack, roll control configuration. 
 
Figure 5 Shadowgraph of fired projectile at ARL with roll 
control pins.  (CAD image superimposed.) 
 
Figure 6 Wind tunnel model of projectile. 
Guidance Pins 
Shock Interaction 
Figure 16: Pin-Fin Shock Interaction Guidance Concept [99]
Figure 17: Shadowgraph Ensemble Showing Divert of Pin-Controlled Projectile
[100]
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1.2.4.4 Concluding Remarks on Guided Projectiles
Clearly, the study of guided projectiles is still in relative infancy compared to mature
operational weapons systems. One issue related to the problem defined in this thesis
is that most of the literature about industry built guided projectiles is that they are
designed to hit fixed surface targets at ranges much farther than those outlined by
the EAPS SRIT requirements discussed in Section 1.2.2, which address the need to
defend against moving airborne targets. This leads to the design of very complicated
and expensive projectiles not suited to defend an area against the RAM threat.
1.2.5 Summary of Discussed Solutions
Table 3 reviews the different alternatives discussed as potential solutions to the RAM
threat, as well as several of the guided projectiles discussed. As discussed in Section
1.2.2.1, both a gun fired projectile and a self propelled rocket (or missile) could
deliver the necessary kinetic energy to destroy a notional RAM threat at distances
within the SRIT requirement (<2 km), and in fact at very short distances (within
the acceleration period of the rocket) a gun fired projectile would deliver more kinetic
energy. A gun fired projectile would certainly be less complex (i.e. less expensive)
than a rocket or missile, and therefore more desirable to meet the SRIT requirements.
However, with their single shot probability of hit being orders of magnitude lower
than that of guided missiles, many gun fired projectiles would have to be used to be
effective, something not desirable in an area trying to defend against many incoming
targets. Additionally, having to fire many projectiles greatly increases the chances
of collateral damage. Therefore, Table 3 includes a review of the guided projectiles
discussed in this thesis.
The only directed energy weapon discussed, the THEL, is not capable of being
relocated with great effort, probably beyond the effort afforded in a combat situation.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































1.3 Paradigm Shift in Conceptual Design
The proposed approaches to defeating the RAM threat discussed in Section 1.2.3
included evolutionary applications to already existing weapon systems that clearly
were not designed with the intention of meeting those needs. Those needs are outside
the described by the problem of interest are outside the traditional required function
of air defense weapons. Therefore, there is a need for a revolutionary solution, such
as using a gun launched guided projectile, which serves as an excellent case study
example for the implementation of a process desired in Research Question 2.
A paradigm shift is under way in the field of conceptual design to bring knowledge
of the system in question up front in the design process, while maximizing design
freedom as long as possible, without committing unnecessary cost [106]. Failure to
consider all of the requirements for producing a product may result in many changes
in the design. Most of the costs associated with developing a product are determined
very early in its life cycle, where uncertainty in the design is highest. Chapman et
al. [47] states that 80% of the system cost is determined by the initial system design,
which is the portion of the system that can no longer be optimized with respect
to cost or performance. With only 20% of the product development costs spent,
80% of the total product cost has already been locked. Future optimization of the
product during its lifetime will only affect the remaining 20% of the product’s cost.
Therefore, mistakes made in the initial stages of the design of a system will have a
serious negative impact on the total cost and success of the final product. Investing
more effort up front in the design cycle, and ensuring that all the aspects of the
concept are optimized, a more quality product can be delivered.
Dieter [56] addresses the idea of product cost committed during the phases of the
design process as well. He makes the point that true quality must be designed into the
product to produce a competitive product that will not have to be redesigned after it
goes into the market. Deiter’s major points on product design are summarized below:
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• Decisions made in the design process cost very little in terms of the overall
product cost but have a major effect on the cost of the product.
• Quality cannot be built into a product unless it is designed into it
• The design process should be conducted so as to develop quality cost-competitive
products in the shortest time possible.
Today’s traditional design process commits cost rapidly at the early stages of
design, where knowledge of the system is the lowest. Additionally, design freedom
rapidly decreases as important decisions are made in the initial conceptual design
stages. Bringing more knowledge of the system forward will enable a designer to make
more informed decisions before the final costs are locked in, enabling the freedom to
make design changes without a heavy cost for a longer period of time during the
design process. This concept is known as a paradigm shift, inspired by initiatives
in government and industry to focus the engineering design community on system
affordability as the overall decision making objective. The evaluation of a design is
no longer driven solely by its capability to achieve specific mission requirements or
remain within specific product constraints. Rather, a robust design process, or one
that leads to a design that is least sensitive to influence of uncontrollable factors,
is needed to “balance mission capability with other system effectiveness attributes”
[106]. This design process would ideally bring more knowledge to the early part of
the product design phase where design freedom is highest. Additionally, the designer
would like to have the ability to keep a family of designs, rather than a point design,
for as long as possible, and keep the design freedom available longer.
Therefore, the following two literature search chapters are dedicated to finding
methods to realizing and furthering the spirit of this paradigm shift, as applied to
the general systems engineering process development desired in the primary research




This thesis does not intend to reflect the true performance characteristics of actual
weapon systems. It is meant only to show the trends one would expect if actual data
was used to conduct the study, data which is usually of a sensitive nature. Every
attempt has been made to protect any sensitive data by normalizing or eliminating
data on figures and plots, where possible.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE SEARCH: COMBAT SYSTEM
MODELING & SIMULATION
The scientific methods of analysis and optimization have now found ac-
ceptance at every level of military operations, starting with the planning
of strategies, tactics, and doctrines through force deployment and employ-
ment in actual combat. The President of the United States and the Na-
tional Command Authorities use the results of the extensive analysis when
various options for action are submitted by the military departments and
the Department of Defense for the final decision. Also, at lower eche-
lons the decision-makers rely heavily on the analytical studies that define
measures of system effectiveness and present a process of determining ap-
propriate criteria for choosing preferred alternatives.
Przemieniecki [126]
The intention of this chapter is to introduce general methods to model and quan-
tify air defense weapon system capability, and the various related aspects of combat
systems modeling. However, there exists is a lack of literature in modeling of the RAM
threat and of the air defense systems designed to defend against this threat, but there
is an abundance in the area of aircraft survivability and large scale combat modeling.
Although there is not absolute correlation between the two subjects, those topics per-
tinent to this thesis will be introduced in this chapter, and used as a starting point to
identify related topics that are required to be included in any methodology implemen-
tation that will address the specific problem. The goal is therefore to find accepted
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methods that establish total weapon system accuracy and lethality by modeling the
firing of multiple guided projectiles for target intercept, with an additional focus on
the modeling of the radar subsystem variables effect on radar system accuracy and
cost.
2.1 Modeling Military Operations
2.1.1 General Requirements of Combat Modeling
The planning of successful military operations relies on accurate modeling based on
mathematical methods of analysis. Exploring different alternatives for resource allo-
cation or specific force deployments is a useful way to determine the best strategies
for use in actual combat engagements. In the opening quote, Przemieniecki [126]
underscores the importance of using mathematical methods in defense analysis for
decision making, at various levels within the military planning framework.
The basic concept in the mathematical modeling of combat engagements focuses
on the attrition of combat troops, weapons, vehicles, targets, and any other resource
expended in the engagement, according to Przemieniecki. These attrition, or force
reduction rates are expressed as number of individual objects (i.e. targets, resources)
destroyed per unit time. These rates may vary as a function of time, depending on fac-
tors such as: resource allocation (i.e. troop location and concentration); availability
of resources (i.e. resupply, or refitting an aircraft returning from a sortie); command,
control, and communications; intelligence information about the target area; other
major human factors including prior training, and the willingness of combatants to
engage in battle to the maximum capabilities constrained only by physical limita-
tions. Much of the data used in these models is generated in terms of probabilities of
event occurrence, varying from 0 to 1. A common example of this is using analysis of
gun or missile test data to determine the Circular Error Probable (CEP), leading to
calculation of probability of hit.
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2.1.2 Large Scale Combat Computer Simulations
2.1.2.1 Identification of Large Scale Combat Computer Simulations
There are many modeling and simulation tools that have been developed to attempt
to describe the outcome of military encounters at various levels of fidelity. Decision
makers can then use the outcomes of these simulations to base important tactical
and/or strategic conclusions. The different branches of the United States armed forces
have adopted respective theater level analytical campaign simulation tools. The U.S.
Air Force uses THUNDER [68] to simulate large-scale application of air and space
power in a “joint warfighting context” at the theater level. The Integrated Theater
Engagement Model (ITEM) [129] was developed for the U.S. Navy at the request of
the Defense Nuclear Agency to model naval nuclear simulations. It has since evolved
to model naval surface and subsurface combat, amphibious operations, air combat,
and ground combat, and has gained acceptance by the U.S. Pacific Command to
model joint expeditions in the Pacific Theater [55].
Janus was one of the first codes developed to simulate low level conflict, primarily
used to train platoon and company level commanders to apply tactical doctrines and
combat techniques. It is an “event driven simulation that models fighting systems as
entities (such as tanks, helicopter, etc)” [13]. The Joint Conflict and Tactical Simu-
lation (JCTS) is an upgrade to Janus giving it an urban combat modeling capability,
and gives the user to control thousands of soldiers, aircraft, and naval vessels simul-
taneously. Although as with Janus, the focus is primarily on the infantry and soldier
level, giving the ability to simulate hostage rescues and drug interdiction raids. Many
of these simulations or “games can last weeks” and, “sometimes a short game is run
dozens of times so that statistical sampling can be used to evaluate a particular tactic
or weapon” [71].
These tools are just several examples of large scale simulation tools. The one
thing they have in common is that they are meant to provide enough scope to make
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high level decisions, such as the ability to defeat an enemy or estimate asset loss.
2.1.2.2 Modeling RAM Defense Using Janus
Baumann [35] discusses the use of Janus to simulate low to mid intensity conflicts
having intense RAM barrages. From this study, Baumann concludes that the surviv-
ability of assets undergoing an intense RAM barrage was found to be dependent upon
asset dispersion, maneuver, concealment and counterfire against only the potentially
threatening RAM sources. Because the various RAM projectiles are unguided, they
can not be steered into a target and usually have very poor probabilities of hit with a
single projectile. It is certainly a waste of resources to engage any RAM threat that is
determined to miss any assets. This means that an accurate Impact Point Prediction
(IPP) must be used, which uses precision tracking of incoming threats to calculate
prediction of threat’s flight path and impact point in relation to the location of dis-
persed assets, both stationary and moving. This means that there are two options to
ensure asset survivability on the battlefield: control asset location such that most of
the potential RAM fired pose little threat, or only engage the ones that are assessed
to threaten the assets.
The key findings of Baumann’s Janus study was that effective engagement against
RAM considered a threat is dependent on three factors assuming accurate IPP: high
threat kill rate, large shooter magazine, and engagement of multiple targets simul-
taneously. These statements very likely come with a sizable list of assumptions that
were not clearly stated in [35], however several assessments can be made as applica-
ble to this thesis. The first statement, that a high threat kill rate is an obvious
requirement. For any number of RAM encountered, a high percentage of them must
be destroyed. However, this could also be used to set the confidence requirement
of an individual encounter, saying that the probability of one interception solution
destroying a RAM threat must be high. The second statement implies that the likely
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case that a single interceptor launched against a RAM threat would not defeat it
and requires firing multiple interceptors. However, the statement itself indicates that
whatever solutions studied in the Janus simulation must have had a very small Single
Shot Probability of Hit (SSPH). Finally, the last statement of engagement of multiple
targets simultaneously could lead to the assumption that a specific defendable area
was defined. In fact one statement Baumann made was the there was a “need to
assess other scenarios”. Clearly, there is a need to model an interceptor and target
engagement accurately.
2.2 Modeling and Simulation Concepts
It is first necessary to establish definitions to some commonly used terms. The Mili-
tary Operations Research Society (MORS) [79] explains that according to terminology
established by the Department of Defense (DoD), a model is a “physical, mathemati-
cal, or otherwise logical representation of a system, entity, phenomenon, or process”,
and a simulation is a “method of implementing a model over time. Also, a technique
for testing, analysis, or training in which real-world and conceptual systems are repro-
duced by a model”. MORS further breaks down the levels of model aggregation for
warfare modeling into four categories: 1) phenomenological models, which describe
the behavior of individual physical entities (human or otherwise), 2) single engage-
ment models, 3) battle or multiple-unit engagement models, such as force on force
engagements, and 4) campaign or theater level models. These levels may be useful in
constructing a hierarchy of models to serve a common purpose of a system-of-systems.
This hierarchy may be visualized as a pyramid as shown in Figure 18, with the bot-
tom containing the phenomenological models and the top the campain/theater level
functional as the single macro model. This pyramid represents the nesting of models
in one interacting whole, showing how results are integrated from one echelon to an-






[FIGURE System of Systems Hierarchy Pyramid, adapted from MORS[]]
Figure 18: Military Operations Modeling Hierarchy Pyramid (adapted from [79])
operations.
A more generalized approach to defining model types is useful for describing total
system effectiveness. Dieter [56] states that “a model is an idealization of part of the
real world that aids in the analysis of a problem...Simulation is a manipulation of the
model”. This manipulation involves subjecting the model to various input conditions
to observe its behavior enabling a user to explore the nature of results that would
otherwise be obtained from an actual system. In general terms, a model may be
either descriptive or predictive. A descriptive model enables an understanding of a
real-world system, such as a model of an engine or complete aircraft. A predictive
model is used to understand and predict the performance of a system.
Dieter further classifies the model types adapted from [65], as 1) static or dynamic,
2) deterministic or probabilistic, and 3) iconic, analog, or symbolic. Table 4 lists
the properties of each of those model classes. The first classification level describes
whether or not model properties are affected with time; i.e. static or dynamic. The
next level describes whether or not the behavior described by the model is known with
certainty; i.e. deterministic or probabilistic. Finally, the physical model is described.
If a physically geometric representation is used, such as a wind tunnel model, the
model is iconic. An analog model is used when the model only needs to describe the
actual behavior without physically representing the actual event, such as a process
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Table 4: Model Types (adapted from [56])
Classification Description
Static Model with properties that do not change with time
Dynamic Model in which time varying effects are considered
Deterministic Model that describes the behavior of a system in which
the outcome of an event is known with certainty
Probabilistic Model that describes situations that have outcomes not
known with certainty
Iconic Model that is a physically geometric representation used
to describe the static characteristics of a system
Analog Model that behaves like the real systems they represent,
by either obeying the same physical principles or simu-
lating the behavior of the system
Symbolic Model with abstractions of the important quantifiable
components of a physical system, providing the greatest
generality leading to a qualitative result
flow chart. Finally, the greatest qualitative results are obtained by using symbolic
models, such as mathematical equations, that are able to model abstractions and
quantifiable components of a physical system. Therefore, a mathematical equation
used to model a system that uses no random variables would be a static-deterministic-
symbolic model.
Symbolic mathematical models, which are usually used to treat a process by log-
ical quantitative relationships, are further classified as analytic or simulation models
by Przemieniecki [126]. The analytic model determines exact solutions with deter-
ministic outcomes, whereas the simulation model, as Przemieniecki adopts from [83],
is “a series of models that may be used to converge on solutions to very complex
problems involving uncertainty (probabilistic occurrence) and risk”. Przemieniecki
then takes that simulation model, and subdivides it as either a deterministic or sto-
chastic (probabilistic) model, as shown in Table 4. Figure 19 graphically shows the









Figure 12.1 Model Classification (adapted from Przemienircki)
Figure 19: Model Classification Hierarchy [126]
and listed in Table 4, leading down to the model types of interest. As will be dis-
cussed in the following subsections, the basic concepts originally developed for the
theory of combat were deterministic models. Probability based combat models were
developed to simulate more complex situations that take into account the randomness
associated with engagements.
2.2.1 Deterministic Models
For simple homogenous combat engagements, a deterministic approach can be used
to create a set of differential equations describing the strength of each side of the
engaging forces as a function of time. The deterministic approach can be used to
model combat engagements only when analytical solutions are possible.
Frederic Lanchester [89] is credited with developing the fundamental model for
developing theories of combat and for calculating attrition of forces in military en-
gagements. In 1916, Lanchester developed a mathematical analysis of air combat,
the overall concept being based on a simple expression relating attrition rate to the
product of the opposing force effective firing rate of a single force (or weapon unit) of
time, and the total number of opposing units (or weapons) engaged in combat. The
attrition rate is equal to the product of the effective firing rate and number of the
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opposing force. The Lanchester equations as applied to notional Blue and Red forces
are given in Equations 1 and 2, respectively. The total number of Blue forces mB is
shown as a function of Red force effective firing rate aR and total number mR, with
similar logic shown for determining the total number of Red forces mR. Note that







However fundamental these equations were to the development of modern combat
modeling, Przemieniecki points out that they are bound to the following assumptions
that quickly show their practical limitations: 1) both sides are homogeneous and
are continually engaged in combat; 2) each unit (or individual weapon) is within
the maximum weapon range of all opposing units; 3) collateral damage is considered
negligible within the target area and ignored; 4) the attrition coefficients include the
probabilities of the target being destroyed when hit; 5) the effective firing rates are
independent of the opposite force level; 6) every unit is aware of the location and
condition of all opposing units - fire is directed only at live targets, and when a target
is destroyed, search (or fire direction) is directed at a new target; 7) there is a uniform
distribution of fire over the surviving units (i.e. no prioritization of targets). It is
evident that all of these assumptions severely limit the practical use of these models,
and their very use presumes that an attrition rate can capture all of the pertinent
information in an engagement scenario. This drives the need for other types of models
that take into account the random nature of engagement models.
2.2.2 Probabilistic (Stochastic) Models
Probabilistic models simulate random processes, such as an endgame, a one-on-one
encounter, or a many-on-many scenario. Ball [32] specifies three types of probabilistic
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models used for survivability assessment: expected value models, Monte Carlo models,
and Markov Chain models.
2.2.2.1 Expected Value Probabilistic Models
Each phase of an engagement may have associated with it a probability that a certain
outcome occurs. For example, the probability of detecting an enemy is 0.6, the
probability of hitting the target with a weapon is 0.4, and probability of kill if hit
may be 0.8. The actual probability of killing the target is the joint probability of
each of the battle phases occurring. The expected value of a random number is
simply its mean [74], therefore an expected value engagement model just multiplies
the probabilities together to obtain the answer. In the very basic example case above,
the probability of a successful kill would be 0.6*0.4*0.8 = 0.192.
2.2.2.2 Monte Carlo Probabilistic Models
When the scenario is too complex because of too many phases in the process that
must account for randomness, or too many conditional probabilities are included in
the process, a Monte Carlo model is often used. Instead of just multiplying the
probabilities of individual events together to determine the joint probability of the
combat outcome such as with the expected value model, a Monte Carlo simulation
draws a random number [0,1] at each event in the process and compares it to the
assigned probability to determine whether that particular event occurs. This process
is repeated many times to give a probability distribution. With increased number
of trials, the Monte Carlo model results will approach the expected value model re-
sults. A more detailed discussion of Monte Carlo simulation as applied to uncertainty
quantification will presented in Section 3.2.2 of Chapter 3.
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2.2.2.3 Markov Chain Probabilistic Models
A Markov process has a system which can reside in two or more states or conditions,
and the values associated with those states are contained in a state vector. A Markov
Chain model assumes that a sequence of independent events associated with a system
can be modeled as a Markov process. As an event occurs, each state within the system
transitions to all other possible states with a specific probability for each transition.
The probability of the system existing in each of the possible states is a sequential
process, in which the state it will exist in after events 1, 2, 3, ..., J is based on the
probability the system existed in each of the possible states after the previous events
0, 1, 2, ...J − 1 respectively. This sequential process is the Markov chain process. A
transition matrix [T ] transforms the current state vector {S}{j} to the next state
{S}{j+1} as given in Equation 3.
{S}{j+1} = [T ] {S}{j} for j = 0, 1, 2, · · · J − 1 (3)
As they are not directly applicable to the type of problem studied in this the-
sis, Markov Chains will not be used, and no more attention will be paid to them1.
Interested readers should refer to Appendix B in Ball’s book [32] for an example
engagement scenario modeled as a Markov Chain.
2.3 Survivability as a Discipline
For an aircraft in a combat environment, Ball [32] defines its survivability as “the
capability of an aircraft to avoid or withstand a man-made hostile environment”.
The survival of an aircraft on a combat mission is not a deterministic outcome, or
something that can be predicted with absolute certainty. Aircraft survivability is
1As will be discussed further in the approach chapter, an individual engagement will yield proba-
bility of hit as a function of noise on radar measurement and gun firing accuracies. Many executions
sampling from distributions of those noises will be required, driving the need for using a Monte
Carlo simulation.
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influenced by a number of random variables, and is measured by the probability PS,
varying from 0 to 1. The closer PS has a value to 1, the more likely an aircraft is
to survive a combat scenario. The probability that an aircraft is killed, PK , is the
compliment of PS, as show in Equation 4, and the two are mutually exclusive; the
aircraft either survives or it is killed.
PS = 1− PK (4)
The probability that an aircraft is killed is dependent upon two main factors. The
susceptibility of an aircraft describes its inability to avoid being hit by enemy fire,
and measured by the probability of being hit PH . Aircraft vulnerability describes
how easily it is killed if actually hit, and described by the conditional probability of
being killed if hit PK|H . The actual probability of killing an aircraft is measured by
the joint probability of the probability of hit and conditional probability of kill given
a hit. Therefore by substitution, survivability may be written as a function of both
susceptibility and vulnerability, as in Equation 5.
PS = 1− PHPK|H (5)
2.3.1 Susceptibility
Susceptibility is “the inability of an aircraft to avoid being hit by one or more damage
mechanisms in the pursuit of its mission” [32]. Defined by the probability of hit PH ,
the higher the susceptibility, the closer PH approaches 1. Therefore, the more suscep-
tible an aircraft is, the more likely it will get hit by an enemy weapon. According to
Ball, examining an aircraft’s susceptibility in a given scenario consists of determining
the factors that influence susceptibility, modeling the scenario events to determine the
likelihood that the aircraft is hit by each projectile fired at it (called susceptibility
assessment), and finally, reduce the aircraft susceptibility through design. An aircraft
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Table 5: Probability Factors that Influence Susceptibility [32]
Term Description
PA Prob. that a threat weapon is active, searching, and
ready to encounter
PD|A Prob. that aircraft is detected given an active weapon
PL|D Prob. that aircraft is tracked, fire control solution ob-
tained, and weapon is launched, given the threat was
active and detected the aircraft
PI|L Prob. that the threat propagator intercepts the aircraft,
given a launch
PH|I Prob. that aircraft is hit by threat, given an intercept
designer desiring to minimize susceptibility would design to reduce the PH that an
air defense weapon would have against it (or probability of fuze PF for an air burst
weapon). An aircraft’s susceptibility is primarily affected by the air defense’s detec-
tion, tracking, and weapon guidance elements. Ball assigns probabilities to several of
those key factors, listed in Table 5. Calculating PH involves the joint probabilities of
all the factors listed in Table 5, as shown in Equation 6.
PH = PAPD|APL|DPI|LPH|I (6)
Each of the probability factors listed in Table 5 correspond to an element in
the EAPS engagement kill chain shown back in Figure 5. One of the main factors
affecting susceptibility is the probability of detection, which is a function of both
the detection capabilities of the air defense system, as well as the aircraft signatures.
Aircraft signatures include radar cross section, infrared, visual, and aural. Much can
be written on each of these types of signatures, however to limit the scope to the
small unguided mortar targets studied in this thesis, special attention will be given
to radar signature in Section 2.7.
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2.3.2 Vulnerability
Aircraft vulnerability is defined as “the inability of the aircraft to withstand the dam-
age caused by the man-made hostile environment, to its vincibility, to its liability to
serious damage or destruction when hit by enemy fire” [32]. Vulnerability is described
by the probability of being killed if hit PK|H , and the higher the aircraft vulnerability,
the higher the PK|H as its value approaches 1. It may be thought of as how soft a
target is, or how easily it would be destroyed if hit. Therefore, the more vulnerable
an aircraft is, the more likely it will get destroyed if hit by enemy fire and the higher
its PK|H . The Department of Defense [9] defines aircraft attrition kill categories that
describe the elapsed time between when an aircraft is hit, and when it is rendered in-
capable of completing its mission. These are adapted by Ball [32], as given in Table 6.
Although these are defined for aircraft, Macfadzean [92] states that these are equally
applicable to air-to-surface missiles engaged by air defense weapons, depending on
the situation.
Macfadzean [92] does not state that these kill levels are applicable to surface-to-
surface indirect fire projectiles, however, this thesis takes this basic idea one step
further to describe the attrition to the surface launched RAM threats. Therefore it
is important that an air defense system be designed to hit the critical components
in an incoming threat so that a “catastrophic” kill occurs sooner, therefore reducing
the probability of the threat to be able complete its mission (i.e., destroy the air
defense system). The more stringent the kill level desired against a target, the fewer
components that will cause that damage if they fail. For example, at extremely short
ranges, a catastrophic kill level (KK) may be the only option to defend a given area,
and this might only be achieved by directly hitting the fuze or warhead of a mortar or
rocket threat. At longer ranges, hits to other sections of the threat might suffice, such
as the stabilizers, that would cause the threat to tumble away from the intended mark.
To defend against very short range threats, such as mortars, it may be necessary to
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Table 6: Attrition Kill Levels (adapted from [32])
Kill Level Definition
KK kill Immediate disintegration
K kill Out of control within 30 sec of a hit
A kill Out of control within 5 min of a hit
B kill Out of control within 30 min of a hit
C kill Aircraft unable to complete mission after a
hit, but able to return safely to base (mission
kill)
directly impact the fuze and completely destroy it.
2.3.3 Powering-up/Single Sortie Probability of Damage
It may be necessary to use more than one weapon to achieve a desired probability of
damaging a target, which Driels [57] terms the “powering-up” or “survivor” rule. This
is an important application of the binomial distribution and is used to determine the
probability that a target will be hit at least once by n weapons, given the probability
of hitting a target with one weapon p. Driels derives the powering-up formula from
the Bernoulli distribution, which is a set of repeated trials of the same experiment in
which each of the trials are independent. This is obtained by first determining the
probability of not hitting the target by substituting 0 for x in the binomial equation,
given in Equation 32 in Appendix A, such that
n!
(n− x)!x!
(1− p)n = (1− p)n
and noting that the probability of hitting the target would be the compliment of this
expression where
P (target hit) = 1− P (target not hit)
Therefore, the probability of hitting the target would be given by the Driels’ powering-
up rule given in Equation 7.




























Figure 20: Example of Powering-Up Rule for an SSPD
Driels furthers this technique to a force estimation study, where now PD is the
resulting damage caused by n weapons, and p would be the Single Sortie Probability
of Damage (SSPD) for a single weapon, given in Equation 8. A common quantity
used in force estimation studies is the probability of damage if only a certain limited
number of weapons q is available. An example of powering-up is given in Figure 20.
This plot relates the differences in using four different weapons capable of different
SSPD’s. This allows a user to determine the probability that the target is hit once (or
damaged) when 1, 2, etc. weapons are fired. Note that each of the curves approaches
unity for increasing numbers of weapons. Recall that the initial assumption was that
each of the trials are independent of one another.
PD = 1− (1− SSPD)q (8)
Macfadzean [92] applies the idea behind the powering-up equation for Antiaircraft
Artillery (AAA) fire, where projectiles are fired from the ground at a moving airborne
target. Here it is desirable to determine the cumulative hit probability as a function
of range. This is done to determine the range at which some minimum acceptable
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probability can be achieved. For a given set of single shot hit probabilities achieved






2.4 Air Defense Systems
With the aspects of aircraft survivability pertinent to this problem identified, this
section will now describe the subject of defending an area from an airborne attack.
Air defenses are “all defensive measures designed to destroy attacking enemy aircraft
or missiles in the earth’s envelope of atmosphere, or to nullify or reduce the effective-
ness of such attack” [15]. The general term air defense can be used to describe an
entire air defense order of battle in a theater, or to describe a single sensor-weapon
combination operating autonomously to both detect and engage threats. Air defense
weapons may include large surface based guns known as antiaircraft artillery (AAA),
surface-to-air missiles (SAM), and even the air-to-air missiles (AAM) and guns car-
ried by interceptor fighter aircraft. The air defense forces may be assigned to defend
a specific area from attacking aircraft, which may include manned figheters/bombers,
UAVs/UCAVs, cruise/ballistic missiles, etc...
The resources being protected from air attack may include any land or maritime
asset contributing to the capability of an armed force engaged in a conflict. The
threat may include manned or unmanned aircraft, air-to-surface missiles, and surface-
to-surface missiles. Of course who the “enemy” is depends on the perspective of which
side is attacking or being attacked. To successfully defeat an airborne threat, it is
necessary to conduct a threat characterization in which probable mission profiles, ob-
servability, maneuverability, and vulnerability properties of that threat are identified
[92].
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2.4.1 Operational Requirement & System Specification
An operational requirement is the identification of the perceived need of an air defense
capability as prepared by the military user, and serves as the basis for acquisition of
a new system. Macfadzean [92] identifies five issues that the operational requirement
must specifically address:
1. Definition of the threat and the specific environment that the threat will be
encountered in.
2. Identification of existing systems that can deal with the threat, and any short-
falls to meet this operational requirement.
3. Specification of what the new system would have to do to counter the threat in
the expected environment, and the military value it would offer.
4. Estimation of development cost and schedule.
5. Identification of how many systems are needed over a given time frame, for a
given cost per system.
The third bullet in the previous list relates directly to the performance require-
ments of a new system. These generalized statements may be applied to define re-
quirements for the type of threat to engage, the identification of a specific area to
be defended, and even the probability of acceptable fratricide and/or level of collat-
eral damage inflicted. Once a concept has been identified, system specifications can
be created, which are the explicit requirements placed on the system’s design and
performance. However, the system requirements do not just restate the operational
requirements, but the performance characteristics that ensure meeting the operational
requirements.
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2.4.2 Types of Air Defense Systems
This section is dedicated to introducing air defense systems that have attributes
pertinent to a solution required by the problem statement.
2.4.2.1 Antiaircraft Artillery
Antiaircraft artillery (AAA) systems fire gun-launched unguided, ballistic flight path
projectiles at air targets. They are usually found in the role of terminal defense,
most effectively for engaging targets within four kilometers. The only controls over a
gun-launched projectile flight path are the two gun aiming angles: azimuth and ele-
vation. Guns are considered open loop systems; gun aiming angles are calculated for
a predicted target flight path (i.e. predicted future position) such that the projectile
will hit the target without any further corrections. Most AAA gun systems employ
power-driven mounts to elevate the gun to the commanded azimuth and elevation
angles with the smallest possible error. The difference between the commanded angle
and the actual response angle is the position error. Employing a AAA system suc-
cessfully requires an accurate error analysis. In addition to target tracking and flight
path prediction, Macfadzean [92] lists the following eight major contributions to miss










Both the gun itself and the ammunition fired from it are designed to achieve
consistent, predictable firing velocities (the velocity at which the projectile leaves the
muzzle) between successive shots. In reality, the initial velocity varies between each
gun and each projectile round. One example that Macfadzean points out is that the
gun barrel wears more with each shot fired, which increases the barrel diameter and
allows some of the gases to escape around the projectile body, thereby reducing the
initial firing velocity. Even variations in the temperature of the gun powder can have
measurable effects on firing velocity. Manufacturing tolerances drive the variation of
the projectile rounds themselves. Macfadzean gives a basic feel for the magnitude of
the possible variations in initial velocity. Ammunition from the same manufacturing
lot may have small variation from round to round, about 2 to 3 m/s 1σ error (assuming
the error is normally distributed around the desired value). Poorly manufactured or
mixed lots may have greater than 5 m/s 1σ error.
Differentials in air density and temperature only add a significant contribution
to position error when dealing with great variations in altitude over long distances.
Range wind, which is the velocity component of wind parallel to the direction that
the projectile travels, directly modifies the projectile airspeed and the drag force
component in the down range direction (denoted as the X direction). Crosswind is
the airspeed component perpendicular to the range axis (denoted as the Y direction).
The variation of weight of the projectile results in a change in velocity along the entire
trajectory. Macfadzean states that variations from 0.5 to 1 percent are common, and
controlled by the manufacturing process and quality control. Gun elevation controls
the vertical plane trajectory, and therefore elevation angle variations induce vertical
errors that are in the velocity vector normal plane. The azimuth angle controls the
motion in the horizontal X-Y plane, and the effect of error produces a lateral effect.
Error analysis of AAA trajectories may be based on baseline standard conditions,
defined as:
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• Projectile specification initial velocity (i.e. fixed exit muzzle velocity)
• Standard atmosphere conditions
• Published drag coefficient versus Mach number
• No wind
• Projectile specification weight
• No aiming error (azimuth or elevation)
2.4.2.2 Surface-to-Air Missiles
Surface-to-Air Missiles (SAM) are missiles that are launched from land (or sea) based
platforms [32]. The missiles themselves are self-propelled, and are usually large
enough to carry a warhead for long ranges using some type of onboard guidance
system. They use movable control surfaces that are deflected by guidance system
commands to direct flight, and on board sensors may be used to track the target.
However, the complexity of SAM’s usually limits their use against large targets, such
as a piloted aircraft and cruise missiles, and therefore will not be elaborated on fur-
ther. The SAM topic is simply included here to show how surface to air guided
weapons are generally used.
2.4.2.3 Integrated Air Defense System
A “layered” air defense is a combination of the different types of air defense where
one or more point or area defense weapons are assigned overlapping areas. The
linking together of the various air defense target sensors, weapon firing platforms,
and command centers is known as an Integrated Air Defense System (IADS). An
IADS consists of 1) surveillance sensors (surface-, air-, and/or space-based); 2) vari-
ous weapon system installations (including target detection, tracking, and guidance
sensors for fire control); 3) filter centers used for data fusion; 4) decision making com-
mand centers, or command, control, communication, and information (C3I) centers;
and 5) communication links between the sensors, weapon systems, and command
centers. [32]
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Figure 21: A Generic Integrated Air Defense System [32]
Information gathered within the field of view of any of the sensors is passed to
the data fusion nodes. Target location(s) data collected at the data fusion nodes is
correlated to determine the number and location of each target, a process called track
correlation used to create a composite of the defended area sent to the decision node.
There, the targets are prioritized after decisions are made as whether the targets are
hostile, friendly, or unknown, and whether the targets are likely to attack, how soon,
and how much damage they would inflict if they attack. The decision center uses this
tactical picture to assign firing units (defensive weapon systems) to targets based on
prioritization. The assignments are based on firing unit availability and condition.
After the command center assigns the firing units to targets, the individual firing units
then attempt to encounter, engage, and kill its assigned target. This process of target
prioritization and firing unit assignment is called classification [32]. A generic IADS
is shown in Figure 21, and shows a complex example of how the different aspects of
the kill chain are distributed over various systems to defend an area.
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2.5 Weapon System Effectiveness Parameters
Once a particular air defense system is selected, its particular weapon system effec-
tiveness parameters must be identified. The USAF Intelligence Targeting Guide [11]
summarizes the weaponeering process and its importance in quantification of weapon
system effectiveness:
Weaponeering is the process of estimating the quantity of a specific type
of weapon required to achieve a specific level of damage to a given target,
considering target vulnerability, weapon effects, munition delivery errors,
damage criteria, probability of kill, weapon reliability, etc.
This targeting guide stresses that in general, the results of weaponeering studies result
in probable outcomes, not the outcome of an individual munition delivery. This is
achieved using statistical averages based on many repetitions of models, weapons
tests, and real world deliveries.
The most important characteristic parameters of weapons are the ones that de-
scribe the weapon accuracy and effectiveness against a target. Przemieniecki [126]
lists the parameters that characterize weapon performance as 1) accuracy; 2) range;
3) rate of delivery (rate of fire); 4) warhead or munitions round effectiveness against
a given target; 5) time of target acquisition, pointing, and tracking; 6) time of flight
to the target; 7) weight and size; 8) cost; and 9) reliability and maintainability. How-
ever, Przemieniecki claims that it is the accuracy, effectiveness against a target, and
reliability that are most important in defining the weapon system effectiveness.
2.5.1 Weapon Accuracy
Weapon accuracy is “the location of the point of impact for a given aim point on the
target” [126]. The actual trajectory that a projectile (either guided or unguided) will
likely not coincide exactly with the calculated ideal trajectory, resulting in a point of
impact on the target that deviates from the desired aim point. The precise magnitude
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of the distance between the desired aim point and actual point of impact can not be
determined, however a random function can be used to approximate this distance.
Driels [57] states that ballistic errors are only found in unguided weapons, where as
the delivery accuracy of guided weapons is mainly influenced by the guidance system
of the weapon itself. Common factors that cause this randomness include production
tolerances (i.e. no two projectiles in a weapon system are manufactured exactly
alike), varying accuracy in aiming, maneuvering target (and the errors associated
with tracking a moving target), atmospheric conditions, and human operator error.
Measuring the accuracy of weapon delivery can be quantified by measuring the closest
point of approach between the weapon and target, or miss distance, which is as Ball
[32] states “the shortest distance between the aircraft and the missile as the missile
flies by the aircraft with no warhead detonation”. Delivery accuracy directly relates
to the probability of direct hit of a weapon intercept with its intended target.
2.5.2 Lethality
Ball [32] uses the term warhead lethality “to denote the ability of the warhead on the
weapon to kill the target given a direct hit or a proximity burst”. Weapon lethality
against a particular target is basically a measure of the target’s vulnerability, or
the probability of being killed if hit (as described earlier in Section 2.3.2). Whereas
weapon accuracy describes the ability to deliver the weapon as close as possible to
the target every time, the lethality describes the probability that the target will be
destroyed given that the weapon was delivered accurately (or within some measure of
accuracy). Macfadzean [92] identifies three types of damage mechanisms that could
be used to destroy a target.
1. Projectiles that directly hit the target
2. Fragments that are ejected by a warhead hit the target
3. Warhead blast creates a pressure wave that is applied to the target skin
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The first option that Macfadzean points out is when the projectile directly impacts
the intended target, with the transfer of kinetic energy as the main source of lethality.
This is sometimes referred to as a kinetic kill, or kinetic warhead, even though there
is no explosive charge (which is normally associated with warheads). The second item
is where the warhead has an explosive charge that when detonated, ejects many small
fragments at a high speed. The detonation may occur on impact, timed for certain
point after launch, or set to detonate if the weapon comes within in certain distance of
the target. Additionally, the direction of fragment ejection may be controlled. These
fragments may also be submunitions, such as those discussed for the Ahead round in
Section 1.2.3.2. The third item in the list is when the pressure wave created by the
explosive charge hits the target, which in some cases is enough to damage the target.
With each item in this list, the miss distance accuracy can be alleviated, roughly
speaking. For a more thorough discussion of the more exotic types of warheads,
Macfadzean [92] may be consulted.
An effective way to defend an area against an incoming mortar is to launch a pro-
jectile and impact it in such a manner as to detonate the mortar warhead. This deals
with the subject of explosive initiation modeling and its correlation to calculation
of probability of detonation (Lloyd [90] [91] are excellent sources on this topic and
should be consulted for further detail). Of course, this relies on the level of detail
one can afford. In Equation 10, Macfadzean [92] gives a very simple relation be-
tween probability of kill and the fragmentation spray density (from the warhead) and
vulnerability area of the target. This vulnerability area is the effective area on the
target that if hit, could result in a kill. For example a mortar could be detonated by
impacting its contact fuze, causing a catastrophic kill (as discussed in Section 2.3.2).
Pk = 1− e−ρAv (10)
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where
ρ = fragment spray density (fragments/m2)
Av = vulnerable area (m
2)
2.6 Guidance, Navigation, and Control of Re-
lated Weapon Concepts
Guided weapon systems have traditionally been limited to missiles, and many of the
concepts discussed in this section were developed specifically for missiles. However,
with the emergence of guided projectiles as potential alternatives for shorter range
air defense, it is important to review those guidance, navigation, and control concepts
that could be employed if a gun fired guided projectile or missile solution are carried
through the implementation of this thesis. Since these methods were developed for
missiles, this section will use the term “missile” where it would be found in the
literature, however the reader is encouraged not to bog down on the term used since
it is only the general method that is important. The term “guided projectile” could
certainly be used in place of “missile” anywhere in this section.
Guided missiles carry along a guidance package that tries to navigate the weapon
on a specific course to successfully intercept an intended target. The trajectory that
the weapon would follow is directed by the navigation law used. Finally, the missile
itself physically deploys aerodynamic steering surfaces using a specific control logic.
This section will describe several alternatives to selecting appropriate guidance, nav-
igation, and control logic for a guided missile (or projectile).
2.6.1 Guidance
Ball [32] describes several possibilities for missile guidance summarized in this section.
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2.6.1.1 Inertial Guidance
The inertial guidance method uses gyroscopes and accelerometers to direct the missile
over a predetermined path provided to the missile prior to launch. Guidance updates
may be sent after launch to correct any errors in the onboard equipment. This method
is more suited for long range missiles, such as cruise missiles, where they can cruise
for long periods of time with a certain amount of autonomy with occasional course
correction updates.
2.6.1.2 Command Guidance
Command guidance logic describes the case where a missile gets its guidance in-
structions from sources outside the missile. This method relies on a tracking system
outside the missile is used to track the missile and target along their trajectories.
The tracking system may use separate tracking units for the missile and target, or
just one to track both objects. The ranges, elevations, and bearing headings are used
to calculate position and position rate, leading to the flight path the missile should
take to intercept the target. The computed and predicted (based on current tracking
information) flight paths of the missile are used to determine how the control surfaces
should move to make the corrections required to change the current flight path to the
new one. The command guidance signals must be sent to a receiver onboard the
missile, using either the tracking system, or some other form of radio command link.
There are missiles that get guidance information transferred via a wire connected to
the launch site, but this will not be studied as part of this work. The main advantage
of command guidance is that there are no sensors on board the missile that have to
track the target. Ball notes that the use of command guidance of a missile all the way
to the target is usually limited to short ranges, due to the relatively large tracking
errors that occur at long range.
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2.6.1.3 Beam Rider Guidance
With beam rider guidance, an electromagnetic beam located offboard the missile is
used to track the target. A rearward facing antenna senses the tracking beam, and
uses the position of the missile with respect to the center of the target tracking beam
to compute steering signals used to move control surfaces. One of the main advantages
of beam rider guidance is that multiple missiles can be fired at one target, since they
can all rely on the same tracking beam. However, Ball notes that this technique has
been limited to larger missiles that have the space to carry this guidance package.
2.6.1.4 Homing Guidance
The term homing guidance is used to describe a missile using an onboard guidance
package that can determine the target’s position and guide itself to interception. The
major advantage of homing guidance over the previous methods is that as the missile
approaches the target, the error is reduced - the exact opposite is true for the previous
methods. There are types of homing guidance that will be discussed here - active,
semiactive, and passive.
Active homing is a guidance scheme where by the target is tracked entirely us-
ing equipment onboard the missile. Here, a radar on board transmits pulses that
illuminate the target, and then uses the echo from the target for navigation. The
major advantage of active homing is that the missile is essentially a “fire and forget”
weapon and does not require guidance or tracking from an outside source. However,
the added weight and expense limit this option to larger missiles going after targets
at very long ranges. Semiactive homing differs from active homing in that the source
of target illumination is offboard the missile, however the missile does have a system
to collect echoes from the target to steer the missile. Passive homing systems are the




Fig 3.79: Missile navigation laws and trajectories.  
Pursuit: In the pursuit trajectory, illustrated in the upper left corner of Fig. 3.79, the missile flies directly 
toward the target at all times. Thus, the line-of-sight between the missile and the aircraft is maintained 
essentially along the heading of the missile by the guidance system. Missiles flying a pursuit course 
usually end up in a tail chase situation, similar to a dog chasing a rabbit. There are two basic objections 
to the pursuit method. First, the maneuvers required of the missile become increasingly hard during the 
last, and critical, stages of flight. Second, the missile speed must be considerably greater than the aircraft 
speed. The sharpest curvature of the missile flight path usually occurs near the end of the flight. At this 
time the missile must overtake the aircraft. If the aircraft attempts to evade, the last-minute angular 
acceleration requirements placed on the missile could exceed its aerodynamic capability, thereby 
causing a large miss distance. Near the end of the flight, the missile is usually coasting because the 
booster (and sustainer) motor thrusts last for only a short part of the flight. Consequently, more energy is 
required to make short-radius, high-speed turns at a time when the missile is losing speed and has the 
least turning capability. The most favorable application of the pursuit course is against slow moving 
aircraft, or for missiles launched from a point directly to the rear of the aircraft, or head on toward an 
incoming aircraft.  
Lead angle: In the lead angle or constant bearing trajectory, shown in the upper right corner of Fig. 3.79, 
the guidance system flies the missile along a lead trajectory that results in an eventual intercept with the 
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Figure 22: Missile Navigation Laws [32]
Sensors onboard the missile can nly use electromagnetic emissio s or natural reflec-
tions from the target to establish location. Passive homing is limited to large targets
such as fighter or bomber aircraft that constantly emit electromagnetic radiation, and
have complex shapes ideal for natural reflections. Note that even the simplest homing
method requires that the weapon carry onboard complex senors and the capability
to compute course corrections.
2.6.2 Navigation
A navigation law is the relationship between the missile and target motion used to
generate missile steering commands. If those steering commands are followed such
that the navigation laws are satisfied, an intercept will occur [92]. Several types of
navigation laws are available for a guidance system to use to steer a missile along a
flight path to intercept a target. The four types of navigation laws presented in this
section and shown graphically in Figure 22 are also summarized from Ball [32].
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2.6.2.1 Pursuit
The pursuit trajectory causes the missile to always fly directly pointing at the target at
all times. The guidance package maintains the line-of-sight (LOS) along the heading
of the missile. A missile trying to intercept a powered aircraft with pursuit navigation
usually ends up in a tail chase, in the same way a dog would chase a rabbit. This
drives the need for the missile to have speed considerably larger than its intended
target. This method is best used against slow flying targets flying head on toward
the missile.
2.6.2.2 Lead Angle
The lead angle navigation routine causes the missile to keep a constant bearing with
the target. For a target flying at a constant speed and heading, the LOS between
missile and target is constant, and the missile flies a straight collision course. If the
target changes direction, a new lead angle is calculated, again assuming a straight
flight path, and the missile is steered along that path.
2.6.2.3 Three-Point
Three-point navigation is a routine where the missile is constantly steered along the
line between target tracker and target. This method is usually used for short range
missiles using a command guidance package where the offboard (i.e. ground or aircraft
based) target tracker maintains line of sight with the target.
2.6.2.4 Proportional
Proportional navigation is the most common navigation law used in the final phase
of target interception. Here, the guidance package must determine the time rate of
change of the LOS between missile and target. The guidance package then tries to
maintain a constant LOS angle by making the rate of change of the heading direction
proportional to the rate of change of the LOS. A constant of proportionality is unique
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Figure 23: Closed-Loop Control (adapted from [119])
for a missile system, and can change as the missile flies the intercept to efficiently
manage the energy used for maneuvers.
2.6.3 Control
There are two basic types of controllers, open-loop and closed-loop. The open-loop
controller uses control action completely independent of the output, and is therefore
the simplest option. However, it lacks the accuracy of a closed-loop controller. In a
close-loop control system (shown in Figure 23), the action that the controller takes
depends on the system output. This type of control system is also called a feedback
control system, because the output is fed back and compared with the input to
generate an error signal. This error signal is used to make the output signal agree
with the desired input. This output signal is then used to send signals to control
surfaces of an aircraft to actually control the flight path. The method to control the
amount of drive signal to use is dependent on the type of controller to use. Two types
of controllers will now be discussed as potential option for missile or guided projectile
control logic.
2.6.3.1 Bang-Bang
A bang-bang controller is also referred to as on-off control, because the controller has
only the option of either applying maximum drive signal, or none at all. A common
example of a bang-bang controller is the thermostat of a household heater. If the
room temperature drops below a certain temperature, the heater turns on. Once that
temperature is reached, the heater turns off, however there is a tendency to overshoot
that desired temperature, causing a ripple, or fluctuation of temperature with time.
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One attempt to solve this problem is to solve this problem is to set acceptable bounds
around the desired temperature, say ±5 degrees around the desired temperature.
Now, the heater will not turn on until the lower bound is reached, and will not turn
off until the upper bound is reach, letting the temperature fluctuate within those
bounds. This is the easier of two control options discussed here, because the only
logic the controller must consider is on or off. Likewise to the thermostat example, if
a missile using a bang-bang control system is veering off course, the control surfaces
would fully deploy until the desired course is reached. Since there is no ability to
partially deploy the control surfaces, there is no distinction made between having to
correct large or small errors in flight path. [33]
2.6.3.2 Proportional Integral Derivative
The Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) controller is designed to generate a control
output signal dependent on the magnitude of the error signal. A PID controller is
actually a combination of three controller types. A proportional controller’s feedback
output is proportional to the error signal, and is the simplest controller type. Its
main advantage is its simplicity, however it has the disadvantage that steady-state
error may exist. To eliminate steady-state error, an integral controller may be used
that creates an output that is proportional to the accumulated error. However an
integral controller may cause instability in the system that it is used in. A derivative
controller can then be used to provide large corrections before the error becomes
too large. Because it relies on the change in error, the derivative controller is at a
disadvantage if the error is constant and will not produce control. It also has the
disadvantage that is has difficulty with high frequency components of error. Each
of the disadvantages of each controller are eliminated when they are combined into
a single PID controller. This section is summarized from a section in Nelson [119],
which may be consulted for a more in depth description of the mathematical theory
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of PID controllers out of the scope of this thesis.
2.7 Radar Concepts
It is evident from studying the problem of interest identified in the motivation chapter
that a radar will play an important role in a solution to the RAM threat. One of
the key drivers of this thesis is to have the ability to flow top-level requirements
directly to subsystem variables (i.e. required operational capability drives required
radar capability, which therefore drives the specific radar variables; the notion of
top-down design will be discussed further in Chapter 3). Therefore, this section will
address the basic radar topics necessary to quantify a solution space relevant to this
problem.
2.7.1 Frequency
A radar works by transmitting an electromagnetic wave and using the returned echo
picked up by the receiver to locate, identify, and track an aircraft, and is very effec-
tive for use against targets at long ranges [125]. The word radar itself is the short
form of the phrase RAdio Detecion And Ranging. The number of pulses that a radar
transmits as function of unit time is the radar frequency. As given in Table 7, radar
frequencies were divided into bands during World War II according to similar power
sources, propagation effects, and target reflectivity. The lower frequency bands (HF,
VHF, UHF) are primarily used for long range surveillance, but not effective at de-
termining precise target location unless a very large antenna is used. For searching
and tracking targets, S-, C-, X-, and Ku-bands are used because the narrow beam
widths required can be obtained using much smaller antennas (as compared to the
lower frequency radars).
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Table 7: Radar Frequency Bands [125]
Band Frequency Range Wavelength Usage
Designation (GHz) (m)
HF 0.003-0.03 100-10 Over the horizon surveillance
VHF 0.03-0.3 10-1 Very long surveillance
UHF 0.3-1 1-0.3 Very long range surveillance
L 1-2 0.3-0.15 Long range surveillance, enroute air
traffic control
S 2-4 0.15-0.075 Medium range surveillance, terminal
air traffic control
C 4-8 0.075-0.037 Long range tracking
X 8-12 0.037-0.025 Short range tracking, missile guidance,
airborne intercept
Ku 12-18 0.025-0.017 High resolution mapping
K 18-27 0.017-0.011 Rarely used due to water absorption
[73]
Ka 27-40 0.011-0.007 Very high resolution mapping
Millimeter 40-300 0.007-0.001 Experimental [73]
2.7.2 Radar Range
A fundamental topic to radar analysis is the maximum range at which a radar can
detect a target is given by the radar range equation in the form given by Paterson [125]
in Equation 11. Note that for a given radar with R0 fixed properties from Equation
11, the maximum detection range of a radar against a 1 m2 target is proportional to







Rmax = maximum range at which a target can be detected
Pt = transmitted power
G = antenna gain
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λ = wavelength
σ = radar cross section of the target
Pmin = minimum level of received signal based on a signal-to-noise ratio
Rmax = R0σ
1/4 (12)
The antenna gain and wavelength can be related to physical area of the antenna,
A, and the efficiency of the antenna aperture, η, given in Equation 13. The quantity






On the antenna surface of area A, there is an array of antenna elements, usually
spaced at λ/2 [117]. The number of these elements on the radar antenna is the
primary driver for the cost of the radar [24].
2.7.3 Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Any unwanted signal that contaminates or competes with the desired signal is known
as signal noise. The relative amount of additive noise to the desired signal is the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [16]. Barton [34] derives a useful equation relating SNR








SNR = Signal-to-Noise Ratio [dB]
Pavg = Transmitted power [W]
Gt = Transmit antenna gain [dB]
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Gr = Receive antenna gain [dB]
λ = Wavelength [m]
σrcs = Radar Cross Section of the target [m
2]
t0 = Observation time [s]
R = Transmitter/reciever range to target [m]
k = Boltzmann’s constant [W/(Hz-K)]
T = System input noise temperature [K]
2.7.4 Radar Cross Section
Most of the properties that make up Equation 14 are controlled by the radar designer,
except the only property associated with the target itself, the radar cross section. The
radar cross section (RCS) of an aircraft (or any object) is the cross-sectional area of
a perfectly conducting sphere of radius a that reflects the same amount of energy as
that aircraft [92], where RCS (σ) is related to that radius as given in Equation 152.
σ = πa2 (15)
The standard unit for RCS is the square meter (m2), however it is also widely ex-
pressed in decibel square meters (dBsm), where the two are related in Equation 16.
σ[dBsm] = 10 log10 σ[m
2] (16)
For a more practical definition, Skolnik [133] defines the RCS of a target as “the
(fictional) area intercepting that amount of power which, when scattered equally in
all directions, produces an echo at the radar equal to that from the target”.
2The symbol σ is usually used to denote RCS, however to avoid confusion with the symbol used
for standard deviation, after this section the symbol σ will only be used to refer to standard devation,
and RCS will be used for radar cross section.
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Table 8: Radar Cross Section Magnitudes[125]
Ships Large Aircraft Small Aircraft Man Birds Insects
RCS (m2) 104 103 102,101 100 10−1,10−2 10−3,10−4






















Figure 24: Reduction of Maximum Detection Range with Reduced RCS
Table 8 presents the RCS magnitudes associated with common airborne objects,
in the form given by Paterson [125]. This is meant to give the reader an appreciation
for RCS order of magnitude in both dBsm and m2, against the size of several common
reference objects. In relation to the types of targets discussed in this thesis, a mortar
would likely fit into the “bird” category in Table 8, with an associated RCS somewhere
between -10 dBsm and -20 dBsm. While mortars are considered a low technology
weapon, their small size and simple smooth shape give them a fairly small RCS that
make them difficult to detect with radars designed to detect conventional aircraft.
This puts mortar RCS on the about the same order of magnitude with stealth aircraft,
however the detection ranges associated with mortar engagements are far shorter than
those associated with stealth aircraft.
Comparatively, a reduced RCS will decrease the radar detection range Rmax. Us-
ing the principle that Rmax varies with the fourth root of RCS, Figure 24 shows the
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comparative ratio of RCS reduction. Minimizing RCS is therefore an important de-
sign criterion in the field of military aircraft design. (Knott [86] describes the methods
in which an aircraft designer can reduce RCS.) However, these methods will not be
exploited in this study, due to the low technology nature of the airborne targets in
question, but the information was included to provide the reader with an appreciation
for the radar accuracy required to detect a low RCS target.
2.7.5 Tracking Radars
2.7.5.1 Methods of Radar Tracking
A tracking radar measures location of a target, proving data that may be used to
determine flight path and future position [133]. The available radar data is usually
range, elevation angle, azimuth angle, and doppler frequency shift. Angular error is
the difference in magnitude and direction between the target position and a reference
direction, usually the direction of the radar antenna which is both the transmitting
and receiving device of the radar. During transmission, the antenna’s function is to
concentrate radiated energy into a shaped beam pointing in a desired direction. The
antenna also collects the reflected energy contained in the echo signal (from a target)
and delivers it to a receiver (these two antenna parameters are the gain variables in
Equations 11 and 14). A tracking radar attempts to line up the antenna with the
target in order to make the angular error zero, and the target is located along the
reference direction.
There are three methods to determine the direction and magnitude of the angular
error. Sequential lobing (also called lobe switching and sequential switching) is a
method in which the antenna beam is alternately switched between two positions
to obtain the angular error in one coordinate. The error is quantified by measuring
the difference in signal from the two positions from the reference, or “switching” axis.
The antenna is moved to align the switching axis and the target direction. In order to
obtain angular error in the orthogonal coordinate, two additional switching positions
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are needed. The primary accuracy limitation of a sequential lobing tracking radar is
due to noise caused by mechanical and electronic fluctuations. This method was one
of the first tracking techniques employed in airborne interception radars, and is not
used as often in modern tracking applications.
The conical scan radar has the same basic principle as the sequential lobing
method, however instead of discontinuously stepping the beam between four discrete
positions, the antenna beam is continuously rotating. In both sequential lobing and
conical scanning techniques, measuring the angle error in two orthogonal coordinates
(i.e. both azimuth and elevation) requires multiple pulses to be processed. If the
train of pulses collected over a given time interval contains additional modulation
components, the tracking accuracy will be degraded. If the angular measurements
are made on the basis of one pulse, rather than multiple pulses, fluctuations in the
amplitude of the echo signal between pulses will have no effect on tracking accuracy.
Those tracking techniques that derive angle error information from a single pulse are
known as simultaneous lobing, or more commonly as monopulse. Also unlike sequen-
tial lobing and conical scan trackers which use only one antenna beam, monopulse
trackers use more than one antenna simultaneously. This way, the location of the
target relative to the radar is determined by measuring the relative phase or relative
amplitude of the echo pulse received in each beam.
More specifically, a tracking radar that operates with phase information is an
interferometer radar, since it “ deduces information from the coherent interference
between the two signals” [16]. The phase difference between the two signals is the rel-
ative displacement between the two waves having the same frequency (or wavelength).
The complete wave cycle has a phase of 2π radians. To illustrate an interferometer
radar, two antennas are shown in Figure 25 separated by a distance D. The line of













Figure 25: Wavefront Phase Relationship for an Interferometer Radar













with a negative sign associated with φ1 because of the reference origin defined directly
between the two antennas. Therefore the measure phase difference for an interferom-
eter radar is given in Equation 17 [133].
∆φ = φ2 − φ1 =
2π
λ
D sin θ (17)
2.7.5.2 Radar Error Analysis
Statistical methods can be used to describe the error of a radar measurement. This
error is simply defined “as the difference between the value indicated by the measuring
instrument and the true value of the measured quantity” [34]. For the purposes of this
thesis, this is the error in determining the location of an object in three dimensional
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space. These radar errors may include both systematic and random properties. The
systematic property, or bias, is present when the radar error is constant with time.
For example, the difference in the actual position and radar measurement of an object
would be identical at each sample. This level of predictability can be corrected by a
process of calibration applied to the measuring instrument. The random property of
radar error, or noise, changes with each sample in time.
The most accurate method of error measurement is with using actual test data,
however this might not be very practical when required for use in a simulation with
changing properties. Mathematical approximations can be created that model actual
error components and enable accurate analysis of a particular system’s error. In
most cases, a normal distribution may very accurately approximate radar noise. Of
course, the actual shape of the error distribution may not be normal, but Barton [34]
states that “the normal distribution is often assumed to represent errors of unknown
characteristics, and it closely approximates the distribution of many actual errors”.
Using the interferometer phase difference calculated in Equation 17, Holder [24]
derives an equation relating the measurement error standard deviation for an inter-
ferometer radar, as a function of radar properties. The remainder of this section
will summarize that derivation. Taking the expected value of Equation 17 gives the
variance (σ2), of which the square root yields the equation in the form of standard




















If the radar is assumed to be pointing directly at the target, the offset angle θ goes
to 0, and the cos θ term goes to 1, resulting in Equation 18, relating radar measure-
ment error 1σ to wavelength (λ), the distance between interferometer antennas (D,







When the radar properties given in Equation 14 are substituted for SNR, the
measurement error can be a direct function of those radar subsystem properties.
2.8 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter reviewed related concepts of combat system modeling and simulation,
and discussed particular topics closely related to the problem of short range RAM
defense. As mentioned in the opening paragraph of this chapter, there is a lack of
literature in modeling of the RAM threat and of the air defense systems designed to
defeat those threats, certainly no direct approach exists to model the threat within
a weapon design environment. One of the closest ideas discussed in this chapter is
the IADS concept, generally showing how defending an area requires the interaction
of several key systems, such as a radar and a weapon system. The topic of short to
medium range RAM defense is a relatively new field of interest within the combat
modeling and simulation community, and the established systems engineering process
in place to address the specific problem does not address satisfy the overall research
objective of this thesis. Ultimately, an integrated hierarchical environment based on
3These substitutions are based on ideas put forth in Chapter 8 of [34], where Barton derives
several key relations for tracking radars. The final result in Equation 18 is therefore a derivation
specific to an interferometer radar by Holder [24] using many of the relations that can be found in
[34].
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accepted combat modeling and simulation methods must be created for the various
components that need to interact, and allow for rapid manipulation enabling decision
making at any level within and across the hierarchy. Because the literature on combat
modeling and simulation does not provide enough background to satisfy this need,
several concepts from appropriate Advanced Design Methodologies will be discussed
in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER III
LITERATURE SEARCH: ADVANCED DESIGN
METHODOLOGIES
One of the great challenges in planning, managing and developing system-
of-systems is to develop an ability to handle traceability when dealing with
“big pictures” of defence capability in various contexts and for different
purposes.
Chen et al. [48]
3.1 System-of-Systems Approach
There are many modeling and simulation methods that have been developed to at-
tempt to describe the outcome of military encounters at various levels. Decision
makers can then use the outcomes of these simulations, and base important tactical
and/or strategic decisions on them as described by the first quote in Section 2.1. How-
ever, one common problem with most of these tools is that the models themselves
are only capable of describing events at one level, such as a theater level tool [68]
[129] at the very top level, or an aircraft sizing and synthesis tool [112] at the aircraft
system level. A system-of-systems approach can be used to describe events at every
level by functionally decomposing the entire system in question into a hierarchy of
decision making levels. An attempt now will be made to differentiate between the
terms system and system-of-systems.
Webster [3] defines a system as “a regularly interacting or interdependent group
of items forming a unified whole”. Chapman et al. [47] simply define a system as
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“any process or product which accepts inputs and delivers outputs”. A more specific
definition by Blanchard [41] is that a system “may be considered as constituting a
nucleus of elements combined in such a manner as to accomplish a function in response
to an identified need...A system must have a functional purpose, may include a mix
of products and processes, and may be contained within some form of hierarchy”.
Blanchard [40] further describes a system in terms of the following characteristics:
1. A system integrates a complex combination of resources, which may be in the
form of data, equipment, software, or even humans, and must be done in an
efficient manner.
2. A system is contained within a hierarchy, and is highly influenced by the per-
formance of the higher level system.
3. A system may be broken down into subsystems, the scope of which depending
on the complexity and function being performed.
4. The system must have a purpose, meaning it must be able to respond to an
identified need.
Despotou [54] defines a system-of-systems as “an organised complex unity as-
sembled from distributed autonomous systems (capable of independent provision of
services) collaborating to achieve an overall system purpose”, and further making the
important distinction from any complex or legacy system. A Department of Defense
(DoD) study [49] states that a system-of-systems must have both operational and
managerial independence of its individual system components. There also must exist
a relationship among the system components, and a common objective or purpose
for each component, “above and beyond any individual objective or purpose for each
component”. Chen et al. [48] add that a system-of-systems is concerned with the
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ability to analyze joint effects of system components, have interoperability of lev-
els and analysis, enable information sharing, and have the capability for planning,
coordinating, and managing of any systems evolution.
Adding to the DoD principles, Maier [93] defines fives principal characteristics
that describe a true system-of-systems:
1. Operational independence of the elements: the system-of-systems is composed
of systems that can be usefully operated independently if the system-of-systems
is decomposed.
2. Managerial independence of the elements: the individual systems that comprise
the system-of-systems are separately acquired, and therefore are actually run
and maintained independently of each other.
3. Evolutionary development : the development of the system-of-systems is evolu-
tionary with functions added, removed, and modified with experience, therefore
never actually appearing to be fully formed.
4. Emergent behavior : the entire system-of-systems performs functions and carries
out purposes that are emergent of the entire process, and cannot be localized
to any component system. The principal purpose of the system-of-systems is
fulfilled by its emergent behavior.
5. Geographic distribution: the independent system components can readily ex-
change information only, and not substantial items like mass or energy.
The additional dimension of managerial control is critical to identifying the ap-
propriate principles of the system-of-systems. This is due to the fact that not all
system-of-systems, or the component systems within them, are of similar complex-
ity. Maier further classifies three basic categories of system-of-systems by managerial
control: directed, collaborative, and virtual.
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Directed systems are built and managed to fulfill specific purposes, with centrally
managed operation. The component system maintains the ability to run indepen-
dently, but their operation within the integrated system-of-systems is subordinate to
central management purposes. An integrated air defense systems (IADS), for exam-
ple, is centrally managed to achieve a common objective, although its component
systems, such as the individual radars or surface to air missiles, may still operate
independently. An IADS, discussed in Section 2.4.2.3, is an excellent example of a
true system-of-systems.
Collaborative systems have a central management organization that does not have
the authority to run individual systems. Each component system must voluntarily
collaborate to fulfill the central objective. The internet is an example of a collabo-
rative system, where internet component sites exchange information using protocol
regulations, adhered to voluntarily.
Virtual systems completely lack a central management authority, although they
maintain a common purpose for the system-of-systems. Any large scale behavior
emerging from the combined systems must rely on “invisible” mechanisms for main-
tainability. National economies are virtual systems, as their long term nature is deter-
mined by highly distributed mechanisms, that appear to have no central management
control.
The fact that the system components have a level of autonomy may have adverse
effects on the system-of-systems in that there may be conflicts of responsibility. Each
component within the system-of-systems has its own distinct goals, which Alexander
[28] lists as including self-preservation and maintenance of a certain level of safety,
as well as sub-goals that define the component’s contribution to achieving the overall
system-of-systems goals. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, for example, may assume
responsibility for surveying a section of area intended for overall system-of-systems
purposes. However, a partially or fully autonomous system can essentially have so
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much freedom to govern its own choices that it becomes a risk to itself and other
elements in a system [54].
One of the greatest advantages of a system-of-systems approach to problem solv-
ing is that it is very adaptable, since it allows improvement within any of its layers,
depending on either the evolution of a threat of advancement of an applicable tech-
nology. For example, a study of the application of a system-of-systems approach to a
national missile defense strategy was conducted by the RAND National Defense Re-
search Institute [67]. The study found that this approach would offer more distinct
technological options to improve kill probability in any of the hierarchical layers, thus
reducing the required proportion of interceptors required to respond to proportionally
more enemy re-entry vehicles.
3.1.1 Functional Decomposition
A system is made up of many components that interact with each other. These
interactions make it impossible to effectively design a system in which each component
is considered independently. Dividing a system into smaller subsystems allows for a
simpler approach relative to the analysis required for all of the system’s functional
interfaces. The system must be viewed as a whole, broken down into its components,
its component interrelationships studied and understood, and only then may the
system be put back together. Therefore, a technique will now be introduced to
structure the component hierarchy of the system (or system hierarchy within a system-
of-systems).
A structured way to break down the components and subcomponents of a system
is by utilizing a functional decomposition technique. A functional decomposition
defines subsystems by the system requirements they enable [45]. The original intent
of functional decomposition, developed by Pahl and Beitz [122], and Koller [87], was
to describe the direction of information flow in a system. First, a system function
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must be defined, which describes the process that takes inputs in and transforms
these inputs into outputs. This function is a transformation which may involve the
changing of the system state, and must contain an activation criterion that describes
the availability of resources for the function to execute, and an exit criterion that
describes when a function has completed. Dieter [56] considers function to be “in the
nature of a physical behavior or action”, whereby the system’s functions are described
as a transformation between an initial state and a desired final state. The function
describes what the product must do, while its form or structure must describe how it
accomplishes it.
A functionality is simply a set of functions required to obtain a desired output.
Decomposition may be thought of as a form of top-down structuring, in which a
defined top-level system function is partitioned into several subfunctions, as Buede
describes [42]. Each function that requires further insight for the production of out-
puts is decomposed into another level of subfunctions (i.e. not every function must be
decomposed, as long as the desired output is obtainable). The decomposition process
must conserve all of the inputs to and outputs from the system’s top-level function.
This methodology can help in understanding the context in which the term sys-
tem is used, which requires appreciating the perception from which that term is
used. Therefore, what is considered a system from one perspective, may actually
be a system-of-systems in another. For example, the system may be an aircraft,
consisting of engines, wings, landing gear, etc..., that all function to comprise the
aircraft system. However, the engine sub-system may be further broken down into
its own subsystems such as the compressor, combustor, and turbine. The wing could
be broken down to each individual rib and spar. In an engagement, this aircraft may
operate in an environment where it carries a weapon with the objective of destroying
a target, and this target will likely wish to defend itself. This environment is now
the system, comprising of aircraft and missiles, each a system of their own that can
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be functionally decomposed into the subsystems that make them up. Examining the
effects of manipulation at any given layer of system/subsystem on every other system
in this environment will define the system-of-systems approach taken in this thesis.
One such tool used to decompose a problem of interest is the morphological matrix,
or otherwise described as a matrix of alternatives [137]. A morphological matrix lists
the key parameters or functions of a system on the vertical scale of the matrix, and
alternative methods for satisfying them along the horizontal scale. The purpose of the
method is to uncover combinations of design concepts that might not be intuitively
generated. The elements of each functionally decomposed system level are arranged
in such a manner as to maximize the system effectiveness. Of course, those elements
could be systems themselves. Hines et al. [73] state that “system effectiveness has
become the prime metric for the evaluation of military aircraft. As such, it is the
designer’s goal to maximize system effectiveness”. In an engagement scenario, each
side wishes to maximize its system effectiveness such that it is able to, at the very least
survive the conflict, and if possible, destroy its opponent. Therefore, it is necessary to
quantify system effectiveness in an engagement scenario, where in this case it would
be a measure of how successful a system performs.
3.1.2 Functional Composition
Buede [42] also introduces functional composition as the opposite approach to the de-
composition of a function. Composition may be thought of as a bottom-up approach.
This method starts with the identification of simple functionalities associated with
scenarios involving only one of the outputs of the system. Each one of these func-
tionalities is a sequence of input, function, output-input, and then the repetition of
function, output-input, function, until a final output is reached. Within the functional
hierarchy, these functions in functionality are relatively low-level. After a number of
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these functionalities are defined, the functions in the functionalities must be aggre-
gated into similar groups. Next, these groups are aggregated into similar groups, and
the process is repeated until a hierarchy is formed, bottom-up.
The main advantage of the composition approach, over decomposition, is that
the composition process may be executed in parallel with the development of the
actual physical architecture. This way, the functional and physical hierarchies will
match each other. Furthermore, this is a very comprehensive approach in which a
designer will be less likely to omit major functions. However, these many function-
alities must be easily accessible during the composition process. When there is little
experience with the system, or working with a “radical departure” of that system,
Buede recommends this approach.
Depending on the situation, it may be useful to use a combination of functional
composition and decomposition (which Buede refers to as “middle-out”). The simple
functionalities in the composition approach associated with specific scenarios defined
in the operational concept may be used to establish a sense of the system. Next,
a top-level decomposition may be positioned to match the divisions of the physical
architecture, which can be bolstered to assure totality by recurrent reference to the
functionalities.
3.1.3 System-of-System Architecture
Proper systems-of-systems analysis requires engineering at the architecture level,
which deals with allocation of functionality to components and inter-component inter-
action, rather than the internal workings of individual components. The architecture
acts as a framework that constrains the way components interact with their environ-
ment, receive and relinquish control, manage data, communicate, and share resources
[50]. For a successful design process, the functions or activities that a system has to
perform must be considered. As Buede [42] states,
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The functional architecture of a system contains a hierarchical model of
the functions performed by the system, the system’s components, and the
system’s configuration items; the flow of informational and physical items
from outside the system through the transformational processes of the sys-
tem’s functions and on the waiting external systems being serviced by the
system; a data model of the system’s items; and a tracing of input/output
requirements to both the system’s functions and items.
The individual elements of a system-of-systems operate independently, collaborat-
ing only through information exchange. Although integrated modeling can be used
to define a system-of-systems, as Maier describes as a “unified approach to systems
engineering” [94], those models in themselves do not provide the guidance necessary
for their structuring. The system-of-systems architecture defines the interfaces and
composition which guides the implementation and evolution of the system-of-systems
[48]. Maier et al. [95] define systems architecting as “the art and science of designing
and building systems”, and state that the “architect’s” greatest concerns and leverage
should be with the systems’ connections and interfaces which distinguish a system
from its components and provide unique system-level functions. Subsystems (or in a
system-of-systems, the component systems) specialists will want to concentrate most
“on the core and least on the periphery of their subsystems” because they generally
view the periphery as external constraints placed on their internal design. Therefore,
the subsystem specialists’ concern for the entire system effectiveness would be less
than that of the architect of the systems. The entire system architecture, as Maier
et al. claim, “if not managed well, the system functions can be in jeopardy”.
Systems architecting differs from systems engineering in that it relies more on
heuristic reasoning and less on use of analytics. There are qualitatively different prob-
lem solving techniques required by high and low complexity levels. The lower levels
would certainly benefit from purely analytical techniques, but those same techniques
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may be overwhelming at higher levels which may benefit more from heuristics derived
from experience, or even abstraction. It is important to concentrate on the essentials
to simply solve the problem. The system should be modeled at as a high a level as
possible, then the level of abstraction should be reduced progressively. “Everything
should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler”, as Albert Einstein once said
[59].
The management of relations between the system components is an architectural
issue which does not belong to individual systems, but shared by all the involved
components. Chen et al. [48] introduced an architecture-model based approach to
systems and capability relation management. The responsibility of system relation
management cannot be the responsibility of developers of individual systems, but at
the system-of-systems level. This architecture management system was designed to
store and manage knowledge and information of systems capability in their proper
context. The relations are determined by the interfaces between systems, or by the
manner by which they are integrated. Chen et al. define the possible manners by
which systems and capabilities are related in a system-of-systems manner as structure,
function, information, operation, and generation:
1. Structure-related: Two systems are structure-related if one is a component or
basis of the other.
2. Function-related: Two systems are function-related if one system requires cer-
tain functions or services by another system to perform its own function.
3. Information-related: Two systems are information-related if requirements or
information is exchanged between the two.
4. Operation-related: Two systems are operation-related if they are both used in
an operation scenario to jointly fulfil a mission.
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5. Generation-related: Two systems are generation-related if one system will be a
replacement of the other.
As capabilities evolve, the relation between systems can change. Therefore, Chen
et al. state that a requirement to achieve good relation management is the devel-
opment of an environment or system that serves as a basis for: managing concepts
and objects in context; conducting analysis, synthesis and evaluation of values and
relations of objects; handling complexity; exploring and studying dependency; main-
taining traceability; and finally, visualizing concepts, objects and their relations and
dependencies.
3.2 Uncertainty Analysis and Quantification in
the Design Process
A NASA white paper describes those design problems that have a nondeterministic
formulation as uncertainty-based design [145]. This survey of the state of the art
in uncertainty-based design breaks it down into two major classes. The first is the
robust design problem, which seeks a design relatively insensitive to small changes
in uncertain quantities. Dieter [56] defines a robust design as “one that has been
created with system of design tools to reduce product or process variability, while
simultaneously guiding the performance toward an optimal setting”. A reliability-
based design seeks one in which the probability of failure is less than a predetermined
acceptable value. The two major factors that drive the domain of applicability of
each case are the frequency of the event and the impact of the event, as Zang et al.
[145] adapts from Huyse [80] shown in Figure 26. A designer would likely design a
system with performance insensitive to everyday fluctuations, or robust, such that
there is not a catastrophic failure when the system encounters everyday fluctuations.




This white paper focuses on the needs and opportunities for computational and experimental methods
that provide accurate, efficient solutions to problems of multidisciplinary aerospace vehicle design in the
presence of uncertainties. These methods are a subset of what are sometimes referred to as
nondeterministic approaches. The essential distinction is between the formulations of the design problem
and the methods used for its solution. A nondeterministic problem formulation is one in which some
essential components—the problem statement (e.g., uncertainty of the outer mold line due to
manufacturing variability), experimental data (e.g., measurement uncertainty), or computational solutions
(e.g., discretization error)—are treated as nondeterministic. The uncertain aspects may be expressed in a
number of ways, for example by interval bounds or by probability density functions. Analysis methods
that employ stochastic approximations, such as Monte Carlo approximation of integrals, are only of
interest here to the extent that they are brought to bear on a genuinely nondeterministic problem
formulation. Likewise, random search techniques, such as genetic algorithms and simulated annealing, are
not intrinsically of interest in the present context. We use the term uncertainty-based design to describe


























Everyday fluctuations Extreme events
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Figure 1. Uncertainty-based design domains (from Huyse 2001).
The two major classes of uncertainty-based design problems are robust design problems and
reliability-based design problems. A robust design problem is one in which a design is sought that is
relatively insensitive to small changes in the uncertain quantities. A reliability-based design problem is
one in which a design is sought that has a probability of failure that is less than some acceptable
(invariably small) value. The same abstract mathematical formulation can be used to describe both robust
design and reliability-based design. However, their domains of applicability are rather different.
Figure 1 illustrates these domains. The two major factors are the frequency of the event and the impact
of the event. No system is viable if everyday fluctuations can lead to catastrophe. Instead, one would like
the system to be designed such that the performance is insensitive, i.e., robust, to everyday fluctuations.
On the other hand, one would like to ensure that the events that lead to catastrophe are extremely unlikely.
This is the domain of reliability-based design. In both cases, the design risk is a combination of the
likelihood of an undesired event and the consequences of that event. An example of risk in the robust
Figure 26: Uncertainty Based Design Domains ([145] adapted from [80])
occurring, or maximizing the design’s reliability. Practically, the goal of robust-
based design is to maint in cceptable performance levels at off d sign c nditions,
whereas reliability-based design aims to prevent catastrophic failure. The design risk
is therefore a combinat on of both the likelihood and on equ nces of an undesired
eve t.
The two cases can best be illustrated on a probability density function (PDF), as
shown in Figure 27. Robust design is concerned with the event distribution around
the mean of the PDF, whereas reliability-based design is concerned with the event
distribution in the tails of the PDF. Zang et al. state that the mathematical methods
for robust design procedures are considerably less developed than those for reliability
based design, and “still largely confined to academic studies”.
Simulation tools are proving to be useful in providing designers with efficient
means to explore the interrelationships among various disciplines. However, uncer-
tainties associated with these computer codes, arising from errors in input parameters
and internal uncertainties due to simulation inaccuracy, may propagate through the
different codes as shown in Figure 28. Du et al. [58] introduce two methods for
managing uncertainty in simulation-based design that formally mitigate uncertainty
based on principles of robust design. An extreme condition approach uses an interval
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design context is the likelihood that the aircraft design will fail to meet the aerodynamic performance
targets and will consequently lose sales and perhaps even go bankrupt. An example of risk in the
reliability-based design context is the probability that a critical structural component will fail, which






Figure 2. Reliability versus robustness in terms of the probability density function.
As figure 2 illustrates, robust design is concerned with the event distribution near the mean of the
probability density function, whereas reliability-based design is concerned with the event distribution in
the tails of the probability density function. Obviously, it is much more difficult to accurately characterize
the tail of a distribution than the center of the distribution. An additional consideration in distinguishing
between robustness and reliability is that the mathematical techniques used for solving robust design
problems are considerably different from those used for solving reliability-based design problems. The
mathematical methods for robust design procedures are less well developed than those for reliability-
based design procedures, and this work is still largely confined to academic studies. Certainly, the
aerodynamic design procedures in use in industry are exclusively deterministic. (Recall that we are
excluding the use of random search methods to solve a deterministic problem.) There has been
considerable work on “robust controls,” but this work has been limited to using norm-bounded
descriptions of uncertain variables. Although the robust design principles of Taguchi (1987) are used in
aerospace engineering, these are not necessarily the best or even appropriate methods for many robust
design problems.
Traditional design procedures for aerospace vehicle structures are based on combinations of factors of
safety and knockdown factors, as illustrated in figure 3. Factors of safety are numbers greater than 1.0 that
are applied to the loads. Knockdown factors are numbers less than 1.0 that are applied to the strengths.
Both factors are intended to account for uncertainties. They have proven useful during nearly six decades
of design for conventional metal airframes.
Figure 27: Reliability Versus Robustness in Terms of the Probability Density Func-
tion [145]
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system outputs. Monte Carlo simulation,13 a random simulation-
based approach, could become very expensive in some of the
applications. Reduced sampling techniques, such as Latin hyper-
cube sampling,14 importance sampling,15 and Taguchi’s orthogonal
arrays,16 may be used to improve the computational ef ciency. In
most of the existing applications, the use of extreme condition ap-
proachand the statisticalapproachhasbeenrestrictedto propagating
the effect of external uncertainty but not that of the internal uncer-
tainty, much less the combination of both. In recent developments,
some preliminary results of propagating the effect of model uncer-
tainty (internaluncertainty) are reported.17 In the work of Gu et al.,17
model uncertainty is denoted by a range (bias) of the system out-
put. With this simplistic treatment, the worst-case concept and the
 rst-order sensitivity analysis are used to evaluate the deviationsof
an end performance.There is a need to accommodate more generic
representations of both external and internal uncertainties. In the
content of optimization, the physicalprogrammingmethod18,19 also
uses ranges to express performance preference for each objective.
This approach may also entail inherent robustness properties.
There are few works associated with how to mitigate the effect
of both the external and internal uncertainties in simulation-based
design. Whereas in the past a lot of effort was spent on reducing
the magnitude of variation sources, recent development in design
techniques has generated methods that can reduce the impact of
potential variations by manipulating controllable design variables.
Taguchi’s robust design is such an approach and emphasizes re-
duction of performance variation through reducing sensitivity to
sources of variation.16 A part of the authors’ work6,20,21 has been
on developingnonlinearprogrammingmethods that can be used for
a variety of robust design applications, as well as overcoming the
mathematical limitations of the methods Taguchi offered.16 Robust
design has also been used at the system level to reduce the perfor-
mance variationcausedby manufacturingdeviations.22 In this work,
the concept of robust design is used to mitigate performance vari-
ations due to various sources of uncertainties in simulation-based
design. An integrated methodology for propagating and managing
the effect of uncertaintiesis proposed.Two approaches,namely, the
extreme condition approach and the statistical approach, are devel-
oped to propagate the effect of both the external uncertaintyand the
internal uncertainty across a design system comprising interrelated
subsystem analyses. An uncertainty mitigation strategy based on
the principles of robust design is proposed. A simplistic simulation
chain model is used to explain the proposedmethodologyand a six-
link function-generatorlinkage design problem is used to illustrate
the bene ts of applying the robust design approach for uncertainty
mitigation.The principlesof the proposedmethodscan be easilyex-
tended to more complicated,realmultidisciplinarydesignproblems.
II. Propagation of the Effect of Uncertainties
In this section,a simulation-baseddesignmodelas shown in Fig. 1
is used to explain the proposed methodology. The model consists
of a chain of two simulation programs (imagining they are from
two different disciplines) that are connected to each other through
linkingvariablesrepresentedby the vectory. The input to simulation
model I is thevectorof designvariablesx1 with uncertainty(external
uncertainties, described by a range D x1 or certain distributions).
For simulation model I, the output y can be expressed as
y = F1(x1) + "1(x1) (1)
where F1(x1) is the simulation m del and "1(x1) is the correspond-
ing error model of the internal uncertainty. Additive error model is
used to represent model structure uncertainty in this study, though
its real form can e much m re complicat d.
Fig. 1 Simulation model chain.
For simulation model II, the inputs are the linking variable y and
the design variable x2 . The output vector z can be expressed as
z = F2(x2, y) + "2(x2, y) (2)
where F2(x2, y) is the simulation model and "2(x2, y) is the cor-
responding error model. The output z often represents system per-
formance parameters that are used to model the design objectives
and constraints. Because of the deviations existing in x2 and y, and
the internal uncertainty "2(x2 , y), the  nal output z will also have
deviations.
The question is how to propagate the effect of various types of
uncertaintiesacross a simulation chain with interrelated simulation
programs.Two approaches,the extreme conditionapproachand the
statistical approach, are presented in the following sections.
A. Extreme Condition Approach for Uncertainty Analysis
The extreme condition approach is developed to obtain an inter-
val or the extremes of the  nal output from a chain of simulation
models. The term extreme is de ned as the minimum or the max-
imum value of the end performance ( nal output) corresponding
to the given ranges of internal and external uncertainties.With this
approach, the external uncertainties are characterized by the inter-
vals [x̄1 ¡ D x1, x̄1 + D x1] and [x̄2 ¡ D x2 , x̄2 + D x2], where x̄1 and
x̄2 are the nominal values of x1 and x2, respectively. Correspond-
ingly, the outputs of the two simulationmodels are described by the
intervals [ymin , ymax] and [zmin , zmax], respectively.
Optimizations are used to  nd the maximum and minimum (ex-
tremes)of theoutputsfromsimulationmodel I and simulationmodel
II, respectively. The  ow chart of the proposed procedure is given
in Fig. 2. The steps to obtain the range of output z, [zmin , zmax], are
presented as follows.
1) A set of nominal values x̄1, x̄2 , and ranges D x1 , D x2 are given.
2) For simulation model I, minimize and maximize F1(x1) over
the range of [x̄1 ¡ D x1 , x̄1 + D x1] to obtain Fmin1 (x1) and Fmax1 (x1).
(Note that, though vector representation is used for simplicity, the
objectivefunctionsin optimizationare scalarvalued.) The optimiza-
tion model is
Given: The nominal value of x̄1 and the range D x1
Subject to: x̄1 ¡ D x1 · x1 · x̄1 + D x1 (3)
Optimize: Minimize F1(x1) to obtain Fmin1 (x1) (3a)
Maximize F1(x1) to obtain Fmax1 (x1) (3b)
3) Similar to step 2, obtain the extreme values of internal uncer-
tainty"min1 (x1) and "
max
1 (x1) over the rangeof [x1 ¡ D x1, x1 + D x1]
Fig. 2 Extreme condition approach procedure.
Figure 28: Uncertainty Propagation in the Simulation Model Chain [58]
of the output fr m a chai of simulations. The eco d, he st tistical approach, pro-
vides statistical estimates of the outputs of the various codes, for example, estimating
the probability and cumulative density function outputs, terms that will be defined
in Section 3.2.2.
3.2.1 Forecasting
In an ideal circumstance, a decision maker would like to know what will happen in
the future. The aim of a forecast is to provide a decision maker with the knowledge of
whether a particular event happens. Twiss [137] defines four elements that a forecast
must contain to adequately provide a basis for decision making: 1) qualitative, 2)
quantitative, 3) time, and 4) probability. The qualitative element defines what should
be forecast, which selects the events which need to be considered. The quantitative















The Forecasting Process Figure 2.5 Twiss
Figure 29: The Forecasting Process (adapted from [137])
future conditions to th time when they oc ur, the tim element necessary. The
probability element is necessary to capture the likelihood of a particular outcome due
to uncertainty in the system. The uncertainty aspect is important because it also be
used to identify potential causes of discontinuity in the system.
There are two basic forecasting techniques used to achieve the four elements de-
scribed by Twiss. Exploratory techniques rely on selected attributes of historical data,
such as functional performance, technical and economic parameters, plotted against
time. Progress is assumed evolutionary and not random, enabling the generation of
characteristic forecasting curves made with a measure of certainty. Normative tech-
niques work backwards from a proposed desired state to determine the steps necessary
to reach a required outcome. It possible to have many “paths” of development to
reach a desired outcome. The basic forecasting process described by Twiss is shown in
Figure 29, where either of the forecasting techniques use assumptions, data, insight,
and judgment to achieve the four desired forecasting elements. [135] [137]
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3.2.2 Monte Carlo Simulation
A common approach to uncertainty quantification is the Monte Carlo simulation. A
Monte Carlo method is a way to generate information for a simulation when events
occur in a random way, using random sampling in a computer simulation in which
the results are generated repeatedly to develop statistically reliable answers [56]. It
is a useful method used to solve problems too difficult to obtain a numerical solution
analytically, by observing that fraction of the numbers obeying some property or prop-
erties as a result of the random number generation input to a computer simulation
[140]. Therefore, the Monte Carlo simulation is employed to approximate solutions
to quantitative problems with statistical sampling [4]. The Monte Carlo method has
found uses in many fields, as Shonkwiler [130] states, “Monte Carlo methods are used
to simulate stochastic processes that occur in science, engineering, business and en-
tertainment, to numerically solve problems in mathematics, science and engineering,
and to ensure the security of data”.
Variability in input variables, or “control” variables, and in assumptions, or
“noise” variables, can be tracked by adding distributions to any point values. A
random number generator is used to sample from a bounded distribution assumed for
each variable, and then uses those variable settings to run a modeling and simulation
environment. Many cases with randomly selected points from these distributions can
then give a statistical indication of the probability with which each response will oc-
cur. A histogram, or graphical display of tabulated frequencies, can be created by
tracking the number of responses in discrete bounded bins, or non-overlapping inter-
vals of some variable. The histogram in this case is actually the Probability Density
Function (PDF), which is the probability of observing a particular outcome. The
integral of the PDF allows for the generation of a Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF), the mathematical function that maps the probability of obtaining a response
to the metric within the given range. Because the sampling of the response into bins
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is a discrete process, the more samples, the smoother the PDF and CDF curves, and
therefore a confidence can be extracted with more precision.
The distribution shape and bounds for a given variable of interest requires a
working knowledge of the system in question, and is usually based on experimental
results, expert opinion, and most likely several iterations of trial and error for a system
where little knowledge is known. Several of the probability distributions used in this
study are described with more detail in Appendix A.
3.2.3 Filtered Monte Carlo Approach
According to Kuhne et al. [88], “Probabilistic Design is the process of accurately
accounting for and mitigating the effects of variation in part geometry and other
environmental conditions while at the same time optimizing a target performance
factor.” However, using mathematical methods, the authors state, probabilistic de-
sign may prove to be a complex and daunting task. Using logic and graphics along
with Monte Carlo simulation, Kuhne et al. demonstrate an alternate visual approach
called a “Filtered Monte Carlo” that achieves useful probabilistic design results effi-
ciently and simply. This method assumes the existence of a fast-running simulation
model that can be called on many times.
The Filtered Monte Carlo approach shown as a flow chart in Figure 30 works
by populating a design space with response values obtained by running a simulation
many times with randomly selected values from bounded distributions on input vari-
ables. If the output for that particular Monte Carlo simulation trial violates any
response constraints defined a priori, that response is discarded. The outputs that do
not violate the constraints are then plotted in a scatter plot fashion versus any of the
inputs, given the user the ability to visualize sensitivity to variation in the inputs.
However, the authors note the biggest challenge to this approach is with problems
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Figure 30: Filtered Monte Carlo Approach (adapted from [88])
improved visualization and data mining tools that would enable the user to simul-
taneously explore the design space while conducting input variation sensitivity. The
authors claim “great success” with Filtered Monte Carlo approach on many applica-
tion within General Electric Transportation-Aircraft Engines, including optimization,
robustness studies, and design space exploration.
3.3 Surrogate Modeling
To be able to conduct an uncertainty quantification or design space exploration, a
modeling and simulation tool would have to be executed many times. As stated ear-
lier, the more Monte Carlo simulations run, the smoother the PDF and CDF curves,
increasing the accuracy in the trends and confidence in the predictions made from
those trends. In many cases, a design related simulation environment may be very
large, comprising of many codes running in series, parallel, or both, requiring any-
where from several seconds, to several hours for a single trial run. This may not be
a practical, or even feasible option when thousands of runs are required for a solu-
tion. Therefore, the use of a surrogate modeling approach is proposed to represent a
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modeling and simulation environment, and increase the efficiency of the uncertainty
quantification process many times fold. A surrogate model, also known as a meta-
model, is a model of a small segment of a more complex or sophisticated analysis tool
based on a regression of statistical inputs and response metrics. This model allows for
quick calculation of responses by employing equations to relate independent variables
to those responses. This section will cover two types of surrogate models proposed for
use in this thesis 1) polynomial Response Surface Equations, and 2) neural network
Response Surface Equations.
Many publications have been published on the use of polynomial Response Surface
Equations (RSE), and this thesis will not belabor the theory or derivations involved
in the regression techniques to achieve them. Interested readers may visit the Georgia
Tech Aerospace Systems Design Laboratory (ASDL) publication webpage [5] for a vast
amount of publications on the use of and theory behind polynomial RSE’s. However,
the use of Neural Networks for data regression is less practised, and therefore this
study will explore the theory behind it.
3.3.1 Polynomial Response Surface Equations
A surrogate model is made by regressing against a set of data. In theory, a surrogate
model may be built around data collected from a large number of runs with random
selection of values within the bounds of input variables. However, for a very complex
system model requiring many time consuming computer codes to run, a structured
method for data sampling with the minimum number of simulation runs is needed. A
statistical approach to experimental design is necessary to draw meaningful conclu-
sions from data. Montgomery [115] defines a statistical Design of Experiments (DoE)
as “the process of planning the experiment so that appropriate data will be collected,
which may be analyzed by statistical methods resulting in valid and objective con-
clusions”.
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The simplest form of DoE is the full-factorial design. Each variable is discretized
into two or three levels, and the modeling and simulation environment is executed
for every combination of possible values for those discretized variables. A common
DoE for creating second order polynomial RSEs with minimum amount of simulation
executions is the Central Composite Design (CCD) [116]. This design combines a two-
level fractional factorial with center points (point at which all of the factor values are
zero, or midrange) and axial or star points (points at which all but one factor are
zero, and one point is at an outer axial value).
The polynomial form of an RSE is given in Equation 19. The coefficients that
make up the RSE are determined by regressing sample data points taken from a
modeling and simulation tool against the input variable used to obtain those data
points. The statistical software JMP [127] can be used to generate the required DoE
and regress the corresponding data in RSE’s, acting as both a pre- and post-processor.















n = number of factors
b0 = intercept regression coefficient
bi = regression coefficients for linear terms
bii = regression coefficients for pure quadratic terms
bij = regression coefficients for cross product terms
xi, xj = design variables or factors
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3.3.2 Neural Network Response Surface Equations
A neural network is “computational architecture based on the design of the inter-
connections of neurons in our brains” [64]. Neural networks are emerging as a useful
way creating highly nonlinear regression models, and are a good alternative when
a polynomial RSE representation does not fit the design space well. When used to
create RSE’s, a neural network is just a set of nonlinear equations that predict out-
put variables from a set of given input variables using layers of linear regressions and
S-shaped logistic functions. The implementation introduced here is the one used by
JMP [127] to create neural network regressions, with many concepts and explanations
to the equations taken from help guides written by Demuth et al. [53] and Johnson
[81].
Neural networks have been applied to various fields. In the aerospace field, neural
networks have been used to develop aircraft autopilot routines and control systems,
and for defensive uses such as target discrimination and recognition. They have also
been used to create image processing software, predict stock market activity, develop
speech recognition software, and various other uses in the banking, manufacturing,
and medical fields. Many authors that write about neural network applications,
even recent works, cite the 1998 DARPA Neural Network Study [10] report for the
various applications of their use. The application of neural networks used in this
thesis proposal is different from most of the “common” applications identified above,
since here they will be used to fit, or regress, analytical models to output data from
computer simulations, rather than predict future results of additional real-world real-
time experiments.
3.3.2.1 Neural Networks Background
The elements of neural networks were inspired by biological nervous systems, in which





Neural networks are composed of simple elements operating in parallel. These 
elements are inspired by biological nervous systems. As in nature, the network 
function is determined largely by the connections between elements. We can 
train a neural network to perform a particular function by adjusting the values 
of the connections (weights) between elements.
Commonly neural networks are adjusted, or trained, so that a particular input 
leads to a specific target output. Such a situation is shown below. There, the 
network is adjusted, based on a comparison of the output and the target, until 
the network output matches the target. Typically many such input/target pairs 
are used, in this supervised learning, to train a network.
Batch training of a network proceeds by making weight and bias changes based 
on an entire set (batch) of input vectors. Incremental training changes the 
weights and biases of a network as needed after presentation of each individual 
input vector. Incremental training is sometimes referred to as “on line” or 
“adaptive” training.
Neural networks have been trained to perform complex functions in various 
fields of application including pattern recognition, identification, classification, 
speech, vision and control systems. A list of applications is given in Chapter 1.
Today neural networks can be trained to solve problems that are difficult for 
conventional computers or human beings. Throughout the toolbox emphasis is 
placed on neural network paradigms that build up to or are themselves used in 









Figure 31: Neural Network Training Process [53]
can be trained to perform a particular function by making adjustments to the values
of the connections, or weights, between the elements. This training process involves
adjusting the weights so that a particular input leads to a specific target output, as
shown in Figure 31. By comparison of the output and target values, the weights are
adjusted until a match is made, within a specified tolerance. The collection of outputs
that is paired to the inputs is called the training set. The algorithm used to find the
values of the regression coefficients is called back propagation, whereby those values
are found in which they minimize the error as compared to the training set. This
can be achieved using any one of a number of optimization techniques (some relevant
techniques will be discussed in Section 5.3.5).
In a feed-forward network shown in Figure 32, the input layer receives values
which it feeds to a hidden layer. The hidden layer provides the network’s non-linear
modeling capabilities [27]. The link between each input and hidden layer has a weight
associated with it. Another set of weights are placed on the connections between the
hidden and output layers. Note that each input node has an effect on each hidden
node, and in turn each hidden node has an effect on each output node.
The logistical function is the way the hidden layer handles the input. An S-
shaped or sigmoid logistic function works as the weighted sum of the input values
increase, the value of the response increases gradually. An alternate approach would

















Figure 32: A Simple Feed-Forward Neural Network
Figure 33: The Threshold (L) and Sigmoid (R) Logistic Functions [53]
inputs exceeds a threshold value, the response is set to 1. The threshold function does
closer resemble the actual behavior of the biological neurons, however, the S-shaped
function is used for the regression analysis since it is smooth and easily differentiable.
These logistic transfer functions, shown in Figure 33, and many other types used in
the other applications of neural networks are provided by Demuth et al. [53].
3.3.2.2 Neural Network Equations
The logistic function used to create neural networks, as given in Equation 20, is used
to scale the inputs between [0,1], and is referred to in JMP as the “squish” function.
As described earlier, this creates the S-shaped logistic function for input manipulation





This logistic function is used to calculate the value of each hidden node, as shown in








Hj = the value of hidden node j
SH = the logistic function for hidden node j
aj = the intercept term for hidden node j
bij = the coefficient for design variable i
Xi = the value of design variable i
NX = the number of input variables
The outputs are then calculated as shown in Equation 22. Note that the bracketed
portion fits within an interval of [0,1], where as the coefficients c and d are used to
scale the magnitude of the response.





Finally, the steps described can be combined to describe the form of neural network
equation that JMP uses, as shown in Equation 23.













aj = the coefficient for hidden node j
bij = the coefficient for design variable i
ck = the response scaling intercept term for response k
dk = the response scaling coefficient for response k
ek = the intercept term for response k
fjk = the coefficient for hidden node j and response k
N = the number of design variables
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NH = the number of hidden nodes
Xi = the value of design variable i
3.3.2.3 Overcoming Disadvantages of Neural Network Regression
Neural networks are very useful for creating regression equations when the design
space is highly non-linear and/or discontinuous. Any surface can be approximated to
any accuracy with the proper amount of hidden nodes [127]. However, this fact is not
without its price. Neural networks are not as interpretable as polynomial equations
since there is an intermediate (hidden) layer between inputs and outputs, rather than
a direct path. It is very easy to “overfit” a set of data with too many hidden nodes,
such that it no longer predicts future data well, resulting in an extremely multimodal
response surface, as shown in Figure 34. The fit itself is not parametrically stable,
meaning that many times the objective function may converge before the parameters
settle.















Fig. 6 Fitting power of NN for g(x) = (x−2)(2x+1)
(1+x2)























































Fig. 7 Degrees of freedom of a single hidden layer
feed-forward backpropagation network
can easily be depicted graphically for a function of one
variable as in Figure 6. However, it becomes difficult
to evaluate under- or over-fitting when there is a large
number of input variables, such as may be the case for
an aerodynamic model. In those cases, the input data
can be split into two sets. The first set is used to train
the neural network and the second set (usually much
smaller) is used to validate the network by providing
points that are not part of the training set. Prediction
error comparison between the two sets can be used as
a means to identify network generalization capability.
Generalization is also a function of the size of the
training set. Hassoun has demonstrated that for good
generalization, m >> d, where m is the size of the
training set and d is the number of DOF.28 The rela-
tionship between DOF, number of inputs and size of
the hidden layer is shown in Figure 7. For example,
for a network with 30 neurons and 14 inputs, good
generalization is possible if m >> 480.
Two techniques have been widely used to improve
generalization in neural networks. The first, called reg-
ularization, attempts to penalize large weights, which
is a common source of poor generalization. This pe-
nalizing is done with an additional term in the training
objective function. Instead of only minimizing training
error, the optimization is done on a composite func-
tion (usually a weighted sum) that includes the error
term and the sum of squares of the weights. How-
ever, a new free parameter needs to be introduced.
The ratio of the error term weight to the weight of the
penalization function is called the performance ratio
or regularization parameter. Although the use of this
new function as an objective during training improves
generalization, it is difficult to estimate the optimum
value for the new free parameter and is therefore tricky
to use.29 A technique for automatically setting the
regularization parameter using a Bayesian framework
has been implemented. However, its implementation
is based on the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) training
algorithm, which is very fast and efficient for small to
medium size networks but becomes very inefficient for
large problems.29 This is due to the fact that it needs
to compute the approximate Hessian matrix and keep
it in memory for each iteration.
Another empirically based technique for improving
generalization is “Early Stopping”. With this tech-
nique, the validation set is used during training to
monitor the error on the validation set as training
occurs. If the validation error increases for a fixed
number of epochs in a row, training is stopped. This
technique works very well for noisy data. It has been
shown that early during training, neurons capture the
general trends in the data. As training is prolonged,
some neurons start to fit the noise and thereby com-
promise generalization.28
Sensitivity to initial conditions
Because the training process is based on optimiza-
tion, it is sensitive to initial conditions. Furthermore,
unless a global search optimizer is used, the optimum
found is not guaranteed to be the global one. For these
reasons it is necessary to train a network several times,
starting at random initial weights and biases to hope
for a global minimum and therefore the best possible
network.
Selecting network architecture
This research used the Matlab software with the
Neural Network Toolbox29 for all its neural network
applications. The neural network topology chosen was
that of a single hidden layer, feed-forward backprop-
agation network with tangent-sigmoid transfer func-
tions in the hidden layer and linear transfer functions
in the output layer. This topology is hypothetically
capable of exactly mapping outputs to inputs given an
infinite number of neurons in the hidden layer.
For a given training algorithm and dataset, network
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Figure 34: Example of Over- and Underfitting a Neural Network [128]
With a highly multimodal design space, there are many local optima, therefore the
optimizer that finds the neural network coefficients must be run with many starting
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points. Each one of these starting estimates is called a tour. Of course, there is no
exact science in determining the appropriate number of tours. Too few will likely
not lead to the global optima, where as too many tours may exhaust the available
computational resources.
To counter the overfit problem, neural networks will fit with a holdback sample,
which is data not used in the estimation process. The holdback sample is called the
validation set when used along with the training set. An overfit penalty, or weight
decay, may be used to avoid overfitting the data. This puts a numerical penalty on
the size of the parameter estimates, and usually improves numerical convergence.
Unlike the polynomial RSE’s that use a Design of Experiments to define the
cases needed to run to get the data needed to build the regression model, there
is no well defined methodology for neural network regression. Since the model fits
to both a training and validation set, the more random cases run the better the fit.
However, Johnson [81] states that it is important to include cases for a neural network
regression that include all effects that the model needs to simulate. Running only
random cases will lead to a model that does not fit well in the extremes of the design
space. Therefore, Johnson suggests running a combination of a Latin Hypercube
Sample (LHS), which would provide a list of random cases with as little correlation
as possible, along with a two-level Design of Experiments to capture the corners of
the design space.
An LHS is one of several space-filling designs, which are configured to uniformly
spread design points to the maximum distance possible (within variable limits). The
LHS method chooses points to maximize the minimum distance between design
points, but with a constraint that involves maintaining the even spacing between
factor levels and minimizing the correlation in the design [127]. An example of using
an LHS to fill two dimensional space with 1000 design points is given in Figure 35.
Similarly in three dimensional space, a cube would appear.
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Figure 35: Example Latin Hypercube Used to Fill 2-D Space
3.3.3 Analysis of Variance
One of the major advantages of creating surrogate models is the ability to rapidly run
an analysis of variance (ANOVA), which measures the contribution of each variable
on the variability of each response. A useful way to visualize the results of an ANOVA
is in the form of a Pareto Plot, as shown in Figure 36 for an example of contributions
of gun accuracy to miss distance. Each horizontal bar shows the individual influence
of each error term on the response, listed in descending order, and the cumulative
effect of each of the terms is represented as a line (totaling 100%). This is also a useful
tool for examining the combined effects of variables. For example, the combination
of two variables may affect a response more than the some of each variable.
3.4 Application of Techniques
3.4.1 Response Surface Methodology & Design Space Exploration
Many processes for using surrogate models to expedite a Monte Carlo simulation to
quantify uncertainty and provide a robust design have been developed for aerospace
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Figure 36: Example Pareto Plot - Gun Accuracy Contributions to Miss Distance
the impact of new or immature technologies on a system to provide increased knowl-
edge to a decision maker in the conceptual and preliminary phases of aircraft design
[85]. Mavris et al. [109] have applied the exploratory forecasting technique to select
from a list of potential technologies ones that have the most positive impact on the
design of a high speed civil transport using a technology impact forecasting (TIF)
method. This TIF method was implemented by applying multipliers, or ”k” factors,
to various disciplinary metrics that are used by an aircraft design tool, using polyno-
mial RSE’s for rapid manipulation. This technology impact forecasting methodology
has also been applied to other aerospace systems, such as determining the technology
impact on subsonic transport affordability [84], on the design of an Uninhabited Com-
bat Aerial Vehicle (UCAV) [111], and on a civil tiltrotor [104]. Surrogate models have
also been used to create a parametric environment to integrate disciplinary codes to-
gether to size a hypersonic cruise missile [62], as well as quantify the errors associated
with disciplinary codes and evaluate the impacts of those errors on the confidence
of reaching mission requirements and maintaining within given physical constraints
[61]. In addition, one of the major applications of the methodologies introduced in
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this chapter is in the field of design for affordability, as will be discussed shortly.
3.4.2 Top-Down Capability Based Design
Soban [134] developed a formulation that links variables and responses across a
system-of-systems hierarchy using polynomial based surrogate models. In this for-
mulation, the outputs of one level within the hierarchy feed directly to the next
higher level. Manipulating a subsystem level variable, for example the thrust-to-
weight ratio of an aircraft, changes it’s performance capability which in turn affects
the way it capability in the system-of-systems context, for example the way that
same aircraft would affect the course of a many-on-many campaign environment. If
the system level metrics are represented by surrogate models, the outputs of those
surrogate models can then be inputs to the next hierarchical level of surrogate models,
essentially enabling a rapid hierarchical modeling and simulation environment.
A Unified Tradeoff Environment (UTE), developed by Baker et al. [30] [31], allows
for simultaneous trades between design variables, requirements, and technologies by
coupling the customer requirements and technologies to the vehicle concept space.
Once again when polynomial surrogate models are able to represent a design tool,
rapid trade-offs enable real time decision making. Using a UTE enabled by these
surrogate models as a real-time decision making tool, a designer can see the effects
of evolving requirements on the design space of a vehicle.
The author has been part of an effort to expand these efforts to a more com-
plex many-on-many campaign scenario by developing a hierarchical, surrogate model
enabled environment for systems-of-systems analysis [38], shown graphically in Fig-
ure 37. This hierarchical modeling and simulation environment consists of vehicle
and missile propulsion subsystem models, missile and aircraft (platform) synthesis
and sizing codes, and top-level military campaign analysis tools that are linked to-
gether using neural network based surrogate models into a UTE. Real time trades are
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Figure 37: Hierarchical, Surrogate Modeling Environment for Systems-of-Systems
Analysis [38]
therefore enabled between design variables, requirements, and technologies at each
hierarchical level.
Using surrogate models to link the different subsystem and system models together
allows for rapid manipulation of the design space. Now, the value of each design
variable can be selected using a Monte Carlo simulation to fill the design space. In
the example shown in Figure 38, weapon performance values are output for each
Monte Carlo simulation selection of design variables. However, in the system-of-
systems context, this one weapon does not operate independently to effect top-level
metrics. Subsystem weapon attributes flow up the hierarchy, and additional variables
that would affect top-level metrics, such as enemy weapon capability are also selected
using a Monte Carlo simulation. In this example, the top-level metrics of platforms
lost and targets killed are observed. When this process is repeated many times, the
entire system-of-systems design space is filled. The results of this type of study are
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best viewed using a multivariate scatter plot, or collection of bivariate plots shown
in Figure 38, showing the results of 1,000 Monte Carlo samples. Note that the plots
in Figure 38 only represent a fraction of the total design space. Although somewhat
overwhelming, when used interactively this process allows a user to perform both
bottom-up and top-down design.
From the bottom-up, individual weapon designs may be identified to compete
against an enemy capability and the results observed by studying the top-level re-
sults. However, with the design space filled at each level in the system-of-systems
hierarchy, the notion of top-down design comes in, as opposed to top-down require-
ments flow. Here, a user may highlight a capability region of interest, for example
defining desirable and undesirable regions (shown respectively as green and red in
Figure 38). Now, the types of targets that may be prosecuted, as defined by their
characteristic are identified. Taking this one level lower, the weapon performance re-
quirements are defined. From this, it is evident that regions of improving performance
(i.e. higher weapon speed and range capabilities) yield a more desirable outcome, as
were defined at the very top of the decision making hierarchy. Finally, at the very
bottom, individual weapon designs are identified that yield desirable outcomes at any
level in the hierarchy. This top-down design based on desired capability allows for
true hierarchical decision making.
Viewing a hierarchical system-of-systems design space populated using a Monte
Carlo simulation brings in the notion of total versus partial derivatives, first discussed
by previous work conducted by the author [38]. In the field of mathematics, the
partial derivative of a function of several variables is the derivative of that function
with respect to only one of those variables, with all other variables held constant.
Generally speaking, a curve on a two-dimensional plot is a partial derivative, because
it shows how a function varies with respect to one variable. If any of the other variables
that define that function change, the shape of that curve will change. This is like
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Figure 38: Top-Down Capability Based Design for a Campaign Scenario [110]
a contour plot, where the partial derivative is shown for several fixed values of the
other variables that define the function. A total derivative, however, is the derivative
of that function when all of the variables are allowed to vary 1. Because every degree
of freedom is exploited, it is difficult to view the total derivative design space. For a
vector valued function, it’s derivatives are vectors as well. This directional derivative
is known as the full derivative2. For a vector function ~f with m functions and variable
vector ~x with n variables, Berglund [37] gives the full derivative D~f as the Jacobian
1This also includes indirect dependencies of the function due to intermediate variables. For
example, the function y is dependent on variable x, but variable x is a function of t, therefore y is
indirectly dependent on t [141].
2The terms total and full derivatives are usually interchangeable in much of the literature, and
many times slightly different definitions are given to describe them. This thesis will assume the form
































3.4.3 Design for Affordability
There has been a shift in the design industry to design for affordability, and several
of the techniques introduced earlier have been applied to this field. Mavris and
DeLaurentis [105] state that the design process must not only address interactions
between the traditional aerospace disciplines, such as aerodynamics and propulsion,
but also include “life cycle” disciplines, such as economics, reliability, manufacturing,
safety, and supportability. However, these additional disciplines bring with them a
variety of uncertainties into the design problem. The presence of uncertainty demands
a stochastic treatment of the design process, handled with uncertainties.
The term affordability here is used as a measure of cost effectiveness. It is defined
here as the ratio of desired outcome (i.e. performance) over the cost of a given system.
A more affordable system therefore is not always the least expensive one. It can be
thought of as a measure of how much performance each dollar buys. Designing with
affordability concerns in the aerospace industry was driven primarily by military bud-
get cuts and increased competition in the commercial market [108]. So much so, the
Defense Manufacturing Council has requested that cost be treated as an independent
design variable on the same level as traditional design variables [97]. Affordibility can
also be a measurement of product effectiveness against both cost and risk [105]. Af-
fordability itself can be thought of as a multiattribute and multidisciplinary process.
More on implementing life cycle analysis to reduce total cost within the conceptual
design phase of aerospace systems can be found in [98] [107]. However, the notion of
treating cost as an independent variable brings forth the desire to have the ability to
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treat any response metric, which is a function of independent variables, itself as an
independent variable.
3.5 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter reviewed advanced design methodology concepts that could be used to
enable the creation of a process to set the design requirements of a complex system
across a multilevel decision making hierarchy. The system-of-systems concept was
introduced as a methodology for describing events at every level by functionally de-
composing the entire system in question into a hierarchy of decision making levels.
Several uncertainty analysis and quantification techniques were discussed, including
a filtered Monte Carlo approach that uses a Monte Carlo simulation to determine
the combination of bounded design variables that do not violate a series of response
constraints. Two surrogate modeling techniques were discussed as potential methods
for representing bounded segments of complex analysis tools using a series of regres-
sion based equations. Finally, an initial study into the topic of top-down capability
based design was introduced as a method for implementing the cross hierarchical flow
of information. Using the information gathered in the literature sections, a set of
additional research questions and hypotheses can now be formed, in an attempt to
expound on the primary research objective of this work.
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CHAPTER IV
RESEARCH QUESTIONS & HYPOTHESES
4.1 Problem Revisited
The motivation chapter introduced a problem in which a need was established for a
process enabling the rapid manipulation across a hierarchy of decision making levels in
the systems engineering process. An example problem was presented in which an air
defense weapon is required to defeat the threat posed by rockets, artillery, and mortars
(RAM) fired from heavily populated areas. Several issues were brought up throughout
the chapter that impede a quick solution to this problem, and technology barriers of
the proposed solutions that the Department of Defense is studying were reviewed.
Formal requirements have been established by the U.S. Army under the Extended
Area Protection & Survivability (EAPS) program, describing the needs for different
defendable area tiers. Initial studies have been conducted by various organizations
under the EAPS program to define general needs, and to examine potential solutions
to the problem.
The second chapter was dedicated to presenting methods for modeling and sim-
ulation of combat systems pertinent to the topic in question. It was determined,
however, that there is no defined method to modeling the RAM threat or air defense
systems that could be used to defeat them. This established the need to create a
modeling and simulation environment that brings together the various interacting
components of this problem. However, this leads to the issue of simulating complex
systems, each with its own uncertainty contributions to capabilities at various levels
of the hierarchy. Many of these simulations may be physics based tools that would
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exhaust most computational frameworks, especially if many executions would be re-
quired such as in any uncertainty quantification process. Therefore, various Advanced
Design Methodologies were presented in Chapter 3 that could be applied to assist in
this problem. Many of these methodologies have been established through many years
of use, and several were more recently developed such as those the author was a part
of developing.
The purpose of this thesis is not to provide a specific solution down to the detail
design level of a specific problem, but a process that may be applied to complex
revolutionary problems in which independent components interact with one another
in a hierarchy to effect an outcome. The goal is to define capabilities anywhere in
a hierarchy, even in many cases where there will be components outside the user’s
control, and define the requirements of the components within the user’s control.
The following research questions will formally address this and related issues. First,
the initial formulation research questions introduced during the motivation to this
thesis will be revisited for consistency. Next, more specific research questions will
be presented, inspired by information gathered during the literature search. The
set of hypotheses will propose specific answers to those research questions based on
literature, evidence, and information concerning related studies collected as part of
the literature search conducted for this thesis.
4.2 Research Questions
4.2.1 Initial Formulation Research Questions Reviewed
Section 1.1.2 introduced two research questions that inspired the research objective
of this work, as well as the direction of the literature searches reviewed in Chapters
2 and 3.
Research Question 1: What is the systems engineering process that can
be applied to set the design requirements of a complex hierarchical system,
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and what are the major deficiencies associated with that process?
Several deficiencies were identified for the systems engineering process discussed in
Section 1.1.2, as applied to a sample complex system. In summary, there must be an
iteration between adjacent levels of the hierarchy to make sure that the design solution
satisfies the requirement, therefore there can be no direct flow between nonadjacent
levels. Therefore, the second Research Question asks how an improved process can
be created
Research Question 2: How can a process be created that enables rapid
manipulation across a hierarchy of decision making levels?
This question drives the need for a specific process to be defined, as opposed to
a point design solution for a given set of rigid requirements and constraints. This
question also motivated the direction taken as part of the literature searches. As an
example problem, a solution designed to satisfy the requirements drawn by the EAPS
program requires several independent systems to function together within an opera-
tional environment. Each of these systems has its own uncertainties associated with
it that affect the combined system’s overall capability. The operational environment
may comprise of several high level requirements that must be satisfied, as well as any
other constraints within the hierarchy.
4.2.2 Additional Research Questions
Based on the methods and techniques discovered during the literature search phase,
more specific research question were formulated regarding this thesis, which are in-
cluded in this section.
Research Question 3: An ANOVA/Pareto plot technique can be used
to quantify the contribution of each variable to the variability of a response,
but is there a way to identify which variables drive each other?
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This question is related to the topic of identifying the variables that have the
most impact on the variability of a response. The contribution of each variable to
the variability of a response can be measured by conducting an Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) based on main effects (i.e. the bounds of the variables), and visualized
using a Pareto Plot. This has been proven very useful because the variables that
have little or no contribution to response variability can be defaulted to a reasonable
value and left out of any further parametric study. However, this gives only a one
dimensional representation of the results, listing the percentage of response variability
contribution of each variable. This gives no indication of the variability tradeoffs
between the variable bounds, or the tradeoff between the variables themselves. More
specifically, of the variables that do contribute to the variability of the response (i.e.
the variables that drive the response in a particular direction), are there variable
settings that drive any other variable in one direction or another based on response
constraints?
Research Question 4: Can a tradeoff space be identified interchangeably
between variables and responses?
Question 4 is a natural extension of explanation given for the previous question.
Regarding the identification of tradeoff space between variables based on response
constraints, the same question can also be asked regarding placing constraints on
variables as well as responses, leading to the notion of creating a trade space between
any combination of variables and responses based on any constraints placed on any
other variables or responses.
Research Question 5: How can rapid design tradeoffs be assessed in a
hierarchical environment composed of independent time consuming models
if the design space between them is multimodal or discontinuous?
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The topic of Response Surface Methodology has been well established as a useful
way to capture a small segment of the design space of a complex computer code,
reducing the wait time for the code to run to fractions of a second. However, this
requires that the user bound the design space tightly enough so that it could be
accurately be represented using a series of polynomial equations, or transformations
thereof. An argument can certainly be made that one could constrain any design
space so tightly that even a linear trend would suffice. Across a hierarchy of design
levels for interacting systems, however, it may be desirable or even necessary to
open up the design space to allow for tradeoffs across the hierarchy and between
the systems. This leads to the likely potential that polynomial regressions (or their
transformations) cease to accurately represent the design space.
Research Question 6: How can the effects of uncertainty propagation
at any level within a hierarchical decision making design environment be
assessed?
There is a clearly defined need to be able to quantify the effects of uncertainty of a
system’s performance within its operational environment. Sources of uncertainty may
include errors in system attributes or unexpected deviations from expected perfor-
mance. When dealing with a hierarchical environment in which interacting systems
may be decomposed into the subsystems that describe them, there may exist sources
of uncertainty at any level that may effect the outcome from the bottom-up. It is
important to have the ability to quantify those sources of uncertainty regardless of
position in the hierarchy. Another source of uncertainty may also lie in the top-level
requirements or constraints. For example, the exact requirement may not be known,
but a region of interest may be defined. This drives the need to determine how those
top-level regions of interest affect the design space of lower level metrics and variables.
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4.3 Hypotheses
The hypotheses presented in this section are an attempt to answer the research ques-
tions given in the previous section, using methods collected in the literature search.
These hypotheses will shape the research formulation and approach taken for the
remainder of this thesis. The first hypothesis encapsulates the overall research ob-
jective of this thesis.
Hypothesis 1: A system-of-systems approach can be used to create an
environment that will allow for both weapon requirements definition and
system optimization from top-down requirements that take into account
operational environment characteristics, as well as for analyzing the im-
pacts of subsystem level changes on top level metrics from the bottom-up.
Information acquired about system-of-systems and the overall systems engineering
process inspired the approach proposed in this thesis to create a hierarchical decision
making design environment in which multiple independent systems interact to affect
an overall metric. The notion of top-down design in the field of systems engineering
introduces the concept of flowing requirements from high level needs down to system
and subsystems. This thesis takes that notion one step further to propose constructing
a design environment that enables simultaneous bottom-up and top-down design. To
do this, the entire process must be functionally decomposed by degrees of freedom
allotted for each component. The ability to conduct rapid or real-time tradeoffs are
addressed in Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 2: A hierarchical environment composed of neural network
based surrogate models will enable multimodal and/or discontinuous design
spaces to be accurately represented, allowing for rapid tradeoffs. These
tradeoffs may be conducted with real time application of constraints at
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any level of the hierarchy, for both independent variables and dependent
responses.
Assembling a hierarchical design environment as discussed in the first hypothesis
usually requires assembling simulation tools of various complexities. Surrogate mod-
els based on predetermined simulation runs have proven to be useful in representing
small segments of design space by providing parametric polynomial equations. As
the complexity of the design space increases, polynomials are less likely to be able
to represent the complexity of the design space, and certainly not any multimodal or
discontinuous effects. Neural network based surrogate models are emerging as viable
alternatives to polynomials, and have the ability to model highly nonlinear, multi-
modal, and discontinuous design spaces. As noted in the literature search discussing
them, the use of neural networks have several drawbacks that must be overcome.
Special attention must be paid to not “over fit” the data, leading to a surrogate
model that is not able to predict future points not used to create them. Additionally,
as the number of variables increases, the complexity of the neural networks requires
more computational resource to properly execute the optimizer calculating the neural
network coefficients.
Once the technical hurdles will be overcome, neural network based surrogate mod-
els will enable rapid tradeoffs of complex design spaces. In conjunction with Hypoth-
esis 1, these neural network based surrogate models will be the prime enabler of rapid
cross hierarchical manipulation, and with proper design space allotment, requirement
constraints can be applied in real time revealing how the design space of every other
response and variable changes.
Hypothesis 3: A properly constructed system-of-systems environment
will allow for the rapid assessment of the effects of uncertainty at any
level in the hierarchy on any other level in the hierarchy.
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Many sources of uncertainty may exist among the various interacting components
of a system-of-systems design environment. Using a hierarchical system-of-systems
design environment composed of neural network based surrogate models, the effects
of uncertainty propagation throughout the environment can be rapidly assessed. An
even more profound proposal using the combined conjectures of the hypotheses pre-
sented in this section is the ability to bound the acceptable errors or uncertainties
in individual components based on top-level requirements. This gives the ability to
bound an acceptable region of uncertainty anywhere in the system-of-systems hierar-
chy for a desired level of total system robustness.
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CHAPTER V
RESEARCH FORMULATION & APPROACH
5.1 Decomposing the Bounded Problem
5.1.1 Narrowing the Scope of Interest
In an effort to provide an example problem to study to specific systems engineering
process identified, Chapter 1 discussed the urgent need to provide an air defense
system to protect coalition assets in the Baghdad Green Zone from the threat of
rockets, artillery, and mortars. However, it is unfeasible as well as out of the focus
of this thesis to propose a complete solution to this specific problem with substantial
technical merit expected of this work. Therefore, the need to defend the Green Zone
only serves as a motivation to shape a sufficiently bounded problem studied in this
thesis. This is an appropriate point to discuss how the problem scope is further
bounded to provide attainable goals suitable to proving the hypotheses presented in
Chapter 4.
One of the hypotheses stated that a system-of-systems approach can be used to
assemble a hierarchical decision making environment composed of interacting systems.
This may bring to mind a generic campaign code such as those discussed in Chapter
2, in which any number of the identical or different systems may interact with many
opposing threats (i.e. a squadron of fighters aircraft destroying an enemy IADS).
This thesis will not study a many-on-many scenario relating to this problem, for
example defending a specific area shape and size with multiple air defense systems
simultaneously intercepting multiple targets. Only single “instances” of each system
type will be examined, such as one gun firing one interceptor projectile type against
one target. However, once the a suitable architecture is in place to analyze a single
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weapon system and engagement scenario, statistical methods introduced in Chapter 2
will be used to determine the combined effect of firing multiple projectiles at a single
target.
Several interceptor solutions and target types falling in the RAM threat category
were identified in Chapter 1, and there is obvious benefit to studying each of those in
great detail in addition to any new ideas. This is most certainly out of the scope of this
thesis, and therefore a representative scenario will be defined in which an air defense
weapon intercepts a mortar threat. Additionally, top-down design was introduced as
a method of flowing top-level requirements down to the system and subsystem level.
There is more than one system interacting in this problem scenario, and each one can
certainly be functionally decomposed into any number of desired degrees of freedom.
For this to occur for each of the systems would create a daunting task, especially when
the time comes to show how top-level requirements impact subsystem level variables.
Therefore, only one of the systems will be decomposed to the subsystem level, as will
be discussed later in this chapter.
There may be a concern regarding bounding the problem as such, while maintain-
ing a true system-of-systems context. These restrictions are in fact done to enable a
thorough study of a top-down/bottom-up flow of requirements and constraints within
a hierarchical system-of-systems environment, from subsystems, to systems, to the op-
erational (i.e. system-of-systems) level, as stated by the primary research objective
of this thesis.
5.1.2 Morphological Matrix
Section 3.1.1 discussed methods for functionally decomposing a problem or system
into the subsystems that enable it. In addition, the morphological matrix, or matrix
of alternatives, was introduced as a method for functional decomposition by listing
key parameters or functions of a system and the alternative methods for satisfying
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them. The morphological matrix of alternatives for the problem of interest is shown
in Table 9. Presented in the morphological matrix are all of the methods discussed in
this thesis relevant to addressing the problem of interest, namely defending against
the RAM threat. This exercise helps identify which degrees of freedom to keep open,
and which ones are to be locked down. As will be discussed, many of the factors
are locked down for subjective reasons, whereas others simply due to computation
limitations. In some cases, more than just one option will be selected in order to
maintain that particular degree of freedom.
This exercise suggests the extent of the magnitude of the problem, as the number
of potential solutions is calculated by multiplying the number of solutions per row
by each other. Some of the selections are not compatible with each other, however
several of the rows have multiple options that could be selected simultaneously. The
amount of perturbations even in this already constrained design space numbers in the
hundreds of billions. Even if a modeling and simulation environment was in place to
handle every one of the combinations, it would take many years of computational run
time assuming even only one second required to complete a single case. Therefore, it is
important to have clear justification of why certain decisions were made about design
freedom, and that the proper functional decomposition took place. What follows is
a description of each of option discovered in the literature search that could satisfy
the functions required of a related air defense system, with justification of concept
selection, and and overall functional decomposition of the entire process.
5.1.2.1 General Alternatives
The general problem is first decomposed into the defended range tiers. The EAPS
problem definition discussed in Section 1.2.2 defines an inner tier broken down into
a short (500 m - 2 km) and long (2 km - 10 km) ranges, and an outer tier for



















































































   
   


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































fired projectiles, a self propelled rocket or missile, and a directed energy or laser
weapon. The selection of defendable range as defined by the selected engagement
range will drive the intercept solution type, as discussed in Section 1.2.2.1 there will
be a range at which an unpowered gun fired kinetic kill projectile will not be able
to deliver the required kinetic energy to destroy a notional target, driving the need
for a self-propelled solution. Additionally, a directed energy solution was discussed,
but the immaturity of technology associated with it hinders its use in the desired
environment discussed Chapter 1. However, the simplest solution is desirable for
many reasons (cost, technology limit, etc...), and therefore a gun fired projectile will
only be examined for the SRIT requirement.
5.1.2.2 Projectile Alternatives
One of the major subjects discussed in the EAPS community regarding a gun fired
projectile solution is issue of guidance. Namely, the question asked is how to quantify
the benefit of having a guided versus an unguided projectile. If in fact guidance is
preferred, there are several options discussed as relating to the field of missile design.
The first was the use of inertial guidance that relies on gyroscopes and accelerometers
to direct the missile over a predetermined path provided to the missile prior to launch.
The next option listed is beam rider guidance, where a rearward facing antenna on
the projectile senses an electromagnetic tracking beam and uses the position of the
missile with respect to the center of the target tracking beam to compute steering
signals used to move control surfaces. Command guidance is where a projectile gets
its guidance instructions from a tracking system outside the projectile to track itself
and the target along their trajectories, aiding the projectile to steer itself to intercept
the target. Passive homing uses sensors onboard the projectile that can only use
electromagnetic emissions or natural reflections from the target to establish location.
The next option is semiactive guidance, whereby a source other than the projectile (i.e.
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the ground radar) illuminates the designated target, and a sensor on the projectile
sensitive to the energy reflected off of the target guides the projectile. Finally, the
active guidance option involves having the target illumination transmitter and target
echo receiver co-located on the projectile itself, however this option has historically
been restricted to larger weapons that have space to carry those components. Since
command guidance only requires a receiver on board to receive commands from a
ground radar, it is the simplest solution and allows for a less complex projectile.
Four types of navigation laws were discussed. The pursuit trajectory causes the
missile to always fly directly pointing at the target at all times by maintaining the
line-of-sight (LOS) along the heading of the missile. The lead angle navigation routine
causes the missile to keep a constant bearing with the target with the intention that
the missile flies a straight collision course with the target. Three-point navigation is
a routine where the missile is constantly steered along the LOS between an offboard
target tracker and target. Finally, a proportional navigation law uses a guidance
package that tries to maintain a constant LOS angle between projectile and target by
making the rate of change of the heading direction proportional to the rate of change
of the LOS.
Assuming that a guided projectile is used, the next option to select from is the
controller type, and two were discussed as potential options. The first discussed was
a bang-bang controller, where the application of control is either full on or off, with
no ability for fine adjustments . The other method discussed was the Proportional
Integral Derivative (PID) controller, where amount of feedback control applied is
proportional to the error in the desired trajectory. Practically, this means that using
PID control, the amount of control surface deployed would be a function of desired
aerodynamic force required, whereas a bang-bang controller would only have the
option of fully deploying the control surfaces. Clearly the PID option is far more
complex component wise, but would provide the best course correction for a guided
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projectile.
The issue of projectile bore stems from the desire to use a projectile that can
be fired from an existing gun. This would limit the projectile to specific discrete
bore sizes, which has several disadvantages. The first is that in most likely cases,
any one of the existing bore sizes would be either larger or smaller than an ideal
calculated bore size (i.e. if a designer could optimize around bore size), which could
be a function of internal volumetric packing of guidance components, warhead, etc...
and required external aerodynamic forces to steer the guided projectile. However,
limiting the projectile bore to one compatible with an existing gun greatly simplifies
determining optimal bore size in the simulation process, and is based on the actual
practicality that it would be a very expensive venture to design a new gun based
on a non-standard projectile bore size. Therefore, the projectile caliber, although a





The issue of internal packing leads to the next option for the projectile listed
in the morphological matrix. The projectile may or may not carry a warhead. If,
for example, a guided round could be designed to directly intercept a target with
a high enough confidence, and assuming that enough kinetic energy is delivered to
detonate the target’s warhead or render it incapacitated, a kinetic kill is sufficient
and a warhead is not needed. Now the issue of confidence in a direct hit comes into
play, and begs the question of how many projectiles would have to be fired at the
target to achieve a confidence of at least one direct hit. If a warhead is desired, two
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options discussed were the blast/fragmentation warhead and a warhead that simply
disperses submunition ahead of the target flight path. Of course, the desire for a
small inexpensive projectile seriously constrains the ability to use a warhead. The
last option listed for the warhead leaves the need for a warhead open, based on a
lethal radius required around a projectile to destroy the target based on a calculated
miss distance confidence.
Finally is the issue of collateral damage, which is directly stated as an important
issue for consideration this problem. One option is designing a self-destruct projectile
that is fuzed destroys itself after a certain amount of time after fire, such as the Pha-
lanx based C-RAM discussed in Chapter 1. Another option is deploying an external
surface after forcing the projectile into a tumble, decreasing the velocity at which
the projectile hits the ground, as well as limiting the range otherwise taken by an
unaltered ballistic flight path. However, if the projectile already had a warhead this
would not be an issue, as the warhead could be fuzed to detonate after a given time
after launch if there was no target intercept. Of course, an ideal kinetic kill projectile
would be designed to directly impact the target every time and not need to consider
this issue, assuming that both interceptor and target are completely destroyed in the
process.
5.1.2.3 Gun Alternatives
Decomposing the functions of the gun firing the projectile is a matter of selecting the
desired degrees of freedom. As mentioned earlier, it was difficult to find literature on
medium caliber gun design in open literature. However, in a computer simulation,
the gun firing the projectile can in many cases be defined simply by the firing position
(in azimuth and quadrant elevation) and the velocity at which the projectile leaves
the muzzle. The first option in the morphological matrix for the gun is whether to
keep open the degree of freedom to select muzzle velocity, or to simply fix it at some
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value. The simple option is to assume that a specific gun design firing a specific
unpropelled projectile has a single muzzle velocity associated with it, therefore the
firing position would be a function of determining the azimuth and elevation required
to cause the ballistic flight paths to intersect. For a head on intercept, the problem
further simplifies to only adjusting the firing elevation. However, this limits the ability
to determine the “optimal” firing muzzle velocity, i.e. a major design variable for the
gun.
Another major function of the gun design would be the pointing error accuracy.
When information is known about the projectile flight characteristics, desired trajec-
tory, and muzzle exit velocity, a fire control solution can prescribe the gun pointing
characteristics (i.e. elevation and azimuth). However, the gun may not be pointing
in the exact direction at the time of fire, which result in error surrounding the ele-
vation and azimuth from the intended firing direction. In addition, the velocity at
which the projectile leaves the gun muzzle may not be exactly what was intended.
These gun firing errors may play a very important role surrounding the trajectory of a
non-propelled projectile, and certainly for an unguided projectile following a ballistic
trajectory.
Actual guns would have specific error distributions associated with those proper-
ties, usually given as normal distributions with the standard deviation given around
the desired property. Differing guns would have poorer or better accuracy, depend-
ing on that reported standard deviation. Several sources of error for the gun were
introduced, and is the second element listed for the gun in the morphological matrix.
These can be broken down in to three major groups: firing condition (muzzle velocity,
elevation, azimuth), atmospheric condition (wind, air temperature and density), and
projectile manufacturing tolerance (the difference in weight from one projectile to
the next). Because the projectile/target interception is not meant to happen at very
high altitude and at relatively large ranges, the effects of perturbations in density
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and temperature will not have a great effect on pointing error and can be eliminated.
Sensitivity to randomness in wind is certainly an important aspect in gun design,
however to limit the scope it will not be a factor for this study. The errors based on
firing conditions are the important factors that define the properties and capabilities
of a particular gun system, and can not be eliminated.
Finally, after the capability of one projectile is established, it is possible to sta-
tistically determine the capability of multiple projectile fired simultaneously can be
determined (Section 2.3.3). This means that for a given engagement time window,
the amount of projectiles fired (from a single gun) is an important factor, therefore
rate of fire is listed as the third option of the gun in the morphological matrix. The
first option is to calculate based on given condition to number of bullets fired, since
too few would not result in an acceptable probability of hit, but firing too many would
simply waste resources. If a specific gun system is selected, the rate of fire would be
fixed for that gun. Finally, a historical database of gun bores can be used to establish
a simple relation between bore size and rate of fire.
5.1.2.4 Radar Alternatives
The radar plays an important role in the systems hierarchy in that it relays target
information to determine a firing solution (i.e. how to point the gun), and would also
be used to track the projectile so that course correction guidance updates could be
sent. Three types of radar tracking methods were introduced, including sequential
lobing, conical scan, and monopulse. Sequential lobing is a method in which the an-
tenna beam is alternately switched between two positions to obtain the angular error
in one coordinate. Instead of discontinuously stepping the beam between four discrete
positions, the conical scan method continuously rotates the antenna. To determine
angular measurement, both of these methods require receiving multiple pulses, or
the received echo, as the antenna translates. The monopulse method requires only
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receiving one pulse to make these measurements, however this requires the use of at
least two antennas in each dimension measured. This thesis also reviewed some of the
methods developed to approximate the error in the received signal using the phase
difference in the two signals (per dimension), as is done with an interferometer radar.
A measure of radar capability is in its level of accuracy when taking measurements
of an object. All radars have errors associated with the measurements they take of an
object. These errors include measurement of information about the target in relation
to the radar which identify the key attributes of an object in three dimensional space
including elevation, azimuth, and range relative to the radar. The radar can also
measure orientation properties including the moments about the axes of the object,
including yaw, pitch, and roll orientations. Figures 39 and 40 graphically depict the
orientations described here. The errors may be a fixed bias that is the same for
every measurement, a random noise that is different for each measurement defined
by a distribution, or a combination of the two. As discussed regarding the gun firing
errors, a radar may have measured error distributions associated with measurements
it takes in any of the dimensions. These errors are commonly normally distributed,
with a reported standard deviation about a mean. Radar measurement accuracy can
also be rated subjectively as “poor” or “advanced”, and a given radar system would
fall somewhere in that subjective scale depending on the standard deviations that
define its error distributions. However, for this study it is of great interest to leave
these values open for design space definition later on.
5.1.2.5 Threat Alternatives
The first chapter defining the motivation for this thesis discussed the need for an air
defense system capable of defeating the threat due to rockets, artillery, and mortars,
or more commonly referred to as the RAM threat. Ideally, one would design a single





















Figure 40: Moments About Projectile Axes
For example, a different firing solution would be obtained for rocket target flying a
shallow trajectory than a mortar that is commonly fired at very high trajectories. In
the morphological matrix, specific RAM threats are listed. All gun fired projectiles
are listed as artillery, and two common mortar sizes are given. Additionally, two
common rocket sizes are given as well.
In addition to selecting the target type, for the purposes of assembling a decision
making hierarchy the number of simultaneous threats to be encountered must be de-
termined. This is simply listed as either “single” or “multiple”. Finally, the potential
threat firing angle can be defined. As mentioned in this section, the problem can be
greatly simplified if a head on intercept is assumed, however a slant angle between
the trajectories of the interceptor and target can be identified. The greater the slant
angle, however, the more difficult it would be to ensure interception.
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5.1.3 Hierarchical Decomposition of Proposed Solution
5.1.3.1 Identification of Key Metrics
The previous section provided alternatives based on functional decomposition of each
independent system. In order to focus the scope of the problem definition, this section
will hierarchically decompose the problem by function using the systems discussed
in the previous sections. This first requires that certain quantifiable top level re-
quirements be established beyond the qualitative desire to intercept a target with
an inexpensive solution. As a result, several high level metrics are now defined to
address the problem. The first metric defined will be the minimum miss distance
between the interceptor projectile and the target. Since there will be uncertainties
to account for in quantifying this metric, there will have to be confidences associated
with reporting specific values of intercept miss distance. This one metric allows for
direct determination of two key metrics. For one, a lethality radius requirement can
be extracted from the miss distance quantification. Nevertheless, since kinetic kill
is the ideal option and less complicated than using a warhead to destroy the target,
the probability of direct hit must also be quantified. As might be expected, the most
intuitive solution to decrease the intercept miss distance and ultimately increase the
probability of hit would be to increase the radar and gun accuracies. In lieu of some
form of cost metric, the simple answer would be to just design a projectile around
the best radar accuracy available. Therefore a form of a cost metric that penalizes
for increased radar accuracy must be accounted for.
The system-of-systems hierarchy decomposition used in this thesis is given in
Figure 41. At the very top, the capabilities of interest are identified at the operational
level, including probability of direct hit, warhead lethality radius, and a measure of
weapon system cost as relating to the radar. Probability of direct hit and warhead
lethality radius are directly related to miss distance quantification, which is a function




















































Figure 41: Hierarchical Decomposition of Proposed Solution
specified intercept range. Each of the the systems operating at the system level can
further be decomposed to their own properties. When each of the components work
together in an assembled environment providing the desired outputs as a function
of the desired inputs, the environment is considered functionally composed. The
individual components of the simulation will be discussed in this section. Many of the
assumptions taken to focus the scope of the problem were taken with the advice and
consultation of the thesis committee members in their respective fields of expertise.
5.1.3.2 Radar Decomposition
The radar properties will be decomposed to two separate property types. The first
includes the noises describing the errors in measuring the different projectile location
and orientation properties. The error in the radar measurements of the target’s
location directly impacts the position that the gun barrel points to fire the interceptor
(this is in addition to the inherent pointing error due to mechanical errors in the gun,
discussed in the very next section). The second set of major radar properties are the
update rates at which the radar measurements on the position of the projectile and
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target, and the rate at which the projectile controller state is updated. The radar
accuracy capabilities can be further decomposed to the subsystem level variables that
define the radar capability. Those subsystem level variable directly affect the cost of
the radar.
5.1.3.3 Gun Decomposition
As shown in Figure 41, the gun was not functionally decomposed below the system
capability level, and therefore there are no subsystem variables identified for the gun.
As can be deduced from literature search relating to the modeling and simulation
of combat systems presented in Chapter 2, there is not much open literature on the
design of medium caliber guns. Therefore, this study will not decompose the gun firing
system below the gun firing errors, including noises around firing elevation, azimuth,
and muzzle velocity. As discussed in the preceding radar decomposition section, there
are gun pointing errors inherent to the mechanical properties of the gun itself, and
the error due to the noises in the radar measurement of target location.
5.1.3.4 Interceptor Decomposition
The primary interceptor used in this thesis will be the GTRI guided projectile dis-
cussed in Section 1.2.4.31. The physical geometrical properties of the projectile will
not be modified, as it is presumed from the studies discussed on this projectile that
its design is sufficient optimized to be used properly. Recall that the focus of this the-
sis is not component design, but the formulation and application of a methodology.
Additionally, the papers discussing the guidance and control mechanisms, i.e. the
actuator controlled pins, show that this guidance concept is validated in both com-
puter simulation and real live gun firings. However, the bore of the of the interceptor
will be a considered a variable, and be scaled accordingly in the 6-DoF simulations.
1The last portion of this thesis introducing the completed assembled environment will compare
the GTRI kinetic-kill/pin-controlled round to a round specifically designed to carry a small warhead,
as well as an unguided round, however this will not be addressed until Section 6.7.
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Figure 42: 82mm Mortar Geometry Used in 6-DoF Simulations [101]
For this study, it is assumed that there are only nominal variations in inertial and
aerodynamic characteristics due to different bore sizes [101]. Therefore, any non-
dimensional inertial and aerodynamics information for the baseline interceptor will
be used for any bore size projectile (i.e. drag coefficient variation with Mach). As
discussed for the morphological matrix of alternatives, the type of controller used is
a primary attribute of the interceptor.
5.1.3.5 Target Decomposition
Examining multiple targets is considered outside the scope for this thesis. Therefore,
a single representative target of interest was selected. This arguably falls short of
proving an all inclusive defense against the stated RAM threat, but it should allow
for one to make educated conclusions of the value of the proposed methodology ap-
plication. An 82 mm mortar was selected as this representative target, as presented
in Figure 42.
5.1.4 Review of Morphological Matrix Selections
The morphological matrix was introduced in the beginning of this section in an at-
tempt to decompose the problem and potential solutions into the properties that
enable them. What followed was the justification to narrow the design space based
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on problem definition, initial studies into notional concepts and solutions discussed
in the literature search, or the need to limit the problem within the scope of this
thesis. Table 10 revisits the morphological matrix presented in Table 9, but with
specific selections based on those justifications discussed all throughout this section.
The engagement range was bounded to the Short Range Inner Tier as described by
the EAPS program, and therefore will only focus on intercepting targets between 500
m and 2 km. The intercept solution studied will be a gun fired projectile.
The projectile itself will be command guided, meaning that after launch it can
receive course correction updates and follow a proportional navigation law, the most
commonly used navigation law. At this point, there will be no restriction as the use
of a PID or bang-bang controller. However, for the sake of the simulation, an initial
study will be conducted in which the projectile will use an onboard PID controller, so
that the controller can react according to the magnitude of required control surface
force application. A more detailed study will follow in which a bang-bang controller
will be used to more accurately represent the actual projectile. The projectile bore
will be studied at discrete values based on currently available guns, and not “opti-
mized” for any measure of merit. Therefore, the four gun bore sizes discussed are
selected. The decision to employ a warhead will be left as part of the design study
requirements. Consequently, a kinetic kill projectile will be studied, with the quantifi-
cation of intercept miss distance setting the requirement for a lethal radius required
of a warhead, if one were to be used. There will be no safety precautions regarding
collateral damage onboard the projectile itself.
Each 6-DoF trial in the initial study will examine a fixed gun firing muzzle velocity,
as opposed to having the ability to tune the firing velocity based on intercept range.
This however does not eliminate the ability to study error around that fixed muzzle
velocity. For the more detailed study, the muzzle velocity will be variable, however
only to discrete muzzle velocities. Additionally, errors on firing azimuth and elevation
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will be considered. For reasons discussed in Section 5.1.2, errors on the remaining
factors are not key drivers and will not be examined. The magnitudes of those gun
firing errors will be considered as variable, rather than pick notional gun accuracies
(i.e. a gun with “poor” accuracy). There is no clear method of determining the
firing rate of a gun based on simple design properties, therefore regressions based on
a historical database will be used. This is needed in order to calculate the effect of
firing multiple rounds at a single target. A rate of fire regression based on historical
database, simply as a function of bore size, is given in Appendix C.
An interferometer radar using the monopulse tracking method will be used, and
as such any methods, equations, or simulations will include that decision when dis-
cussing attributes at the subsystem level. As with the gun, the radar accuracies will
be considered variable, bounded between notional “poor” and “advanced” radar ac-
curacy capabilities. All projectile location errors (elevation, azimuth, range) will be
examined. For a gun fired projectile that exits the muzzle spinning about its primary
axis, the controller must have accurate knowledge as to the roll orientation in order
to accurately apply the control surfaces for steering. Any errors associated with the
radar’s ability to measure roll rate will have an effect on the ability to steer the pro-
jectile to a desired impact point, and will be studied. The projectile can be assumed
to be flying at negligible angle of attack and sideslip, therefore pitch and yaw will
not be studied in this thesis. Only radar noise will be considered as a form of radar
error, and bias will not be considered for reasons already discussed.
Finally, the only threat type studied will be an 82 mm mortar, considered a
sufficient representative of the RAM threat. The 6-DoF simulation will only consider





























































































   
   































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 43: Measures of Merit for Gun System Optimization
5.2 Research Focus
The research in this study will focus on the application of a system-of-systems top-
down Monte Carlo based approach to the design of an air defense weapon employing
guided munitions with the goal of defeating the RAM threat. Basic requirements
assembled from the literature searches for this type of weapon are that it must be
lethal enough to destroy the incoming threat, mobile enough to be moved to new
locations as threats arise, all while providing an affordable solution2. These are
certainly vague, but show the conflicts and complexity of the issue, and make for an
excellent example to use the methods developed in this thesis. One of the main goals
is to optimize between three main system metrics as shown in Figure 43: effectiveness,
mobility, and cost. Note that each of these three has some dependency on each of the
others, and one can not be improved without some degradation to another metric.
For example, to increase effectiveness, a larger radar may be used to improve the
accuracy in finding and tracking a target. However, this would result in a less mobile
weapon system and certainly would increase cost. On the other hand, a very mobile
weapon system may end up being too small to be effective against a target, and the
necessity to build very small electronics would increase cost.
The different disciplines may be arranged in a design-structured-matrix (or N2
matrix), as shown in Figure 44, to show the feed-forward and feed-back coupling
of each discipline. In this case, the system is fully coupled. In a traditional design































Figure 44: Traditional Application of Optimizer on a Design-Structured-Matrix
optimization problem, an optimizer may be used to determine the values for the design
variables that maximize given measures of merit (i.e. effectiveness and mobility,
while minimizing cost). The optimizer may even be used to break the feed-back
loops for faster convergence. However, most gradient-based optimizers can only be
used on a completely smooth, continuous, and unimodal design space. To overcome a
complex multimodal design space, the gradient-based optimizer must be coupled with
stochastic techniques, such as Genetic Algorithms or random searches, which consume
a great deal of computing power, even for simple multimodal problems. Additionally,
the traditional approach shown in Figure 44 is best applicable when optimizing on
the weapon system itself (or any single “system”). The addition of several interacting
systems and the subsystems that compose them, would create a highly combinatorial
and complex problem, in which only local optimal solutions would likely be found.
The generic process created as part of this research is given in Figure 45. The first
step is to collect which ever modeling and simulation tools are necessary to assem-
ble the hierarchical environment. For those tools not capable of rapid manipulation,
surrogate models will be created. To model a highly nonlinear or discontinuous de-
sired design space neural network surrogate models will have to be used, otherwise,
polynomial surrogate models may suffice. The next step is to assemble the models of
the various interacting systems and subsystems, such that the necessary outputs of
subsystems are fed as inputs to the appropriate system level tools. A Monte Carlo
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Collect modeling & simulation tools for various interacting elements
Populate design space with Monte Carlo simulation 
sampling for all independent variables in the hierarchy
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Figure 45: Flow Chart of Research Process
simulation will then be used to sample from bounded uniform distributions on the
inputs to the various models. The complete hierarchical design space can then be
viewed collectively on an interactive multivariate scatter plot. Here a user may ex-
amine any trends of interest. For example, the plot between random variables should
be filled uniformly, by virtue of the Monte Carlo sampling. Now, a user may inter-
actively select or highlight design space regions of interest between any combination
of responses and variables, and examine the remaining design space for trends that
appear.
This study proposes to use this hierarchical system-of-systems decision-making
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architecture to examine weapon design requirements based not only on the measures
of effectiveness described above, but also taking into account the entire interacting
environment. A Monte Carlo simulation will be used to quantify uncertainty in both
design tolerances and uncertainties in the scenario as well as be used to explore the
design space. A properly conducted design space exploration will eliminate the need
for running a gradient-based/stochastic combined optimizer that only produces a
point design. Constraints may be placed only after the architecture is fully linked
together, rather than during the optimization process.
For a system-of-systems environment comprised of a Monte Carlo based design
space exploration employing rapid surrogate models, both bottom-up and top-down
design analysis may be executed simultaneously. The general top-down/bottom-up
flow of information is shown in Figure 46. This process enables any response to
be treated as an independent variable, meaning that information can flow in either
direction in the hierarchy. From the bottom-up, the subsystem level properties of a
particular weapon system component define that component’s capability independent
of the other components (note: as was discussed earlier, only the radar properties are
taken down to the subsystem level). At the next level, each of the weapon system
components’ capabilities are defined, which collectively yield the weapon system per-
formance. Next, the engagement scenario is defined, in which a weapon of given
performance is fired to intercept a target. Other attributes of the scenario indepen-
dent of the target and weapon are defined in this level, and for this study the intercept
range is a major factor. Each of these factors in the scenario definition affect the oper-
ational level factors. These operational factors are what the decision maker primarily
cares about, including the ability to quantify the ability to hit (and/or destroy) the
target, and at what cost. This bottom-approach amounts to nothing more than a tra-
ditional approach of linking together several computer codes in a hierarchical fashion,
i.e. the outputs of one code feed directly as inputs at the next level in a hierarchy.
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From the top-down, the operational requirements will limit the feasible scenarios
and drive weapon performance. For example, the limit of intercept range can be
identified for a given weapon system capability. Additionally, the weapon performance
that meets those operational level requirements can be identified. However, now
different combinations of intercept range and weapon capability against a given target
may meet the operational requirements. Moving on one level lower, the particular
weapon system capability drives the design space of each of the individual weapon
system components. However, for a given desired weapon capability, there may be
many perturbations of the gun, projectile, and radar capabilities that meet that need.
And finally, further decomposing the radar to its composing subsystems will identify
the feasible options that provide the required radar capability. Therefore at each level
of the hierarchy in the top-down process, a capability is identified, and the feasible
options at the adjacent lower level may be filtered out that enable that next higher
level capability.
Comparing the bottom-up and top-down approaches in Figure 47 shows that for
bottom-up design, selections are made at the lowest level, which then define the
capability at each higher level. This results in one design point flowing up through
the hierarchy. In the traditional design approaches, this is where an optimizer would
use logic to search the design space at each level for options that do not violate
any constraints and minimize (or maximize, depending on the problem) the desired
response. However, the top-down approach that uses a Monte Carlo based design
space exploration linked together with rapid surrogate models will likely define more
than one combination of design variables that meet favorable constraints at higher
levels. Therefore, an efficient way to identify those feasible combinations is needed.
When appropriately populated, the design space can be defined between each of
these variables and responses using multivariate scatter plots, i.e. one plot for each
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Figure 46: Top-down Requirements Flow and Bottom-Up Weapon Capabilities Flow
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Figure 47: Bottom-up Single Design Point vs. Top-Down Multiple Design Point
Hierarchical Flow
to be able to literally carve out the feasible design space as was shown in Figure 38
of Section 3.4.2.
Ultimately, the goal is to optimize a system that strikes the most favorable bal-
ance between the metrics identified in Figure 43 by defining the weapon system design
requirements to reach those metrics. Lower level design variables drive system effec-
tiveness, but top level requirements may require performance beyond what is avail-
able. Therefore the elements in Figure 43 cannot simply be treated as “black boxes”
with an optimizer wrapped around them. The elements must be treated as functions
that will be decomposed to whatever systems and/or subsystems that enable them,
as given previously in Figure 41. An ANOVA approach may be used to determine
which variables have the greatest effect on total system-of-systems variability, and
this method may be compared to using the multivariate scatter plot technique to
identify critical design space tradeoffs. A certain application of this would be the
most effective way to apply technologies to narrow the gap between what is currently
available and what is ideally required.
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5.3 Modeling and Simulation Approach
5.3.1 Modeling and Simulation Requirements
The problem outlined in this chapter drives the need to assemble a specific modeling
and simulation environment. The desire to model a projectile intercepting a target in
midair drives the need to use a six degree-of-freedom (DoF) trajectory analysis tool.
This tool had the requirement to be able to simulate the trajectory of a guided pro-
jectile receiving updates from a ground based radar and the trajectory of an unguided
threat projectile. Because it was decided that the radar system will be defined down
to the subsystem level, there was a need to have the ability to evaluate how radar
properties affect radar accuracy. When dealing with capturing the effects of gun and
radar accuracy on interception capability, many executions of the 6-DoF are required
to adequately populate the design space. As such, the need to employ surrogate
models has been well established for this problem, particularly neural network based
representative models able to capture multimodal or discrete effects. Therefore a
tool is required to create those neural network equations rapidly and efficiently. This
section will discuss the various computer based tools required for this thesis study.
5.3.2 6-DoF Modeling
5.3.2.1 PRODAS
PRODAS (PROjectile Design and Analysis System) [29] is a six degree-of-freedom
(DoF) trajectory analysis tool, used to calculate the trajectories of gun fired projec-
tiles. PRODAS is a software package that allows a user to create a three-dimensional
projectile model, calculate mass properties, estimate a full set of aerodynamics coef-
ficients and stability properties, and simulate test firings, including launch dynamics
muzzle velocity calculations, and the ability to fly 4-DoF, 6-DoF, and body fixed
trajectories. The software allows for calculation of penetration of kinetic energy pro-
jectiles and shaped charged warheads, and allows for control system simulation of
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guided projectiles [6]. Although PRODAS has the capability to estimate the ballistic
coefficients of the round, the calculated trajectories are more accurate when exper-
imental aerodynamic coefficients are used, as reported by Silton and Massey [132],
and Silton [131].
There is very little literature available discussing the detailed capabilities of PRO-
DAS, short of acquiring and using the tool itself. However, Whyte [142] [143] provides
an excellent introduction to PRODAS’s capabilities.
5.3.2.2 GTRI 6-DoF Multibody Simulation
GTRI has conducted several years worth of research on the effects of pin based ac-
tuators generating enough force to steer small supersonic projectiles [99] [131] [132].
In most of these studies, the projectile was modeled using PRODAS to carry out
6-DoF simulations to test the stability and simulate pin forces on the projectile. As
researched progressed, it became necessary to implement software that seamlessly
embedded the pin force model into the simulations. In addition, PRODAS currently
does not support two simultaneous trajectory simulations of two separate bodies, an
important aspect of the interceptor/target problem. For this reason, a fully functional
custom 6-DoF program was written at GTRI, which includes the pin force model, and
has the ability to track an interceptor projectile and target with a radar [101]. This
software has been validated using results from actual range tests.
The 6-DoF multi-body simulation code is outlined in the flow chart presented in
Figure 48. The first step involves an initialization step, including loading the phys-
ical characteristics of the target and interceptor, loading sensor characteristics, and
initializing the object states and sensor biases. The next step involves computations
regarding the sensors. First, the radar noises are calculated for azimuth, quadrant
elevation, and range, by sampling from a normal distributions defining those errors.
Because this simulation involves the use of a guided projectile, the orientation of the
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projectile must be known in order to accurately direct the projectile control surfaces.
Therefore, the sensor noise associated with projectile roll is then computed. Next, the
target position with respect to the radar noise is calculated. A filter is then applied
to “smooth” the radar error with the number of samples taken. The same process for
position calculation with filtered noise is repeated for the interceptor, in addition to
the computing the interceptor roll attitude with respect to noise.
Next the guidance routine uses proportional navigation guidance (PNG) laws to
calculate inertial acceleration commands, which feeds directly to the controller rou-
tine. The interceptor roll command is calculated from inertial acceleration commands.
A low pass filter is applied to the roll command and roll attitude. The roll attitude
error signal is calculated, and the error rate and integral are calculated. The roll
control moment is calculated from a PID controller. This is used to calculate the
roll pin (projectile control surface associated with roll control) height from the con-
trol moment. The pin vertical acceleration command is then calculated, along with
a vertical acceleration error, and followed by a vertical acceleration error rate and
integral. Next the pitch pin (projectile control surface associated with pitch control)
height is calculated from an open loop acceleration command and PID. A rate limit
is then applied to the roll and pitch pin movements. Finally, the pins are deployed,
taking into account a “wake up” time from when the deployment command is given.
The pin heights are then converted to forces and moments physically applied to the
interceptor.
In the 6-DoF routine, the aerodynamic and gravity forces and moments are cal-
culated for both the interceptor and target. A Runge-Kutta time integration is used
to determine the trajectory of both bodies. The simulation is performed for a pre-
determined amount of time, after which the minimum relative distance between the
interceptor and target is calculated. In addition, an actual interception hit is deter-
mined, with the two bodies assumed to be cylinders. The entire process after the
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Figure 48: GTRI 6-DoF Multi-Body Simulation (adapted from [102])
initialization step is repeated for the number of Monte Carlo simulations desired to
sample from the noises associated with the sensors routine.
5.3.3 Radar Subsystem Model
5.3.3.1 Radar Measurement Error
At the very bottom level in the hierarchy, the subsystem radar variables that result
in a given capability can be identified, using radar properties discussed in Section 2.7




An attempt was made to take some measure of system cost into consideration, how-
ever an accurate method for cost estimation was not found. It ultimately would be
beneficial to take total system (or system-of-systems) cost into account, i.e. break-
ing down the cost of the guided projectile, the gun, the radar, as well as life cycle
costs. This life cycle cost would depend heavily on actual campaign usage, however
a complete campaign model is beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, a good
candidate for cost tracking in this study was the radar, since as described earlier (and
will be proved in the next chapter), radar accuracy is considered a driving factor in
determining the accuracy of a guided projectile.
Based on talks with Holder [24], an accepted radar cost estimation is given in
Equation 25, and is based solely on the number of antenna array elements on the an-
tenna. This very basic relation shows that radar cost is just four times the number of
elements, times the cost of the individual element. From [24], a reasonable estimation
for the cost of an individual element is $1000.
RadarCost = 4 ·Nelements · (cost per element) (25)
The total amount of elements in one radar antenna array can be simply calculated
as the square of the number of elements along one side of a square shaped antenna
array,
Number of Elements = (# Elements on 1 side of an antenna array)2
The number of elements on one side of the array is just the length of one side of
the antenna array divided by the space between the elements in the array, plus one,
therefore
Number of Elements =
(





The length of one side of the antenna array is simply the square root of the calculated
antenna area, and the space between elements can be approximated one half the wave
length (as discussed in Section 2.7), yielding






Noting that it takes two antenna arrays for an interferometer to measure angle in
one plane (i.e. either elevation or azimuth), it takes at least three to measure both
elevation and azimuth.












Finally, to determine radar cost as a function of radar subsystem level properties,
the number of elements calculated in Equation 26 is substituted into Equation 25.
However, a portion of the implementation chapter (following this chapter) will
not study the radar properties down to the subsystem level, but there still needs
to be some cost measure that penalizes using a more accurate radar. During this
initial implementation study, radar cost will actually be a normalized measure of
radar complexity based on a simple relation given in Equation 27. The normalization
is based on the bounds used for the radar noises (shown as “max” and “min”).
This simple equation assumes that the most accurate (i.e. less noisy) radar has a
complexity of +1, and the least accurate (i.e. most noisy) radar has a complexity
of -1. The equation is a summation of the separate and independent contributions
to radar noise, i.e. elevation noise, azimuth noise, etc..., each weighted according to
total contribution to radar complexity. The purpose of the weightings is to normalize
the total radar cost between -1 (all radar noises at highest setting) and +1 (all radar











5.3.4 Combined Effect of Multiple Projectiles
The methods defined to this point aim to quantify the ability of a single guided projec-
tile to intercept a target as a function of various radar and gun accuracy capabilities.
This ability will be measured in the quantification of minimum miss distance between
interceptor and target, as well as the probability of a direct hit of the target by a
single projectile. Section 2.3.3 discussed the possibility that more than one weapon
may be required to achieve a desired probability of damaging or destroying a target.
Equation 7 was presented as a means to determine the probability that a target will
be hit at least once by n weapons, given the probability of hitting a target with one
weapon PH . This equation was derived using the binomial distribution and the as-
sumption that each trial is independent of every other trial. The same method was
also applied in Equation 8 used to determine that damage caused by a multiple sor-
ties, given the single sortie probability of damage (SSPD). Equation 28 uses the same
idea given in Equations 7 and 8, with nomenclature more suitable to this problem.
Here, the probability of hitting the target at least once using n multiple shots, or the
Multiple Shot Probability of Hit (MSPH), is a function of the Single Shot Probability
of Hit (SSPH).
MSPH = 1− (1− SSPH)n (28)
The next step is to determine the number to substitute for n in Equation 28.
The maximum number of projectiles that can be fired from a single gun in a given
amount of time is a function of the firing rate. Assuming that the firing rate is given
using the relation discussed in Appendix C, the number of projectiles that can be
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fired at the target is a function of an engagement window time that assumes that
all of the projectiles arrive at the target plane at the same time. This is a major
assumption necessary to implement this portion of the study in the absence of a 6-
DoF simulation capable of modeling a single gun firing multiple projectiles at a single
target. Therefore, the maximum number of projectiles fired at the target is simply
the product of the rate of fire [projectiles/second] and engagement window [seconds].
The probability of hitting the target will be determined using the SSPH (deter-
mined using methods discussed earlier) substituted in Equation 28, and any integer
up to the maximum number of projectiles fired. This should result in a trend such
as the one given in Figure 20, with the curve bounded by the SSPH for the first
projectile up the maximum attainable MSPH at the maximum possible number of
projectiles fired.
5.3.5 Creating Surrogate Models
Any surrogate models of more complex computer codes used in this thesis will be in
the form of a Response Surface Equation (RSE). As discussed in Section 3.3, the most
common form of RSE used to represent a complex design space is the polynomial RSE.
However, as the design space becomes high nonlinear, multimodal, or discontinuous,
simple polynomials can no longer be used for accurate model representation. Neural
networks are emerging as an excellent alternative to polynomial RSE’s to model
those complex design spaces that often arise when capturing effects across a design
hierarchy, such as those that arise in a system of systems formulation.
5.3.5.1 JMP
The statistical package JMP [127] allows for the creation of both polynomial and
neural network response surface equations. If during the implementation portion of
this work, a design space will be simple enough to be modeled with a polynomial,
JMP will be used to create those surrogate models. However, if polynomials are
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not suited to approximate a given response, neural network RSE’s will have to be
used. As noted, JMP has the capability to create neural network RSE’s, but it does
have its limitations. The only back propagation method used by the JMP software
is a momentum-based steepest descent optimization method. The steepest descent
is a gradient-based optimization method that uses a search direction within a design
space in the direction of the negative of the gradient of the objective function [139].
The use of momentum means that if the optimizer moves in the same direction more
than once, it increases its step size. This process helps overshoot local minima and
speed up convergence time. This training process is deterministic, however, the initial
weight space (or set of regression coefficients) is very highly dimensional, and therefore
predicting the outcome of training the randomized initial neural network is extremely
unlikely [64]. This back propagation method may work in many cases, but there may
arise instances when the design space is so complex that other optimization methods
might be required. Additionally, the user has to hand iterate the number of hidden
nodes used. As discussed in Section 3.3.2, there is an optimum number of hidden
nodes within the neural network topology that would fit the training and validation
data with the least error. Recall that too few hidden nodes would cause an underfit
model, and too many hidden nodes would cause an overfit mode.
5.3.5.2 FANNGS
The Function Approximating Neural Network Generation System (FANNGS) by
Johnson [82], is program written in MATLAB created to automate the generation
of neural network regressions. FANNGS allows the user to select a range of hidden
nodes to fit data to, and then selects the number of hidden nodes that has the least
error when compared to both the training and validation data. Because FANNGS
uses the MATLAB Neural Network toolbox [53] for many of its functions, it has a
number of training algorithms available to it. All of these algorithms are line search
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methods that require many starting points to try to achieve a global optimum, just as
JMP. Of the many optimization methods MATLAB has to offer, Johnson [82] notes
that the Levenberg-Marquardt with Bayesian Regularization algorithm offers the best
generalization, or the ability to predict future data not used in the training process
such as the validation data. The MATLAB Neural Network toolbox documentation
[53] may be consulted for further detail on the different neural network training al-
gorithms. For the most complex design spaces, FANNGS will be employed to create




6.1 Approach Review & Implementation Intro-
duction
The previous chapter outlined a methodology to attempt to answer the research ques-
tions outlined in Chapter 4. A specific problem was defined based on the motivation
introduced in Chapter 1. To focus the design space, a morphological matrix was used
to present alternative approaches to address each decomposed function necessary to
provide a problem solution. Options were eliminated for each function based on sev-
eral factors, including expert opinion, level of technology maturity, and relativity to
the scope of this Ph.D. thesis. An approach was outlined that creates an environ-
ment that enables top-down design throughout a system-of-systems hierarchy, using
a Monte Carlo simulation to populate the design space employing surrogate models
for rapid manipulation. Tools were then selected to address the functions necessary
to complete the system-of-systems hierarchy.
This chapter is composed of several main sections. The first part will very briefly
introduce preliminary results based on related work that served as a proof of con-
cept to begin work on this thesis. The next part shows the implementation of the
methodology proposed for individual portions of the systems hierarchy, with the aim
of proving its use in each section. The first individual part will be an initial study
using the GTRI Multibody 6-DoF code to simulate a guided projectile and mortar
interception, using gun and radar noise variables of interest decided on a priori, which
will show the benefit of using the top-down decision making approach to identify vari-
able tradeoffs based on various constraints on measures of effectiveness. This same
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approach will also identify the variables that contribute the most to variability of the
constraints placed on those measures of effectiveness, as well as those variables that
contribute little if any. The radar noise variables identified as the main contributors
to the metric sensitivity will then be carried through to study the effects of varying
radar and guidance update rates. Afterwards, the combined effect of firing multi-
ple projectiles at one target will be studied using the surrogate models created that
include the update rates and the radar noise variables of interest.
This is followed by a section that is independent of all of the other work presented
up to that point in the chapter, and will apply this method to study the subsystem
variables of the radar. These subsystem variables enable the radar accuracy capability
that is carried through as the “variables” at the next higher level in the hierarchy (i.e.
the level where the radar, gun, projectile, and target interact to cause a particular
top-level effect). The design space defined in this section will be carried through to
the final section, which will be the final assembled hierarchical environment. Before
this final environment is demonstrated, a more detailed 6-DoF model of the intercep-
tion scenario based on knowledge acquired during the initial interception study will
be presented. Finally, the assembled hierarchical model will be demonstrated with
relevant discussion about any discoveries made during this process.
6.2 Preliminary Studies
Preliminary work leading to this thesis was conducted to establish the effectiveness
of using surrogate models in the uncertainty quantification of the ability of gun fired
projectiles to intercept small aerial targets at various distances. The specifics of these
preliminary studies are given in Appendix B, which overviews studies relating to two
of the systems discussed in Section 1.2.3. This is meant to be understood as results
based on simple test cases relating to systems currently being studied as potential
solutions to the RAM defense problem. The successful application of a number of
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the more basic methods discussed in Chapter 3 to the problem of mortar interception
with an unguided, unpowered gun launched projectile served as the preliminary proof
of concept for the remainder of the effort undertaken to conduct the implementation
portion of this thesis study.
6.3 Initial 6-DoF Study
6.3.1 Variable and Response Identification
This initial study is designed to examine the effects of gun firing and radar accuracies
on the confidence of projectile/target interception. As will be addressed several times
in this chapter, many code executions are required to create surrogate models of
the 6-DoF code that uses an internal Monte Carlo simulation to simulate gun and
radar noises. Limitations in computing capabilities and scope restrict the number
of the degrees of freedom discussed for the gun and radar accuracies that can be
carried to the more detailed analysis level. However, other variables that need to be
considered in describing the intercept problem are range from projectile launch to
target intercept, and the projectile bore.
The initial analysis studies four radar measurement noises involving error in iden-
tifying the location of an object: elevation, azimuth, range, and projectile roll ori-
entation (also referred to by its variable name from the field of dynamics as “phi”
for brevity as was shown in Figure 40 for the moments about a projectile’s axes).
Table 11 shows the bounds for radar noises, shown as the standard deviation (1σ) of
a normal distribution around the reported location (elevation, azimuth, and range)
and roll orientation of the projectile as it travels along its trajectory. The bounds
were selected with consultation with disciplinary experts in the Sensors and Electro-
magnetic Applications Laboratory (SEAL) of the Georgia Tech Research Institute
(GTRI) [24]. The lower bounds of each of the radar noises is intended to represent
an advanced technology radar, which represent the lowest noise and therefore highest
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Table 11: Radar Noise Errors for Initial Study(1σ)
Property Minimum Maximum units
Elevation 0.015 1.000 mrad
Azimuth 0.015 1.000 mrad
Range 0.00005 0.0001 merror/mdownrange
Projectile Roll Orientation 0.000045 0.00017 rad/m
accuracy. The upper bound is intended to represent a low cost, low technology radar,
which has the highest amount of noise, and therefore also has the least accuracy.
The bounds selected for gun pointing biases for the initial study are given in Table
12. Note that the values given are not standard deviations of a distribution around a
desired value. They are static deviations from the intended firing position and muzzle
velocity. This initial 6-DoF study does not assume the use of a fire control computer
that calculates the gun firing position (i.e. in terms of elevation, azimuth) required
for the projectile to intercept the target, assuming an unguided ballistic trajectory.
For each simulation, the gun firing position must be manually set for each desired
intercept range. This gun firing position must be calculated depending on the desired
intercept range, which is not done automatically in the 6-DoF simulation. Therefore,
for each predetermined intercept range, a separate 6-DoF code input file must be
created using a precalculated gun firing position. This means that range can not
be treated as a continuous variable within the 6-DoF code, and must be treated as
a discrete variable. Surrogate models created around these static deviations of gun
firing position (rather than stochastic noises) leave the flexibility of sampling from
a distribution within the bounds used to create those surrogate models, as well as
actually “pointing” the gun away from an ideal firing position. This is the same
approach used in the preliminary studies explained with more detail in Appendix B.
The two other variables also noted as a necessary component for the initial study
were intercept range and projectile bore. The design of the gun firing the projectile is
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Table 12: Gun Pointing Bias for Initial Study
Property Minimum Maximum units
Elevation -5 5 mrad
Azimuth -5 5 mrad
Muzzle Velocity -10 10 m/s
Table 13: Discrete Variable Settings for Initial Study






not within the scope of this thesis, and the projectile bore itself is constrained to be
compatible with an existing gun. Table 13 lists the discrete settings for the projectile
bore and intercept range used for this portion of the study.
Because this portion of the implementation does not examine the radar subsystem
variables, radar cost will be based on the complexity relation given in Equation 27
in Section 5.3. Each of the four radar noise components is assumed to contribute
equally to radar complexity, and therefore is equally weighted in Equation 29; each
noise factor has a weighting of 0.25, summing to 1.0. These weightings could just as



























6.3.2 Surrogate Model Creation & Visualization
The previous sections described seven continuous and two discrete variables needed
to describe gun pointing errors, radar noises, intercept range, and projectile bore.
Therefore, a seven variable Design of Experiments (DoE) was created to dictate the
settings required to model the continuous variables, and was then run for each com-
bination of the two discrete variables. A DoE consisting of 178 runs was created by
combining a Central Composite Design (CCD) consisting of 79 runs to capture the
corners of the design space, a Latin Hypercube Sample (LHS) consisting of 79 runs
to capture multimodal effects within the bounds, and 20 uniformly selected random
points to be used as a hold back sample to validate the model fit. Recall that each
trial of the DoE executes a Monte Carlo simulation within the 6-DoF code. The
more Monte Carlo samples, the greater the resolution of the statistics compiled from
those runs. However, the DoE was then required to run 15 times at each combination
of the two discrete variables, therefore limiting the number of Monte Carlo runs to
100 to maintain within a feasible amount of computer run time. This means that
running the DoE for one range/bore combination executed the 6-DoF 17,800 times,
and therefore a total of 267,000 6-DoF executions.
The radar error is represented by random noise, meaning that at each sweep, the
reported radar measurement is off by a different amount (as described in Section 2.7).
This noise is approximated by a normal (Gaussian) distribution. Therefore, each run
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of the DoE input settings results in a different set of radar noises, each one requiring
a Monte Carlo simulation to sample from the normal distributions describing each
noise variable. Multiple runs are required to quantify the confidence of achieving
a response; here the responses of interest are the minimum miss distance of the
interceptor and target, and probability of direct hit. Consequently, each DoE run will
have as many outputs as Monte Carlo simulations per run. A frequency distribution
can be created for each response as a function of each input, and useful statistics
can be extracted from these distributions to help analyze the data. A useful way to
analyze these responses is by constructing a CDF using the 90%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and
10% confidences due to random radar noise, and calculated using the Monte Carlo
simulation results for each DoE run. This required creating a simple MATLAB script
to read in the data and run the statistics. At this point, neural network surrogate
models were created using the confidences as the responses, and may be visualized
using a prediction profiler as shown in Figure 49. Note that results are only shown
for the 40, 50, and 57 mm projectile bores. This is because the scaling laws used to
model the smaller 30 mm bore did not allow for sufficient control authority, resulting
in insufficient data to be used in the surrogate model regression.
Rather than just using a prediction profiler, a more useful way to visually analyze
these responses is by constructing a CDF using the neural network surrogate models
in a graphical user interface (GUI), shown in Figure 50. This CDF is formed by
using the neural network surrogate model fits to the 90%, 75%, 50%, 25%, and 10%
confidences of the minimum distance interception due to the randomness caused by
radar noise. Using the GUI, a user may use either the slider bars or type in the value
of each variable and instantly see the CDF update. When using surrogate models, it is
clear to see the benefit of instant results rather than having to wait for a complicated
6-DoF code to execute. It is important to understand that in this case, manipulating
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Figure 49: Initial Study - Viewing Surrogate Models Using a Prediction Profiler
the 6-DoF code. In addition to the CDF, the neural network surrogate model created
to capture the actual probability of a direct hit is simply displayed on the GUI as
well.
One of the more valuable uses of having the minimum miss distance CDF is to
be able to determine the confidence of hitting the target with a lethal radius. This
can be directly applicable to setting the requirements for a warhead, if needed, by
typing a lethal radius value in the GUI that simply interpolates the confidence of
achieving that lethal radius. For the example case shown in Figure 50, for a radar
with the particular properties specified by the user, the probability of a direct hit is
about 0.22, whereas the same projectile employing a warhead with a lethal radius of
1.0 m increases the confidence of hitting the target to 0.40. Creating a tool like the
GUI shown in Figure 50 is a very useful way to visualize how radar noise affects the
interceptor/target miss distance confidence. However, it still leaves open the question
of how constraints on top-level metrics affect the design space on the lower levels of
the design hierarchy. The section after next will show how the surrogate models used
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Figure 50: Manipulating the Surrogate Models Using a Bottom-Up GUI
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to create the bottom-up GUI can be used to fill the design space throughout the
hierarchy, and then constrained from the top-down. First, the introduction of gun
firing noise to the gun pointing error will be addressed.
6.3.3 Introduction of Gun Firing Noise
Because the use of a fire control computer was not available to point the gun in
the proper direction for a given intercept range, the correct gun firing elevation and
azimuth had to be decided on a priori to running the DoE. This eliminated the
possibility of using gun “noise” as a variable, as was used for the radar, therefore
within the 6-DoF code, gun error was introduced as a controlled bias from the ideal
firing condition (gun elevation, azimuth, and muzzle velocity). For this initial 6-DoF
study, the introduction of gun firing noise, or randomness on the gun pointing and
muzzle velocity was conducted by creating a new set of surrogate models by running
a Monte Carlo simulation on the gun biases of the surrogate models already in place,
and fitting the new set to the same confidence intervals as those discussed in Section
6.3.2.
Normal distributions extend to positive and negative infinity around the mean, so
placing upper and lower bounds on the distributions comes in the form of selecting
an appropriate standard deviation. The goal is to ensure that the random number
generator in the Monte Carlo simulation selects values within the desired bounds
most of the time. The number of standard deviations away from the mean value
can describe the amount of area under the distribution curve captured. For example,
as discussed in Appendix A there is a 99.9994% probability of selecting a random
number within 4σ of the mean of a random variable. Using a random variable X
with normalized bounds -1≤X≤1 and mean at 0 as an example shown in Figure 51,
a standard deviation of 0.25 maintains that 99.9994% of any samples taken from a










Figure 51: Normal Distribution, µ=0, σ=0.25
Table 14: Gun Firing Noise
Property Min Max units
Elevation 0 1.25 mrad
Azimuth 0 1.25 mrad
Muzzle Velocity 0 2.50 m/s
Using the presumption that 4σ is a suitable upper bound, by conjecture the ab-
solute value of the limits discussed in Table 12 presented earlier can simply be divided
by 4. A standard deviation centered about a mean of zero results in equal spread
among positive and negative values, therefore one standard deviation value can ac-
count for the positive and negative bounds presented in Table 12. As given in Table
14, a standard deviation of zero implies no gun firing noise for a particular variable,
and the maximum value is the value selected to stay within the absolute bounds of
the gun bias surrogate models.
The problem is now set up to make minimum intercept miss distance quantification
a function of both radar and gun noises, as well as intercept range and projectile bore.
An eight variable DoE was created using the three variable bounds given in Table
14 in addition to the four radar noise variables of Table 11. For the first DoE run
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(discussed in Section 6.3.2), range was run as a discrete variable because the 6-DoF
code could only accept it as such. However, enough discrete values of intercept range
were executed to capture the design space of range and all other variables, and the
analysis conducted in Section 6.3.2 resulted in an equation that allows range to now
be treated as a continuous variable for the remainder of this initial 6-DoF study.
To simplify the problem within the scope of this study, bore was left as a discrete
variable and not included in the DoE, however the DoE was executed once for each
value of bore: once each using a 40 mm, 50 mm, and 57 mm bore (recall that the 30
mm bore results were invalid and therefore insufficient for creating surrogate models).
The results may be visualized using a prediction profiler as shown in Figure 52. Note
the relatively flat curves that describe the individual contributions of the gun noises,
as compared to those of the radar noises. Those gun errors now have a “ std” suffix
in many of the graphics in this section, and are bounded from zero to the maximum
value in Table 14. This indicates that the responses are not very sensitive to gun error
(this will be expanded on in the coming sections). The surrogate models created in
this section that quantify intercept miss distance as a function of both radar and gun
noises will be used for the remainder of this initial 6-DoF study.
6.3.4 Response Variability Study
One of the main intentions of this thesis is to have the ability to discover not only
which variables are the key drivers to the variability of the responses, but also which
variables drive each other. This section will compare the use of Pareto plots and the
proposed multivariate scatter plot method to conduct a response variability study.
6.3.4.1 ANOVA with Pareto Plots
Figure 53 shows a Pareto Plot created using an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) as
discussed in Section 3.3.3. This figure lists the variables contributing to the variability


















































































































Figure 52: Initial Study - Viewing Surrogate Models Using a Prediction Profiler
the highest contribution with about 42%, and next is bore size at about 18%. Next,
the four radar noises are listed, however there is clear step in the contribution of
elevation and azimuth noises (both about 17%), and of range noise (4%) and roll (phi)
orientation (3%). The contributions to miss distance variability from gun firing error
are essentially too small to measure. As indicated by the cumulative contribution to
response variability, roughly 90% of the total variability is due to range, bore, radar
elevation noise, and radar azimuth noise.
Clearly the discrete variables evaluated dominate the gun and radar noises. One
of the problems in evaluating a Pareto plot is that it alone does not indicate which
variables drive each other. For example, the question can be asked “at which intercept
ranges do the radar noises have more of an impact”? One way to answer this is to
conduct the ANOVA for each combination of the discrete variables set to a fixed
value, which would allow one to examine the prioritization of the gun and radar
properties as range increases. A complete set of Pareto plots for each bore/range
combination is given in Figures 121, 122, and 123 in Appendix D.1. Studying those
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Figure 53: Initial Study - Pareto Plot for Discrete and Continuous Variables on
Variability of 90% Confidence Intercept Miss Distance
figures one can extract important information from examining the intercept range
extremes, summarized in Figure 54. The first observation made from studying those
Pareto plots is that the radar azimuth and elevation noises are the key drivers in each
case.
For the 50 mm and 57 mm bore sizes, the gun errors play a much more important
role in miss distance at the shorter ranges than at the longer ranges. This is because
as range increases, the controller has more time to correct the pointing errors. Inter-
estingly enough, for each of the three bore sizes at 2000 m, the order of the variables is
the same. The only difference is that as bore size increases, the amount of variability
contributed by radar range and roll noises, and the gun noises reduces. In summary,
as range increases, miss distance is less affected by the gun errors due to the controller
having more time to correct the trajectory, and as bore size increases, the relative
contribution of the radar noises is less due to the increased dynamic pressure on the
larger control surfaces giving more control authority.
A Pareto plot showing the results of an ANOVA study is a useful way to prioritize
the variables of interest, but it is a very one-dimensional way to make assessments.
Additionally, showing how the variables drive each other proves to be a cumbersome
process. As this section showed, to do just that, the discrete variables had to be fixed
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Figure 54: Initial Study - Pareto Plots for Fixed Combinations of Range and Bore
on Variability of 90% Confidence Intercept Miss Distance
the way the priority of the other variables changes.
6.3.4.2 Multivariate Design Space Exploration
Another useful way to analyze the data is to conduct a design space exploration using
a multivariate scatter plot. A Monte Carlo simulation sampling from a uniform dis-
tribution selected 1,000 samples from each variable within the bounds used to create
the surrogate models. This includes the three discrete bores, the intercept range,
the three gun noises, and the four radar noises. For each combination of variable
values selected, the responses of interest are tracked. Therefore, each corresponding
Monte Carlo simulation has a unique array of variable and response values, and can
be visualized on a multivariate scatter plot, such as the one used for this initial study
as given in Figure 55. Note the multivariate plot is actually just a collection of bi-
variate plots. Because the independent variable values in the blue box are samples




Figure 55: Initial Study - Multivariate Scatter Plot Design Space Exploration
The dependent responses are outlined with a red box, and are calculated using the
variable values selected by the Monte Carlo simulation. Note that the individual bi-
variate plots within the red box show the design space between the responses. Each
of the remaining scatter plots show the design space of each of the response/variable
combinations, and is synonymous with the total derivative given in Equation 24 of
Section 3.4.2.
As an example for using this method, a region of interest can be defined on the
multivariate matrix as shown in Figure 56. Here, a region of acceptable performance
is defined: the projectile must achieve a 90% confidence minimum miss distance of 7
m, and a 10% confidence minimum miss distance of 0.9 m. The other CDF settings
(i.e. 75%, 50%, 25%) could have also been included to refine the shape, however
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Figure 56: Initial Study - Intercept Miss Distance CDF Shape Constraint
they are omitted for clarity on the graphic. The points that lie within this region
of interest are highlighted red, and the corresponding points are then immediately
highlighted in every other dimension. This means that every red point in each of the
other dimensions corresponds to a design that meets (or exceeds) the requirement set
by the initial design space constraint. One can spend a good deal of time examining
the tradeoffs in each dimension, but an attempt will be made to highlight some
interesting results in the form of bivariate plots taken directly off of the multivariate
plot in Figure 56.
For example, as shown in the left plot in Figure 57, note that the miss distance
requirement drives a higher concentration of red design points at the lower radar
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Figure 57: Initial Study - Bivariate Plots of Radar Noises, For Intercept Miss Dis-
tance CDF Shape Constraint
elevation and azimuth noises. This does not mean that certain specific values of
elevation and azimuth noises must be used, since it is not immediately apparent
which red points in this dimension correspond to a red point in another dimension.
Although, what is apparent is that these two radar noises have a great effect on
minimum miss distance. The remaining radar noises, range and roll (phi) noises
(the right plot in Figure 57), and the three gun noises shown in Figure 58 are not
concentrated in any specific region, and therefore are not as driven by the top-level
constraint. This is the same conclusion drawn using the ANOVA and Pareto plots,
however that method only identifies key variables as a function of total response
variability, where as this new methodology enables a user to actually specify the
CDF shape to discover the variable trade space, shown in the next few examples.
Figure 59 shows the maximum intercept range possible to achieve the minimum
miss distance confidence constraint, for both 90% and 10% confidences. Here, the
highest intercept range achievable is roughly 1700 m, evident from the red design
point with the highest range on both plots. Another key finding from the miss
distance constraints placed on the multivariate plot in Figure 56 is the variability of
required radar accuracy with range. This is highlighted in Figure 60, where range is
plotted against all four of the radar noises. Note that the black unconstrained points
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Figure 58: Initial Study - Bivariate Plots of Gun Noises, For Intercept Miss Distance
CDF Shape Constraint
Figure 59: Initial Study - Bivariate Plots of Showing Maximum Range, For Intercept
Miss Distance CDF Shape Constraint
from the previous figures are hidden for clarity, leaving only the red points that meet
the miss distance constraint. Clearly, at the very low ranges, all radar accuracies are
tolerated (i.e. meet the constrained goal), and as range is increased, the upper bound
allowable radar azimuth and elevation noises are driven lower (top two graphics in
Figure 60). A similar statement can not be made for the effect of increasing range on
radar range and roll noises (bottom two graphics in Figure 60), where it is clear that
for increased range there are fewer points that meet the range requirement, but it is
not clear that increasing range requires higher radar range and roll accuracies.
The design space constrained by the miss distance requirements can further be
constrained by other requirements, such as cost. Shown in Figure 61 are the points
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Figure 60: Initial Study - Bivariate Plots of Range and Radar Noises, For Intercept
Miss Distance CDF Shape Constraint
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within the miss distance constraints divided up into two regions in the radar cost
space. The points colored red can be considered the more complex, or expensive
options, and the blue points can be considered the less expensive or complex options.
It is important to remember that both the red and blue points still satisfy the miss
distance requirements identified in Figure 56. Several significant trends appear com-
paring feasible radar solutions by cost. Figure 62 shows radar cost (left) and 90%
confidence miss distance (right) both versus range. Again, the solutions that do not
meet the miss distance constraint are hidden for clarity. On the left graphic, a no-
tional frontier has been drawn in to exemplify the nondominated solutions providing
maximum range capability for minimum cost. This is a very useful way to determine
at what range one would have to switch from using a “cheaper” radar to a more
expensive one, depending on how complexity was valued from Figure 61 (in this case
at about 850 m intercept range). The right graphic in Figure 62 shows how the more
expensive radar (red points) enables a lower intercept miss distance at higher ranges
when compared to the less expensive option (blue points).
Figure 63 shows bivariate plots of the radar noises just as shown in Figure 57,
except with the distinction made between the two radar cost regions. The less ex-
pensive (blue) points dominate the upper right corner of both plots, and the more
expensive (red) points dominate the bottom left corner. This is clearly intuitive since
the closer a solution is to the bottom left corner of each plot in Figure 63, the more
accuracy it has. However, an interesting observation can be made in the plot showing
elevation and azimuth noises (left), where blue points do not fill the space completely
in the upper right corner (as was pointed out in Figure 57). This shows that the
miss distance constraint sets the lowest tolerable radar accuracy, even using the less
complex radar. However one of the most useful plots extracted from the original
multivariate (Figure 61) is studying radar azimuth and elevation noises versus range,
given in Figure 64. Starting at the lower ranges, it is clear that both sets of radar
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Original miss distance constraint
Feasible space divided within Radar Cost
Red = High Cost
Blue    = Low Cost
Figure 61: Initial Study - Feasible Designs Separated by Radar Cost
Red = High Cost
Blue    = Low Cost
Figure 62: Initial Study - Radar Cost by Range (L) & Minimum Miss Distance by
Range (R), Divided by Radar Cost
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Red = High Cost
Blue    = Low Cost
Figure 63: Initial Study - Radar Noises, Divided by Radar Cost
Red = High Cost
Blue    = Low Cost
Figure 64: Initial Study - Range by Radar Azimuth & Elevation Noises, Divided
by Radar Cost
complexities provide solutions to the minimum miss distance requirements. However,
at about 800 m intercept range there is a clear shift from blue to red points, and at
about 1000 m there are only red points, indicating the need for more radar accuracy
at high ranges.
Other types of constraints can be flowed down to the radar capability level. As
shown in Figure 65, a certain maximum allowable 90% confidence miss distance can
be defined for a desired intercept range. Immediately, a clear tradeoff Pareto Frontier
emerges between the radar elevation and azimuth noises, shown in the left plot of
Figure 66. However, there is no apparent sensitivity due to radar roll (phi) and radar
range noises, shown in the right plot of Figure 66. And just as discussed for the earlier
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Figure 65: Initial Study - Selection of Required 90% Confidence Miss Distance and
Intercept Range
examples in this section, there is no particular shift of feasible points in any direction
with regard to the gun errors, shown for gun firing muzzle velocity by gun firing
azimuth on the left, and gun firing quadrant elevation by azimuth on the right side
of Figure 67. Now when compared to the Pareto plots, this method shows not only
the key driveers, but also how the variable trade space varies for multiple response
constraints.
Another useful application of this methodology is to use the interactive multivari-
ate scatter plot from the bottom-up. Please note that the minimum miss distance
constraints discussed earlier no longer apply to the following examples. In Figure
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Figure 66: Initial Study - Radar Noises, For Required 90% Confidence Miss Distance
and Intercept Range
Figure 67: Initial Study - Gun Noises, For Required 90% Confidence Miss Distance
and Intercept Range
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68, regions of “good” and “bad” radar accuracies are chosen by selecting radar az-
imuth and elevation noises, in this case notionally. Here, the blue points represent
solutions with very low radar elevation and azimuth noises, and red points indicate
designs with high noise. Now, the impact can be traced to the upper levels of the
hierarchy. In Figure 69, the 90% and 10% confidence minimum miss distances are
plotted against intercept range. Especially examining the 90% confidence plot on
the left, it is clear that as range is increased, the better radar (blue points) enables
solutions staying closer to the x-axis than solutions using the less accurate radars
(red points). This is clearly an intuitive result, however this method allows a user to
rapidly quantify a statement made that a more accurate radar drives the intercept
miss distance down, and with a measurable certainty. Note that both the red and
blue points diverge as range is increased (i.e. there is a clear trend, but the points do
not form a straight line). This is due to the fact that each variable value is selected
from Monte Carlo simulation used to populate the multivariate scatter plot, and each
point in the diverging trends will have various values selected for the other variables.
However, this can be further examined by studying another trend observed from Fig-
ure 68. Figure 70 shows a plot of 90% confidence miss distance and gun bore. Notice
that at each discrete bore setting, a majority of the less accurate radars have higher
miss distances. The interesting trend here is that the intersection of the majority of
blue and red points shifts lower with increased bore size, indicating that a guided
projectile with a higher bore can tolerate more radar noise for a given intercept miss
distance.
The previous example showed that selected radar azimuth and elevation noise
accuracies drive the weapon capability, and define a clear tradeoff space with projectile
bore size and intercept range. Now, a similar example is shown to determine whether
the other two radar noises have a similar impact. Figure 71 shows regions of higher
(blue) and lower (red) radar roll rate (phi) and range noises. In a similar fashion
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Red = High Radar El/Az Noises
Blue    = Low Radar El/Az Noises
Red = High Cost
Blue    = Low Cost
Figure 68: Initial Study - Multivariate Scatterplot DSE, Sorted by Radar Azimuth
and Elevation Noises
Red = High Radar El/Az Noises
Blue    = Low Radar El/Az Noises
Red = High Radar El/Az Noises
Blue    = Low Radar El/Az Noises
Figure 69: Initial Study - Bivariate Plots of Minimum Miss Distances and Range,
Sorted by Radar Azimuth and Elevation Noises
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Red = High Radar El/Az Noises
Blue    = Low Radar El/Az Noises
Red = High Radar El/Az Noises
Blue    = Low Radar El/Az Noises
Figure 70: Initial Study - Bivariate Plot of 90% Confidence Miss Distance and Bore,
Sorted by Radar Azimuth and Elevation Noises
to the previous example, Figure 72 shows bivariate samples of the resulting design
space, showing how minimum miss distance varies with range for both 90% and 10%
confidences. There is no evident benefit to selecting more accurate radar roll and
range noises with increased range, especially when directly compared to Figure 69.
In a final graphical example exploiting the surrogate models used to create the
multivariate scatter plot based design exploration, a study was conducted to isolate
the effects of the various bore sizes. Figure 73 shows the design space sorted by bore
size, with the 40 mm solutions colored red, the 50 mm ones colored blue, and 57 mm
bore size solutions colored black. Even without the color difference, it is evident that
increased bore size has a clear advantage of decreasing the miss distance. Figure 74
shows both the 90% and 10% confidence miss distances by bore size. A decreasing
“worst case” scenario miss distance decreasing with increased bore size is shown, the
effects of which are more prevalent in the 10% confidence miss distance. Figure 75
shows both miss distance confidences by range. Note that the 40 mm bore (red)
points rapidly increase in miss distance as range increases for both the 90% and 10%
miss distance confidences. However, the advantage of 57 mm over 50 mm bore is
not as evident in the 90% miss distance confidence, since with increased range the
dispersion of blue and black points is about the same. Looking at the 10% confidence
miss distance by range plot for contrast, there is a clear advantage of the 57 mm bore
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Red = High Radar Roll/Range Noises
Blue    = Low Radar Roll/Range Noises
Figure 71: Initial Study - Multivariate Scatterplot DSE, Sorted by Radar Roll and
Range Noises
Red = High Radar Roll/Range Noises
Blue  = Low Radar Roll/Range Noises
Figure 72: Initial Study - Bivariate Plots of Minimum Miss Distances and Range,
Sorted by Radar Roll and Range Noises
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over the 50 mm bore, where the dispersion of 57 mm (black) points is not as great
with increased range when compared to the 50 mm (blue) points. A more pronounced
benefit of increased bore at the lower miss distance confidences may give an indication
of the the shape of the CDF, whereby its slope is more gradual with increased bore.
This is more evident by studying Figure 76, where the three bores can be compared
on a bivariate plot of 90% and 10% miss distance confidences. For the same 90%
confidence, a lower 10% confidence is achievable with a larger bore. This has a very
clear practical impact. If designing a solution for a single shot kill, 57 mm vs 50 mm
bore size does not have as much of an impact, because there is not much difference
in their 90% miss distance confidences. However, for a defense system allowing for
multiple shots, there is an advantage using the 57 mm over the 50 mm bore projectile,
since the value added of each additional bullet has more impact. This methodology
clearly enabled the discovery of these tradeoffs.
6.3.4.3 Response Variability Study Concluding Remarks
This purpose of this section was to compare the use of the ANOVA method visualized
with Pareto plots and a Monte Carlo simulation design space exploration visualized
with a multivariate scatter plot as methods for discovering the variable trade space
that drives response variability. The ANOVA method that uses Pareto plots shows
a one-dimensional portrayal of the contributions of each variable to the variability
of a response. Variables that drive each other can be identified only when certain
variables are fixed at their lowest and highest values, with an ANOVA run on the
remaining variables. This not only proved to be a very cumbersome process, but
also did not yield the tradeoff space between those variables. Running a Monte Carlo
simulation, and visualizing the design space on a multivariate scatter plot showed how
constraining requirements can identify where design tradeoff spaces lie, and which
variables drive the values of other variables. The same variables that were identified
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Red = 40mm
Blue    = 50mm
Black  = 57mm
Figure 73: Initial Study - Multivariate Scatterplot DSE, Sorted by Bore
Red = 40mm
Blue    = 50mm
Black  = 57mm




Blue    = 50mm
Black  = 57mm
Figure 75: Initial Study - Bivariate Plots of Minimum Miss Distances and Range,
Sorted by Bore
Red = 40mm
Blue    = 50mm
Black  = 57mm
Figure 76: Initial Study - Bivariate Plot of 90% Confidence and 10% Confidence
Minimum Miss Distance, Sorted by Bore
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as being key drivers on a Pareto plot were also identified on the multivariate scatter
plot, however clear tradeoffs were identified using the latter method.
Additionally, a clear benefit of this methodology is the ability to manipulate ran-
dom functions as independent variables. These random functions result in probabilis-
tic outcomes that can be quantified and bounded in ways previously unavailable. For
example, the manipulation of the response CDF can be used to bound the random
function independent variables.
6.4 Addition of Radar & Guidance Update Rates
With the methodology showing its usefulness in the previous section, it will now be
applied in an attempt to add a degree of freedom to the problem. The next part
of the implementation focused on the tradeoff between radar noise and the rate at
which the radar and guidance updates occur, With the primary radar noise variables
contributing to the variability identified. The radar update rate is the rate at which
projectile and target position updates are sent to the fire controller, and the guidance
update rate is the rate at which guidance updates are sent to the projectile to allow for
course correction. This tradeoff is an important step in determining whether the radar
and guidance updates should be included in the parametric capability of the decision
hierarchy. Eliminated variables that do not significantly contribute to variability in
intercept end game were fixed to default values, shown in Table 15. The gun errors
were shown to contribute little compared to the radar noises, and even within the
radar noises, two of the four examined proved to provide the majority of the response
variability. Therefore these values are fixed, however they are still treated as noises
in the 6-DoF code, and therefore still provide an element of variability. In addition
for this study, only the 50 mm bore is used.
These restrictions on the design space were necessary to allow for design study
to be completed with a limited amount of computing resources, and to focus the
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Table 15: Fixed Variables for Radar & Control Update Rate Study
Property Fixed Value units
Muzzle Velocity Error (1σ) 8.25 m/s
Firing Azimuth Error (1σ) 0.001 rad
Firing QE Error (1σ) 0.001 rad
Radar Roll Noise (1σ) 87.3 µrad
Radar Range Noise(1σ) 0.001 rad
Bore 50 mm
resources available on fine tuning the parametric models created. For example, with
fewer variables needed in the surrogate models, fewer DoE runs would be required
when compared with the initial study. With fewer DoE runs than the previous study,
more Monte Carlo runs per DoE run could be afforded computationally. This allows
for a more precise examination of the statistically based responses. Five hundred
Monte Carlo simulations were used for the radar update rate study. For the proba-
bility of hit metric which counts the number of hits for each Monte Carlo simulation
executed for each DoE run, the resolution is much needed.
This section will be broken down into two sections. The first will simply presume
that the projectile controller is slaved to the radar update, in other words the guidance
update is set to the radar update. The second part of this section will treat the radar
and guidance update rates as independent. In both cases, the radar azimuth and
quadrant elevation noises are treated as variable.
6.4.1 Control State Slaved to Radar Update
As stated earlier, this portion of the study focuses on the effects of slaving the projec-
tile controller to the radar update, as opposed to using guidance updates for control.
The variable bounds used to examine the effects of radar update rate are given in
Table 16. A DoE was created for the 3 continuous variables, including a 15 run CCD,
a complimentary 15 run LHS, and 15 random points for a total of 45 runs per each
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Table 16: Variables for Radar Update Rate Study with Control State Slaved to
Radar Update
Property Minimum Maximum units
Radar Elevation Noise (1σ) 15 150 µrad
Radar Azimuth Noise (1σ) 15 150 µrad
Radar Update Rate 10 100 Hz
Intercept Range 250 2000 m
discrete range setting given in Table 13.
Figure 77 shows a series of surface plots illustrating the study conducted to analyze
the effects of radar update rate on required radar accuracy. The three graphics
comprising Figure 77 show the required radar update rate varies with intercept range
to achieve a desired probability of direct hit, using three notional radar accuracies:
advanced, or low radar noise (top), medium radar noise (center), and high radar
noise (bottom). A notional PH of 0.5 is shown as an example to constrain the feasible
design space.
For the low radar noise case (top graphic), PH is not very sensitive to radar update
rate. As range increases, there exists a region where only radars with a high radar
update rate satisfy the PH constraint. Also, note how at the very upper bounds of
range, even the highest radar update rate does not meet the PH constraint. With an
increased radar noise shown in the center graphic, note how the feasible space above
the PH constraint has diminished. At even higher values of radar noise (bottom
graphic), the only feasible design space is with very low intercept ranges. Even a
cursory examination of the graphics in Figure 77 should provide an appreciation of
using neural network based surrogate models. Capturing this complex design space,
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Figure 77: Radar Update Study with Control State Slaved to Radar Update -
Surface Plots
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Table 17: Variables for Radar Update Study with Independent Radar & Guidance
Updates
Property Minimum Maximum units
Radar Elevation Noise (1σ) 0.025 0.500 mrad
Radar Azimuth Noise (1σ) 0.025 0.500 mrad
Radar Update Rate 10 50 Hz
Control Update Rate 90 200 Hz
Intercept Range 500 2500 m
6.4.2 Independent Control and Radar Update Rates
With the importance of radar update established, this section isolates between the
effects of the rate of radar position updates and that of the guidance update rate.
The higher the frequency of guidance updates, the more corrections the projectile can
make to attempt to stay along its intended trajectory. As in the previous section, the
radar azimuth and elevation noises and radar update rate are included as variables,
but now guidance update rate is included. The bounds selected for the parametric
models created for this portion of the study are given in Table 17. An important note
to mention at this point is that the originally desired lower bound for control update
was 10 Hz, however the 6-DoF simulation tool was not properly set up to handle that
lower bound with all other conditions. The value of 90 Hz was selected simply as a
lower bound for the capability of the simulation.
6.4.2.1 Surrogate Modeling and Design Space Exploration
To create the neural network surrogate models, a DoE was created for the 4 continu-
ous variables, including a 25 run CCD, a complimentary 25 run LHS, and 25 random
points for a total of 75 runs per each discrete range setting. A prediction profiler is
given in Figure 78, showing an example setting for how radar capability drives proba-
bility of hit. The individual contributions of each variable can be identified. As noted
earlier, there will be a minimum distance at which the controller on the projectile
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Figure 78: Radar Update Study with Independent Radar & Guidance Updates -
Prediction Profiler
can engage and have a steering effect beyond the unguided ballistic path. Clearly
reducing the amount of radar noise has a positive effect of increasing the probability
of a direct hit, but the impact of azimuth noise clearly has more impact than the
elevation noise. The prediction profiler also shows the importance of independently
studying the guidance and radar updates. Given the settings of the other variables in
this one example, it is just barely evident of the impact of increased on radar update
rate on PH , however increasing the guidance update rate would greatly increase PH .
This graphic gives another appreciation for capturing the multimodal nature of the
design space. For instance, holding all other variables constant, there is a benefit to
PH to increasing the guidance update rate up until about 170 Hz, where increasing
past that does not provide any additional benefit.
The graphics in Figure 79 show the benefit of using the surface plots to view the
effects of two variables at the same time on a response. The surface plot on the left
shows azimuth noise and range on PH . This plot is a good example of showing the
minimum steerable intercept range. At poorer (i.e. higher) azimuth noises, there
is less variability in PH with range. However at the much more accurate azimuth
noises, effective intercept range bounds can be identified. Also in the left surface plot
of Figure 79 a notional PH constraint is placed roughly at 0.15, and the 3-D surface
above that indicates the feasible tradeoff between radar azimuth noise and intercept
range. An interesting note on this is that at the intercept range providing the greatest
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Figure 79: Radar Update Study with Independent Radar & Guidance Updates -
Surface Profilers
PH (about 1500 m), a clear tradeoff curve showing exactly how much radar azimuth
noise can be tolerated given the response constraint. This is of course assuming that
the other variables are held constant - manipulating those variables would certainly
shift the surface. The surface plot on the right side of Figure 79 shows the effects of
both radar and guidance update rates on PH . For the settings of the other variables
held constant, there is a benefit to having high radar and guidance update rates. That
is certainly the obvious conclusion, however this shows the importance of including
these two degrees of freedom in this study.
6.4.2.2 Response Variability Contribution of Variables
A similar response variability study conducted earlier to define the CDF shape is now
conducted for this new problem, however here only the contribution of variability to
PH is included as the measure of merit. Figure 80 shows a Pareto plot listing the
variables for this portion of the study in order of importance with associated measure
of contribution. The two radar noises top the list (radar azimuth noise provides about
22% variability, followed by radar elevation noise at about 10%). Next is the guidance
195
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Radar & Control Update Rates Scenario
A Pareto Plot is the traditional way to identify the contribution of each 
variable to the variability of a response
Only a 1-D list of each variable, but does not provide tradeoffs
From the Phit constraint identified on the previous chart, there is a 
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Figure 80: Radar Update Study with Independent Radar & Guidance Updates -
Pareto plot
update rate providing about 8%, intercept range at about 6%, and radar update rate
at 2% contributions to PH variability. This is a useful way to prioritize the variables
of interest, but it is a very one-dimensional way to make assessments, and begs an
important question. For example, in the Pareto plot, the number one driver of PH
variability is radar azimuth noise, but is there another key variable that drives radar
azimuth noise? The answer can be found by utilizing the multivariate scatter plot
approach to design space exploration.
Figure 81 shows a multivariate scatter plot matrix populated using a Monte Carlo
simulation on the neural network surrogate models created for this portion of the
study. To illustrate, all of the points in the design space with a PH above about
0.22 are highlighted red. The points are highlighted in the first row, but the design
points corresponding to that value show up red in each of the other bivariate plots.
Figure 82 points out two important findings using this multivariate method. These
two bivariate plots are taken directly off of the multivariate plot, with the design
points not meeting the PH requirement hidden for clarity. On the left side, elevation
noise is shown on a bivariate plot along with guidance update rate, and the right
graphic shows azimuth noise compared with guidance update rate. Assuming that
less accurate radar accuracy (i.e. higher elevation and azimuth noises) and a lower
guidance update rate is desirable for cost and complexity purposes, a black dotted
line shows the non-dominated design points. Now it is possible to assess the relative
importance of variables to the variability of a response. Azimuth noise was shown
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Figure 81: Radar Update Study with Independent Radar & Guidance Updates -
Multivariate Scatter Plot with PH Region of Interest in Red
in the Pareto plot in Figure 80 to be the biggest driver for PH variability, but using
the multivariate method, guidance update proves to be a very important driver in
the radar accuracy. The radar accuracies do not stand alone, and their impacts on a
guided projectile’s performance capability clearly depend on the rates of both radar
and guidance updates.
6.5 Effect of Firing Multiple Projectiles
This section is dedicated to taking the results presented for quantifying the ability
to hit a target with a single round, and determining the probability of hitting the






























Figure 82: Radar Update Study with Independent Radar & Guidance Updates -
Bivariate Plots of Radar Accuracies and Guidance Update
in Section 5.3.4. This section applies the methodology in this thesis to answer the
specific question, what does the single shot probability of hit (SSPH) have to be if
many bullets are fired? Taking this down a level in the design hierarchy, the question
can then be asked, what is the tradeoff in the single projectile design space when using
more than one shot fired to achieve a multiple shot probability of hit (MSPH)?
Equation 28 from Section 5.3.4 is used in this section to quantify the probability
of directly hitting the target with at least one projectile if multiple are fired, assuming
that the probability of hitting the target is the same for each projectile (a very com-
mon assumption made when dealing with “bursts” of projectiles [92]). The maximum
number of projectiles that can be fired is a function of the firing rate, and the length
of time of fire. Equation 33 (from Appendix C) is used to calculate firing rate as
a function of gun bore. In order to use the assumption that each of the projectiles
intercept the target with the same probability of hit, a suitable “engagement window”
must also be assumed. This section arbitrarily assumes an engagement window of 2
seconds, meaning that any projectiles fired within that window will cross the target
plane at (essentially) the same time. This engagement window could have any other
value.
For the sake of example, this section will use the surrogate models generated in

















Figure 83: Multiple Projectiles Study - Multivariate Scatter Plot Design Space
Exploration
showing tradeoffs between number of projectiles fired and the required accuracy of
each projectile. This includes using the variables and bounds given in Table 17.
However, now not only is the probability of hit of a single projectile tracked, but
the probability that a single shot will hit if many are fired. Using the number of
rounds fired at the maximum firing rate as the maximum number of rounds possible,
part of the design space exploration includes every integer from 1 to that maximum
number fired. As was previously done, a Monte Carlo simulation was used to conduct
a design space exploration, using a multivariate scatter plot as shown in Figure 83.
Note that for the assumptions used to create these results (i.e. the variable bounds,
the engagement window, etc...), the maximum number of shots fired is 5. Therefore,
this design space exploration uses the same radar variable bounds using between (and


















































Figure 84: Multiple Projectiles Study - Selection of Required MSPH
Figure 84 shows how an a desired multiple shot probability of hit can be defined,
this example showing an MSPH of 0.70. Note that the solution using only 1 projectile
does not meet the MSPH requirement cutoff; the maximum attainable SSPH is about
0.42 using only one shot. Another interesting observation made is that as the number
of shots is increased, the benefit in MSPH increases less. This figure is reminiscent of
Figure 20 (Section 2.3.3), in which the probability of hitting or destroying the target
with one weapon (or sortie) is a function of number of weapons (or sorties), for varying
SSPH. Figure 85 then isolates the feasible designs that meet the MSPH requirement,
hiding all other infeasible points, and color grouping the remaining design points by
number of shots fired. Interesting findings appear in the multivariate plot, shown as
bivariate plots for clearer examination in the remaining figures in this section.
The tradeoff between the SSPH and the radar properties is given in Figure 86.














































Figure 85: Multiple Projectiles Study - Feasible Design Space Isolated and Grouped
by Shots Fired
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radar noises are driven lower. This means that the more shots are fired, more noise
error can be tolerated in the radar accuracy. The 2 projectile shot solution occupies
only the very top left corners of the plots, with more shots fired spreading to higher
tolerated radar noise with decreased SSPH. Note that as was pointed out in earlier
sections, the design space is more sensitive to variations in radar azimuth noise than
of elevation noise, which is indicated in Figure 86 by the fact that higher elevation
noises are tolerated than azimuth noises. This is of course more evident with an
increased number of projectiles fired. The bottom two plots in Figure 86 show SSPH
as a function of both guidance and radar update rates. As the guidance update rate
is reduced, note that more projectile shots are required. This same conclusion can
not be made of the radar update rate. The reader may have already noticed that
one of the 2 shot (red) points is actually shown as a small square. This is shown to
illustrate that when using this method, one can easily select one of the design points
in one of the dimensions, and immediately see where it is in all other dimensions. The
point selected here is the one with the highest required SSPH in the azimuth noise
plot (top left). Note that this same design point has the lowest azimuth and elevation
noises, and also requires a very high guidance update rate. A high radar update is
not required for this design point, however this is not surprising as the radar update
rate was found to contribute less to performance variability in previous sections (see
Figure 80).
As in previous sections, the radar properties are shown in Figure 87. The left
plot shows the two radar accuracies together. With few projectiles, the design space
constrains itself to the origin (i.e. fewer projectile shots requires less radar noise and
more accurate projectile). With increased number of shots, the feasible design space
opens up to allow less accurate radars. The right plot shows the guidance and radar
update rates. Here, it is only evident that fewer projectiles constrain the guidance
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Green = 3 Projectiles
Blue    = 4 Projectiles
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Red = 2 projectiles
Figure 87: Multiple Projectiles Study - Radar Accuracies (L) & Update Rates (R),
Grouped by Shots Fired
in Figure 87 show that there is not much distinction between the design spaces of
using 4 versus 5 projectile shots. This is where the decision maker can d cide whether
the increased cost of firing another shot (i.e. making use of the maximum possible
rate of fire) is worth a very minimal increase in MSPH (as first shown in Figure 85).
6.6 Subsystem Level Radar Properties
The goal of this section is to capture the design space of the radar system properties
that drive the radar noise errors, as well as radar size and cost. The ultimate goal is to
incorporate these elements into the completed system-of-systems hierarchy, and have
the ability to study how radar subsystem level properties affect radar performance,
which directly affect the defense system’s overall performance capability. The radar
properties considered for the design space exploration are the ones discussed in Section
2.7 for signal-to-noise given in Equation 14, and the measurement error standard
deviation for an interferometer radar given in Equation 18. Table 18 lists the variables
used for the radar subsystem level study. The bounds selected were based on a study
conducted by Holder [76] to select the radar properties for a command guided bullet.
Using those variable bounds, the equations used describe radar capability and can be
manipulated using the prediction profiler shown in Figure 88, similar to the type used
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Table 18: Variables Used for Radar Subsystem Study
Property Minimum Maximum units
Power (average) 100 250 W
Gain (transmit) 12 50 dB
Gain (receive) 15 40 dB
Frequency 14 18 GHz
Range 500 2000 m
RCS -25 -15 dBsm
Dwell Time 0.001 0.005 sec
Distance between Antenna 0.5 10.0 m
Element Arrays
Figure 88: Prediction Profiler for Radar Subsystem Study
to manipulate surrogate models. In this case however, direct equations are used in
lieu of a modeling and simulation tool, and surrogate models are not necessary. Note
that many of the radar properties are used to calculate signal-to-noise ratio, which
in turn is used to calculate the measurement standard deviation error (referred to as
“sigma theta” in many of the graphics in this section). Linking the equations together
in a prediction profiler environment allows for direct calculation of measurement error
using the radar properties, with the in between step of calculating signal-to-noise ratio
handled internally.
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The design space for the radar subsystem is explored using a Monte Carlo simu-
lation, and visualized using the multivariate scatter plot technique shown in Figure
89. Note that the dependent responses in this design space are included in the red
box, and are the radar signal-to-noise ratio, the angular measurement error standard
deviation (“sigma theta” on the multivariate plot), the antenna aperture area, and
the radar cost. The dependent variable values outlined in the red box are calculated
using the independent variables in the blue box, which are samples from a uniform
distribution. Each of the remaining scatter plots show the design space of each of the
response/variable combinations. Even at this level in the hierarchy, the same top-
down design methodology can be applied, as is shown in Figure 90 where a maximum
acceptable angular measurement error capability is defined at 0.05 mrad, and then
a very tight cost constraint is applied at $4M (blue points) to differentiate from the
more expensive design that meet the accuracy constraint (red points). The remaining
design points that do not meet these standards are hidden for clarity.
Figure 91 shows some of the interesting findings from this example, comparing the
design points of two capability definitions (low angle measurement at low and high
acceptable cost). The top left plot shows the variation of radar cost and aperture
area. There is a clear trend of limiting aperture area when limiting cost. The top
right plot shows the variation of the distance between antennas and the signal-to-
noise ratio. For feasible design points that meet the radar noise constraints, a lower
signal-to-noise ratio is tolerable only with an increase in the distance between antenna
element arrays (i.e. a larger radar), with a dashed line included to accentuate the
trend. However, comparing the two cost constraints, we see clearly that having a lower
cost constraint limits how close the antennas can be, in this case there are no blue
(low cost) points below about 6 m antenna array separation. The bottom right plot
shows the desired capability in terms of antenna transmit and receive gains. For all
solutions shown there is a clear tradeoff frontier between the gains, however limiting
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cost places an upper limit on the receive gain, leaving the remaining blue trend as the
feasible space (recall from Section 5.3.3 that receive gain directly impacts the number
of radar antenna element arrays, therefore also the cost of the radar). The last plot
on Figure 91 on the bottom left shows the distance between antennas tradeoff with
antenna receive gain. The desire to limit cost clearly limits the receive gain, however
this drives the distance between antennas higher. By comparing the bottom left and
top left plots in Figure 91, it is clear that the difference between the high and low cost
constraints in the distance between antennas is very minimal (about 1 m), but would
come a very large cost (the low cost constraint was set at $4M, but the remaining
design points range up $50M).
This example shows the important tradeoff between radar capability and radar
size; i.e. the larger the distance between radar antenna array elements, the larger the
radar, hence the more accurate the radar. This example is another good argument for
this approach: when the design space is filled using a Monte Carlo simulation, using
the multivariate scatter plot to visualize the design space allows any combination of
variables and responses to be studied simultaneously - and every term, both variable
and response can be treated as independent variables.
Regions of low and high radar frequencies are selected in the design space in Figure
92, with all intermediate frequencies hidden for clarity. Interesting tradeoff spaces are
shown in bivariate selections in Figure 93. The top left plot shows that for a given
radar cost, a higher frequency tends toward a small antenna aperture area. The top
right plot shows that for a given measurement accuracy, a higher frequency allows
for a smaller distance between antenna element arrays. On the bottom left plot, for
a given receive gain, a higher frequency reduces the aperture size. The bottom right
plot serves almost as a histogram, showing the maximum aperture area for the two
frequencies.
Another example of exploring the effects of selecting radar properties is shown
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Figure 89: Radar Subsystem Study - Multivariate Scatter Plot Design Space Ex-
ploration
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Red = High Cost
Blue    = Low Cost
Both low σθ
Figure 90: Radar Subsystem Study - Radar Error Capability Defined
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Red = High Cost
Blue    = Low Cost
Both low σθ
Figure 91: Radar Subsystem Study - Design Space for Radar Error Capability
Requirement
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Blue    = High Frequency
Red    = Low Frequency
Figure 92: Radar Subsystem Study - Regions of Low and High Frequencies are
Selected
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Blue    = High Frequency
Red    = Low Frequency
Figure 93: Radar Subsystem Study - Regions of Low and High Frequencies are
Selected
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in Figure 94 in which regions of low and high antenna gains (both transmit and
receive) are selected. Important findings that emerged from the multivariate scatter
plot are shown as bivariate plots in Figure 95. The top left plot shows the tradeoff
between radar noise and the distance between antennas. At the lower bound of the
distance between antennas, a higher gain allows for less measurement noise, however
this impact is less evident as antenna separation increases. Therefore, higher gains
allow for a smaller radar with same capability - however cost is not shown here, but
examining the entire multivariate plot in Figure 94, there is a clear order of magnitude
increase in cost for the higher gains selected. The top right plot of Figure 95 shows the
variation of radar noise with range. Looking at all of the solutions, as range increases
there is more spread of radar measurement error, i.e. increased potential for more
radar noise. It is evident that with increased antenna gain, there is less variation of
radar noise with range. This means that higher gains enable a more robust solution
- a radar with accuracy that operates independent of the range of the projectile it
is tracking. The bottom left graphic shows the tradeoff space between radar noise
and signal-to-noise ratio. Here it is evident that radar noise is more sensitive to
signal-to-noise at low antenna gains, and clearly higher gains provide less error and a
higher signal-to-noise ratio. The group of low gain design points was identified at the
extreme corner of high noise and low signal-to-noise, which identifies a clear trend
in the plot in the bottom right corner, showing the variation of RCS with frequency.
Without the high noise/low signal-to-noise designs identified, there does not seem to
be any trends. However with those points identified, a clear trend emerges showing
how with decreased target RCS, the design space opens to lower radar frequencies
(this again is for the low gain, high noise, low signal-to-noise designs).
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Red = High Gains
Blue    = Low Gains
Figure 94: Radar Subsystem Study - Regions of Low and High Antenna Gains are
Selected
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Red = High Gains
Blue    = Low Gains
Figure 95: Radar Subsystem Study - Capabilities and Properties for Low and High
Antenna Gains
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6.7 Detailed 6-DoF Model
6.7.1 Variable Listing
This section will attempt to refine the parametric model using the findings from the
initial study, in which the key variables were identified. The parameters for this study
were defined with the help of appropriate committee members [24] [25]. The previous
studies did not assume the use of a fire control solution. For a given intercept range
and gun muzzle velocity, the gun firing elevation necessary to cause an intercept had
to be determined iteratively (assuming head on shot with no error anywhere in the
system). Therefore for the initial study, intercept range was treated as a discrete
variable along with bore, and the DoE created for the remaining variables had to be
run for every combination of range and bore. This detailed study will employ the use
of a fire control solution, allowing the treatment of intercept range as a continuous
variable. Therefore, this portion of the study will examine intercept ranges between
500-1500 m. All of the variables used for the remainder of the implementation portion
of this thesis will be discussed in the following sections and are summarized in Tables
19 and 20.
6.7.1.1 Projectile
Regarding the projectile, this study will examine three different kill techniques by
comparing an unguided projectile, a guided hit-to-kill projectile, and a guided pro-
jectile carrying a small warhead. The guided hit-to-kill projectile is the same one
discussed in the initial study, using a pin firing mechanism to steer into the target.
The main difference in this portion of the study is that the projectile will now employ
a bang-bang controller that is more representative of how an actual guided projectile
would be implemented, as opposed to the PID control employed in the earlier study;
a PID would provide better control, but is far more complex to actually implement
than a bang-bang controller, especially in a small projectile with clear volumetric
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constraints. The unguided projectile will effectively be the same as the guided hit-
to-kill projectile, except it will not receive any radar or guidance updates once it
leaves the gun, and the pin firing mechanisms will therefore not be used. This is
done in order to compare the use of a guided round to an unguided round. Ideally,
a spin-stabilized round would be used (as opposed to the guided fin-stabilized hit-
to-kill round). However, for the sake of simplifying the simulation this assumption
was made. For these first two projectile types, a direct hit is required to destroy the
target, and the probability of hit is the measure of merit for both.
The third kill mechanism involves using a guided projectile with a small warhead,
and will require using a different aerodynamic shape conducive to carrying a warhead,
shown graphically in Figure 96. For the sake of example, an assumption is made that
the warhead has a 0.25 m lethal radius against the target type studied (any other
value could have been used, using the CDF of the minimum miss distance as was
done for the initial study). This effectively means that the measure of merit for
this kill mechanism of the probability of hitting within 0.25 m of the target. For
control, this projectile uses a small thruster that can fire only once to divert the
projectile, graphically shown in Figure 97. Once an acceleration threshold is reached,
the controller checks to see where the thrust action line is relative to the desired angle
of acceleration. If the thruster line of action is outside of the desired acceleration arc,
then the thruster is armed. The thruster is fired once the thruster line of action is
inside the desired acceleration arc. It is assumed that the thruster is located at the
projectile center of gravity, and that it fires for a very short duration, resulting in
thrust force uniform in time [25].
One of the purposes of conducting this more detailed study was to reintroduce
different bore sizes, which directly affect the rate of fire of the gun (discussed in
the next section). For the two guided rounds (kinetic-kill/pin-control and warhead-
kill/thruster-control), only the two larger bore sizes examined in the initial study will
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Figure 97: Thruster Controller for Warhead Round [25]
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be used, 50 mm and 57 mm. For the unguided round, it was desired to include the
use of a smaller bore, 30 mm, that enables a high rate of fire, in addition to the two
bore sizes used for the guided rounds. The 40 mm bore examined in the initial study
will not be examined here in an effort to provide a more realistic depiction of a gun
firing small unguided projectiles at a high rate of fire. Because there is no control
logic implemented on the 30 mm round, there were no issues with control authority
such as that encountered in the initial study.
6.7.1.2 Gun
The initial study showed very little sensitivity of intercept miss distance to gun firing
accuracy. When this occurs, there are two basic options when progressing to a more
detailed study. The first option would be to fix the gun accuracies, and not allow
any parametric variation. The other option is to open the bounds to see if values
beyond those studied in the initial study would in fact contribute to the variability
of performance. However, this was only studied for a guided round. For an unguided
round, the gun firing error may play a more important role, and will therefore be
studied for all three kill mechanisms. The original 6-DoF tool used in the initial
study did not run a Monte Carlo simulation internally on the gun noises. Rather,
for the initial study the gun error was treated as a controlled bias from the ideal
firing position. A Monte Carlo simulation was conducted on surrogate models of the
deviations from the ideal firing position to make intercept miss distance a function of
gun noise, as described in Section 6.3.3. For this study, the 6-DoF tool will actually
run the Monte Carlo simulation internally, and just as was done for the radar noises,
the parametric surrogate models will be a direct function of gun noise. A more
simplified approach will be taken to parameterize gun firing accuracy. Here, the gun
firing azimuth and quadrant elevation will be coupled, meaning that the same value
will be used for both. Muzzle velocity error will not be varied, and will be fixed at
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a specific value of 0.4% (1σ) of the muzzle velocity. Because the 6-DoF tool only
simulates a one-on-one intercept, the gun rate of fire will be taken into account after
the fact in the assembled hierarchical model.
Also different from the initial study, this detailed study will examine three discrete
gun firing muzzle velocities: 1000, 1325, and 1650 m/s. This is done to determine
if one of the kill mechanisms has an advantage over another at a different muzzle
velocity, and to determine how much of an effect the gun itself has on the entire
interception process. Because most large caliber guns are designed to fire at specific
muzzle velocities, there was no need to treat it as a continuous variable in this study.
6.7.1.3 Radar
The radar accuracy will be represented by coupling the azimuth and elevation noises
(i.e. both use the same value). From the previous studies, there was little contribution
to miss distance variability from the radar roll and range noises. For this study, roll
noise will be fixed, however, range noise will vary. As shown in the previous study,
the radar update rate contributes heavily to the performance of a guided projectile,
and will remain a variable for this final study. The guidance update rate, however,
will remain fixed at 1kHz. Much attention has been given to the radar properties
in the previous sections, therefore there is no need to elaborate further about radar
properties here.
6.7.1.4 Summary of Variables for Detail Study
Each of the variables discussed in this section along with their bounding values is
given in Table 19 for the continuous variables, and Table 20 for the discrete variables.
6.7.2 Surrogate Modeling
A five variable DoE was created for the continuous variables listed in Table 19. An
81 run DoE was assembled using a 27 run CCD to capture the corners of the design
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Table 19: Detailed Study - List of Variables
Property Minimum Maximum units
Gun Pointing Error (Az, QE) 0.5 1.5 mrad
Radar Noise (Az, QE) 0.05 1.0 mrad
Radar Range Noise 0.05 1.0 m/km
Radar Update Rate 10 100 Hz
Range 500 1500 m
Table 20: Discrete Variable Settings for Detailed Study




space, a 27 run LHS to capture the space throughout the design space, and 27 random
runs for model validation. This 81 run DoE had to be repeated for each combination
of kill mechanism, bore, and muzzle velocity desired, shown in Table 20. For each
of the three kill mechanisms, three gun muzzle velocities were studied, and each of
the guided rounds were studied at two different bore sizes, and the unguided at three
bore sizes. Additionally, as with the initial studies conducted, each DoE run executed
a Monte Carlo simulation within the 6-DoF code. There was a desire to increase the
number of internal 6-DoF Monte Carlo simulations in order to increase the fits of
the surrogate models. For each of the two guided rounds, 750 Monte Carlo samples
were run for each DoE case - for an 81 run DoE at three discrete bores and two
discrete muzzle velocities - resulting in a total of 364,500 6-DoF runs for each. For
the unguided round, 250 Monte Carlo runs were used, resulting in 182,250 6-DoF runs.
Therefore, a total of 911,250 6-DoF executions were used in the data presented in this
section and used in the remainder of this thesis. The 10 seconds per 6-DoF execution
required about 2500 computational run hours distributed over several computers.
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Figure 98: Detailed Study - Prediction Profiler for Three Projectile Kill Mechanisms
A prediction profiler used to manipulate the surrogate models is shown for each
of the three kill mechanisms in Figure 98. Note again that the measure of merit
for the kinetic kill weapons is probability of hit, where as for the warhead round,
the probability of hitting within 0.25 is used. The analysis used to determine the
goodness of these fits is given in Appendix D.2
6.8 Assembled Hierarchal Environment
This section will show how the various models described up to this point can be
assembled in to a hierarchical decision making environment. The ultimate goal of
this section is to be able to manipulate the entire hierarchy, from the highest level
measures of merit, all the way down to the lowest subsystem level variables.
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The complete hierarchical design space is populated using a Monte Carlo simula-
tion and visualized using the multivariate scatter plot in Figure 99. At the bottom
right corner within the red box are the radar properties, including its subsystem level
variables, accuracy capability, and update rate. The gun properties are shown in
the orange box, and are simply the pointing accuracy error, the muzzle velocity, and
bore. However, the gun pointing error is also a function of the radar measurement
accuracy, therefore there is an overlap at the radar measurement for both radar and
gun properties. In the green box are the projectile properties, including the discrete
bore sizes and kill mechanisms. Note the other overlap between projectile and gun
bore; recall how gun rate of fire is directly a function of bore. Finally at the top
left corner in the blue box are the operational level properties. Here one can view
the intercept range and corresponding single shot probability of hit for all variables
selected below the hierarchy. Using that single shot probability of hit and the number
of rounds fired (based on rate of fire and bore), the multiple shot probability of hit
is given. Additionally, as a measure of cost, the radar cost is given at the very top of
the hierarchy as an operational level variable.
This is the assembled hierarchy that gives operational level properties decomposed
into the systems that drive those properties, with one of those systems decomposed
down to the subsystem level. Here a decision maker can manipulate the design space
at any level of the hierarchy. For example, a high level decision maker or war planner
can sit at the very top and decide he or she is only interested in solutions that meet
a given multiple shot probability of hit, and must stay within a given budget. By
eliminating the unwanted design space in those metrics of interest, the remaining
design space will appear at each and every other level in the hierarchy.
The design space in Figure 100 is sorted by kill mechanism in order to help dif-
ferentiate between them. Here very obvious trends appear in many of the individual













































Figure 99: Assembled Hierarchical Environment - Complete Design Space
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Figure 101, the operational level properties are shown, all versus MSPH. Note that
for each plot, a line is drawn to differentiate the design space meeting or exceeding a
MSPH of 0.90. Looking at the top right plot, it is clear that it would require at least
two of the kinetic/pin rounds to achieve a MSPH of 0.90, five of the warhead/thruster
rounds, and at least 34 of the unguided rounds1. Clearly, the kinetic/pin round is
capable of reaching a higher MSPH using fewer shots than the other two rounds. The
corresponding plot on the top left shows MSPH versus the SSPH, for curves of corre-
sponding number of rounds fired. For the desired MSPH line drawn on the plot, one
can determine the required SSPH for each projectile type, and for number of shots
fired. The plot on the bottom left shows the tradeoff between MSPH and intercept
range. Very clear trends appear for each of the three kill mechanisms (with dashed
lines added for emphasis). The unguided round (black points) are capable of reaching
high MSPH values at the low ranges, but as range is increased, the MSPH rapidly
decays. Actually the highest range that the unguided round can achieve a MSPH of
0.90 is about 600 m. The warhead/thruster round also has a MSPH decaying with
range, however not as rapid as the unguided round, and can achieve a MSPH of 0.90
up until a range of 700 m. The almost even distribution of kinetic/pins points on
the lower left plot of Figure 101 shows that even at high ranges, a very high MSPH
is achievable. Finally, the plot on the bottom right shows radar cost versus MSPH.
Clearly the most desirable region is the high MSPH, low cost region (further discussed
later).
One thing that was noted even just by grouping the design space by kill mechanism
is that one of the bore/muzzle-velocity/kill-mechanism combinations stood out from
the others. From manipulating the environment, it was evident that a 50 mm bore,
1Recall from the relation given in Appendix C that the maximum number of rounds fired is a
function of bore size; for the assumption used in this example, the 50 and 57 mm guns can fire off a
maximum of 6 and 7 rounds respectively, and the 30 mm bore, which applies only to the unguided
round, can fire off a maximum of 37 rounds.
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1650 m/s gun muzzle velocity (the fastest of the three), kinetic-kill/pin-control option
provided the greatest SSPH and MSPH at every intercept range, as shown in Figure
102. These are bivariate plots from the same completed design space given back
in Figure 100, just with this particular bore/muzzle-velocity/kill-mechanism option
emphasized, and will be emphasized in many of the remaining graphics.
One of the greatest benefits of using an assembled hierarchical environment is to
study the impacts of high level decision making on even the lowest level parameters.
For example, at the operational use level, a decision maker may only care about having
a given capability within a given cost. Shown in Figure 103, an example is given where
a decision maker wants a MSPH of at least 0.90 and radar cost under $5 million. The
remaining undesired designs are eliminated, including all of the unguided and most
of the warhead/thruster options. Taken from the larger multivariate plot, Figure 104
shows the impact on the radar subsystem level variables. The top left plot with radar
update rate and RCS clearly shows a trend for the warhead/thruster round. With
higher radar update rate, the warhead/thruster round is able to achieve the desired
MSPH with smaller projectile RCS. There are no noticable trends for the kinetic/pin
round. The top right plot showing distance between antenna element arrays and
intercept range shows several interesting trends. Clearly the warhead/thruster round
is very sensitve to the distance between the antenna arrays in its ability to intercept
the target with increased range.
Of course, a smaller radar is desirable for mobility reasons, and minimizing that
distance between antenna arrays is therefore also desirable. Several designs stand out
at the low distance between antenna arrays, and high intercept range corner - the
green circles indicating the 50 mm bore, 1650 m/s gun muzzle velocity, kinetic/pin
round. The bottom right plot shows radar frequency and average power. Again, there
are no noticeable trends for the kinetic/pin round, however a clear trend showing that
as frequency is reduced, a higher power is required for the warhead/thruster round to
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Figure 100: Assembled Hierarchical Environment - Design Space Sorted by Kill
Mechanism
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Figure 102: Assembled Hierarchical Environment - Emphasizing a Discrete Option
achieve the desired MSPH and cost requirements. Finally for the bottom left corner
of Figure 104, SNR and the distance between antenna arrays are shown. There is a
clear trend for all the design points where a higher SNR is required as the distance
between antenna arrays is reduced, and low SNR are tolerable at the higher antenna
array separations. However, now a radar expert can decide that any SNR values
above a given value, say 35, are unreasonable for any given reasons, and a line can be
drawn to differentiate between the designs that do and do not meet this SNR limit.
Clearly the warhead/thruster rounds require a higher antenna array separation than
the kinetic/pin rounds. This even allows the ability to isolate one particular design,
such as the kinetic/pin rounds that achieve the highest MSPH at highest range (the
green circles), and noting that the lowest antenna array separation achievable with
those rounds is about 2.25 m.
Another desired attribute on the battlefield would be to minimize the number of
rounds required to be fired against a target. Even looking back at Figure 101, if
enough unguided rounds are fired at the target, it would be hit. However, the war
fighter would rather not carry many ammunition stores, or wear out the gun barrel
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with excessive firings. Figure 105 examines the rounds fired trade space on the 0.9
MSPH and $5 million constraints. Clearly as more rounds are fired, a greater intercept
range is achievable. For one or two rounds, only the kinetic/pin round achieves the
requirements, and beyond that, the 50 mm bore, 1650 m/s muzzle velocity, kinetic/pin
round has the clear range advantage. The top right plot shows the radar accuracy
tradeoff with rounds fired, and it is apparant that with more rounds fired, higher
radar noise is tolerable. The bottom right plot shows how the required SSPH can be
reduced with increased shots fired, and note how the warhead/thruster round is at
the lowest SSPH for the rounds fired in which they appear. Finally, the bottom left
plot of Figure 105 shows how the distance between antenna arrays varies with rounds
fired. As the antenna arrays are brought in closer, more shots are required to achieve
the operational level requirements.
The final tradeoff examined in this chapter is the gun muzzle velocity selection,
given in Figure 106. Note that now the green circles are used to differentiate between
the 50 and 57 mm kinetic/pin rounds. There were three muzzle velocities included
in the detailed study, and the effects of which one used has a very defined impact.
For the given high level requirements, note that at the slowest muzzle velocity, more
rounds fired are required, and are only able to achieve intercept ranges up to about 700
m. For minimizing the number of rounds fired to achieve the high level requirements,
a 57 mm kinetic/pin fired at the middle muzzle velocity option is the best. However
as discussed earlier, the 50 mm kinetic/pin fired at the highest muzzle velocity had
the greatest high range MSPH. Looking at the right side plot in Figure 106, there is
not that much range benefit of using the smaller kinetic/pin bore, but this of course
might assume firing more rounds. However, it may be more difficult to design the
electronics and internal packaging for a smaller guided bullet, making the large bore
more desirable.
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Figure 106: Assembled Hierarchical Environment - Gun Muzzle Velocity Trade
Space
6.9 Chapter Conclusions
The assembled environment in Section 6.8 showed how the qualitative metrics of in-
terest for an air defense system identified in Section 5.2 - lethality, mobility, and
cost - can be represented across a system-of-systems hierarchy, using a top-down de-
sign approach to directly manipulate any property in that hierarchy. The measure
of lethality was represented by the probability of directly intercepting the target us-
ing one or more projectiles, or using the measured confidence of impacting within a
certain distance from that target. That measured lethality was a function of every
property of the functionally decomposed environment discussed in Chapter 5, how-
ever as first discussed in Section 1.2.2.2, the radar capability would drive a guided
projectile’s effectiveness. Several of the radar subsystem properties that define the
radar accuracy would then be used to represent the other two qualitative measures of
effectiveness. The desired lethality capability would drive the radar accuracy, which
in turn would drive the distance between antenna element arrays, which is a measure
of the weapon system size, or mobility. That radar accuracy would also drive the
radar properties that greatly affect its cost, which was shown to be of significant
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value. This chapter first proved this approach one hierarchical level at a time with
detail, and finally showed how the entire environment can be manipulated, flowing
top level requirements directly to system and subsystem level properties. Examples
were given throughout this chapter showing how requirements at any level in the hi-
erarchy affect all other properties, as well how this can be used to discover interesting
tradeoff spaces that exist between any combination of variables and responses that




7.1 Review of Research Questions & Hypotheses
The very first research question was asked in order to determine the deficiencies the
systems engineering process as applied to complex hierarchical systems. With those
deficiencies identified, such as the inability to flow information across nonadjacent
levels, the second research question expressed the desire to create a process in which
those deficiencies could be overcome. The research questions asked in Chapter 4
helped focus the scope of this thesis and were based on the problem introduced in the
motivation chapter, as well as information learned throughout the literature search
effort. The hypotheses presented attempted to directly answer those questions using
only knowledge gained during the literature search. This section will show how the
approach laid out in Chapter 5 and associated methodology implementation from
Chapter 6 proved the hypotheses, therefore answering the questions presented in
Chapter 4.
7.1.1 First Hypothesis
The first hypothesis laid out a basic approach to answering Research Question 2, and
served as the primary research objective for this thesis.
Research Question 2: How can a process be created that enables rapid
manipulation across a hierarchy of decision making levels?
Hypothesis 1: A system-of-systems approach can be used to create an
environment that will allow for both weapon requirements definition and
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system optimization from top-down requirements that take into account
operational environment characteristics, as well as for analyzing the im-
pacts of subsystem level changes on top level metrics from the bottom-up.
The motivation for this thesis discussed in Chapter 1 led to the second research
question, which was asked before any literature search was conducted. This question
was meant to address the deficiencies associated with the systems engineering process
discovered in Section 1.1.2. This desired process needed to include more than just gen-
eralized requirements for a method to design this type of weapon, but also a process
to assemble an integrated hierarchical environment, based on accepted modeling and
simulation methods, for the various components that need to interact and allow for
rapid manipulation to enable decision making at any level within the hierarchy.
Therefore, the first hypothesis proposed creating a system-of-systems inspired
approach for a hierarchical decision making design environment, where multiple in-
teracting and independent systems affect an overall measure of effectiveness. This
first hypothesis was realized in both the approach (Chapter 5) and implementation
(Chapter 6) portions of this thesis. In Chapter 5, the problem of interest was hierar-
chically decomposed to the functions that enable the entire process, which served two
purposes. First, the scope of the problem of interest was focused such that a sufficient
methodology can be applied to address depth and breadth. Second, the hierarchical
interdependencies were established showing which properties of the independent sys-
tems interact to drive operational measures of effectiveness. This process also showed
the breakdown of the degrees of freedom across the entire system-of-systems hierar-
chy, from the lowest level subsystem properties all the way up to the highest level of
decision making. The idea here was that once this environment is constructed, the
second hypothesis can be realized, answering the next set of research questions.
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7.1.2 Second Hypothesis
The second hypothesis addressed the issues relating to Research Questions 3, 4, and
5.
Research Question 3: An ANOVA/Pareto plot technique can be used
to quantify the contribution of each variable to the variability of a response,
but is there a way to identify which variables drive each other?
Research Question 4: Can a tradeoff space be identified interchangeably
between variables and responses?
Research Question 5: How can rapid design tradeoffs be assessed in a
hierarchical environment composed of independent time consuming models
if the design space between them is multimodal or discontinuous?
Hypothesis 2: A hierarchical environment composed of neural network
based surrogate models will enable multimodal and/or discontinuous design
spaces to be accurately represented, allowing for rapid tradeoffs. These
tradeoffs may be conducted with real time application of constraints at
any level of the hierarchy, for both independent variables and dependent
responses.
Research Questions 3, 4 and 5 were asked in ascending detail, however methods
had to be applied to answer the questions in reverse order as implied by the sec-
ond hypothesis. In order to identify the variable combinations that drive each other
(Question 3), a tradeoff space must be identified between all of the variables and
responses (Question 4). Although polynomial surrogate models have emerged as a
useful way to capture the design space of very complex codes and enable rapid manip-
ulation and tradeoffs, they severely limit the topology of the design space captured
in that that they are appropriate only when the design space is continuous and not
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highly multimodal. Research Question 5 was addressed using neural network based
surrogate models that were able to capture very complex design spaces required for
exploring across a system-of-systems hierarchy. For example, neural networks were
used to capture the discontinuous design space surrounding the quantification of the
probability of hit (i.e. a successful collision between interceptor projectile and tar-
get). This required sampling from an error distribution for every noise variable set
prescribed by a Design of Experiments (DoE), and fitting to discontinuous cases were
sometimes there was a successful target intercept, and many times when there was
not an intercept.
To create the tradeoff space discussed in Question 4, a Monte Carlo simulation was
used to uniformly fill the design space in the system-of-systems hierarchy using those
neural network surrogate models. Using an interactive multivariate scatter plot, the
design space of every variable and every response were viewed simultaneously, and
interchangeably. This brings back the notion of viewing the design space in the con-
text of the total (or full) derivative. Rather than extract single curves to show the
pertinent tradeoff space between responses and variables for all other variables fixed,
as with partial derivatives, this method keeps all degrees of freedom open throughout
the design hierarchy. This allows for constraints to be placed anywhere in the hier-
archy, regardless of whether they were variables or responses, clearly identifying the
feasible design options and tradeoffs between any combination of variable/variable,
variable/response, and even response/response. This method enables treating every
variable and response as an independent variable. In doing this, the remainder of
the second hypothesis was realized, answering Research Question 3. As constraints
or requirements were imposed on metrics of interest within the hierarchy, the inde-
pendent variables that were key drivers to the variability of those metrics could be
identified, as well as the tradeoff spaces between those variables. The tradeoff space
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that emerged as a result of placing constraints on responses was important in identi-
fying which variables are dependent on the settings of other variables. This was the
realization of the hierarchical top-down environment desired as a result of the first
hypothesis.
7.1.3 Third Hypothesis
The third hypothesis addressed Research Question 6.
Research Question 6: How can the effects of uncertainty propagation
at any level within a hierarchical decision making design environment be
assessed?
Hypothesis 3: A properly constructed system-of-systems environment
will allow for the rapid assessment of the effects of uncertainty at any
level in the hierarchy on any other level in the hierarchy.
This thesis approached the subject of uncertainty in the design hierarchy in a
number of ways. The first was from the bottom-up, where it was desired to deter-
mine the effects of uncertainty in a design variable on the ability to achieve a certain
response. The traditional way to achieve this is to run a Monte Carlo simulation
sampling from a distribution on the design space of those given variables, and quan-
tifying the confidence of achieving a given response using a cumulative distribution
function (CDF). The most straight forward method to achieve this in this thesis was
the quantification of the probability of direct interceptor/target hit and of the CDF
curve resulting in variation of the noise variables of various systems in the hierarchy.
This enables the quantification of the bounds of variables that are random functions
to an acceptable CDF
However, having the methodology in place for constructing a hierarchical decision
making environment (as was realized in support of the first two hypotheses), a design
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variable region of interest could easily be defined. This region of interest may encom-
pass a region of uncertainty within a variable design space, or even as shown in many
cases, several regions. With the interactive multivariate scatter plot, the resulting
design space for every other variable and response are identified. The second ma-
jor approach to uncertainty was done by identifying regions of acceptable responses
and seeing how that constrains the remaining design space from the top-down. In
other words, for a given region of uncertain desired response, this thesis showed the
acceptable dependent variable design space.
7.2 Summary of Contributions
As discussed in the motivation for this thesis, in order to evaluate complex systems
such as revolutionary applications for air defense weapons, there is a need for rapid
manipulation of the systems engineering process across nonadjacent levels of a de-
sign hierarchy. This thesis did not try to provide a specific design solution to the
general example problem presented in the motivation chapter. Rather, a portion of
this problem was addressed to show how the methods developed could be applied to
a problem of current interest for which there is no existing or programmed system
with the ability to negate these threats after they are launched. One of the major
contributions of this thesis to the field of aerospace systems design is the introduction
of a methodology that enables decision makers anywhere across a system-of-systems
hierarchy to rapidly and simultaneously manipulate the design space, however com-
plex. This process eliminates the iterative steps that usually occur when dealing with
flowing requirements from one level to next lower in the systems engineering process.
By removing the internal constraints local to one level in the systems hierarchy, the
design space could be manipulated from the top-down of a design environment di-
rectly, without having to deal with the iterations involved in optimizing a system or
subsystem one level at a time.
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The application of the process developed to the example problem enabled the
identification of interesting phenomena that might not have been possible otherwise.
This was due to the fact the data representing the design space was presented in
bulk, rather than just static curves showing a response as a function of one variable,
with all other variables (and assumptions) held constant. For example, the effects
of the application of overall capability requirements at the highest decision making
level could be instantly flowed down to carve out the feasible design space not only
at the lower system capability level, but directly to the subsystem property level
which enable that particular system capability. Using this new methodology, regions
emerged among those variables where either subsystem design properties were either
insensitive to high level requirements, or where trends among those variables could
be easily identified.
Additionally, this process allows different decision makers to all explore the de-
sign space simultaneously each with their own set of assumptions. This is primarily
possible because the neural network surrogate models allow for freedom in the vari-
able design space, while still accurately representing a complex computer simulation.
Therefore, as was shown in the implementation chapter, a user has the ability to
define or eliminate regions of assumptions of variable design space, and observe the
effects on each and every other variable and response in this interacting hierarchical
environment. This also includes the ability to bound variables that are random func-
tions. Prior to this new formulated methodology, these capabilities were not available
on such a rapid manner.
7.3 Recommendations for Further Study
One of the most beneficial improvements to the actual methods developed in this
thesis would be to mathematically define the Pareto frontier discovered during the
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real time application of requirements and constraints on the interactive multivari-
ate scatter plot. Recall that in many cases where a region of interest was defined
on a multivariate scatter plot, several tradeoff spaces emerged in the remaining re-
sponse/variable design space. There have been many studies into the definition of a
response versus response Pareto frontier for given variable design space. This defines
the region where an improvement in one response degrades another response. What
is suggested for future work is the definition of the tradeoff space for the variables,
given a response design space, such that any combination of variables along that
frontier result in a feasible space. This should be done in real time while the user is
constraining the response design space. Additionally, in order to further develop the
systems engineering process, the author recommends a more thorough mathematical
understanding of the multivariate analysis nature of the process.
There is much potential to expand the scope of the specific problem addressed in
this thesis to deal with more issues relating to the EAPS issue. The system-of-systems
methodology can be expanded to include multiple projectiles fired at multiple targets
simultaneously. This may even be expanded to include engaging multiple target types
simultaneously. Here the problem can become more complex due to the different
errors associated with each target type. Additionally, this thesis examined targets
flying at a zero angle trajectory in relation to the projectile interceptor. In essence,
a two dimensional problem was set up in the 6-DoF code, and was only perturbed
perpendicular to the direction of forward flight due to the errors in gun firing and
radar azimuth. One could certainly apply this to off-axis trajectory targets, i.e. design
a single gun to defend an area from targets coming in from many directions - and
setting up a true three dimensional problem.
In the same manner discussed where top level requirements are flowed down to
radar subsystem variables, having access to the gun attributes that result in a certain
gun accuracy would allow for the subsystem manipulation of the gun accuracy that
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is used in the 6-DoF simulation. However, the problem to overcome here would be
the same encountered during the literature search for this thesis - there is not much
open source information available on medium or large caliber gun design. A much
deeper investigation into the field of gun design would be required.
The role of the tracking radar may be expanded to include the role of target
recognition, and several useful sources were discovered that describe the techniques
and methods, such as that by Nebabin [118], but were not used in this thesis as they
were beyond the scope of this thesis. However, this is a topic that is pertinent to the
problem discussed in the motivation chapter in that the remainder of the upstream
kill chain could be quantified, rather than just assume that a valid target has been
identified and tracked. Another excellent application of the power of capturing very
complex design spaces with neural network based surrogate surrogate models is to
capture the actual radar cross section of target in three dimensions, and even as a
function of radar frequency. This way the the fluctuation in target RCS relative to
the radar can be taken into consideration as the target travels along its flight path,





This Appendix is meant to introduce some background for several of the important
probability distributions discussed in this study. There are certainly many different
types of probability distributions, such as those given in Figure 107, and each one has
its strengths and weaknesses when used for a particular application. Here the uniform
and normal continuous distributions, as well as the discrete binomial distribution is
introduced. A good statistics book [70] [74] should certainly be consulted for a more
in depth explanation.
A.1 Uniform Distribution
The uniform distribution is the simplest of all continuous distributions, in that any
number within the sample bounds is equally likely to be selected in a random number
draw. The uniform distribution has a constant probability density function (PDF)
between its only two parameters, the minimum a and the maximum b bounds, as
given in Equation 30. The standard uniform distribution has the parameters a = 0
Figure 107: Sample Probability Distributions [52]
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Table 21: Area Captured Under a Normal Distribution for Standard Deviation
Multipliers





and b = 1, i.e. selecting a random number between 0 and 1 with equal likelihood.
f (x) = 1




The normal distribution, sometimes referred to as the Gaussian distribution in honor
of Carl Freidrich Gauss who developed it around 1820, is considered one of the most
important of all continuous probability distributions, and is used frequently in statis-









where the random variable x is bounded -∞ ≤ x ≤ ∞ and depends on the mean µ
and variance σ2 (where σ is the standard deviation). This distribution is symmetric
about the mean µ, and for this reason occasionally referred to as a “bell” curve. The
number of standard deviations away from the mean value can describe the amount
of are under the distribution curve captured, as given in Table 21.
A.3 Binomial Distribution
Many types of problems have only two types of outcomes for a single trial, or can
have one of two types of states, for example the success or failure of a projectile to
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intercept a target. A set of these repeated trials of the same experiment in which each
of the trials are independent is called a Bernoulli trial [74]. The binomial distribution
given in Equation 32, was derived by James Bernoulli in 1713 to model the total
number of successes in repeated trials from an infinite population, given the following
conditions [103]:
• Only two outcomes are possible on each of n trials
• Probability of success for each trial p is held constant














x = 0, 1, 3, · · · , n
It is known as the binomial PDF because the coefficients in the fraction are suc-
cessive terms of the binomial expansion. Note that the PDF has a dependence on
both p and n, and that it is a discrete, rather than continuous, distribution since the




This chapter will introduce some relevant research conducted by the author that
serves as a proof-of-concept of the application of the methodologies introduced in
Chapters 2 and 3, as applied to the problem of interest introduced in Chapter 1.
B.1 Skyshield/Ahead Ammunition Study
B.1.1 Introduction
A study by Ender et al. [60] was conducted to measure the effectiveness of firing an
air bursting projectile munition against very small targets by quantifying the weapon
system uncertainties inherent to a medium caliber weapon. The goal was to determine
how accurate the projectile must be fired to burst close enough to the inbound target
such that enough submunitions hit the target with the necessary kinetic energy to
defeat it. Additionally, only those submunitions that hit an even smaller portion of
the target, such as it’s fuze, would count as effective hits. A Monte Carlo simulation
was used to quantify the uncertainties associated with arriving at a desired point in
three dimensional space with a certain velocity as a result of error associated with
gun firing elevation, azimuth, muzzle velocity, and crosswind. The values used for
error are listed in Table 22. The target intercept locations defined for this preliminary
study were between 500 m and 2000 m downrange and between 1000 m and 3000 m
in altitude.
The parameters in the design space consisted of a 35 mm unguided round con-
taining submunitions, based on the Ahead round described in Section 1.2.3.2. This
round is presently designed to defeat larger and softer targets than the target type of
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Table 22: Ahead Study - Errors Used to Quantify Miss Distance
Variable Error (1σ values) units
Elevation ± 1.25 milliradians
Azimuth ± 1.25 milliradians
Muzzle Velocity ± 2.50 m/s
Crosswind Gusts ± 2.50 m/s
interest in this proposal study, thus its effectiveness against the smaller and harder
targets, such as mortar rounds, was the focus of this study. The munition under
investigation disperses 152 small tungsten cylinders where the dispersion density of
the submunitions depends upon several factors, such as the distance the projectile is
fuzed ahead of the target, the velocity degradation due to the projectile burst, and
the dispersion pattern maintained by the submunitions as they cross the target plane.
Quantifying the uncertainty due to the combined effects of the error in the weapon
system and the change in dispersion density will yield the confidence in hitting the
target with a certain number of submunitions, as well as the resulting kinetic energy
delivered.
PRODAS [29] was used as the six degree-of-freedom trajectory analysis tool, with
variations on firing conditions used to model the effects of several types of error. A
Monte Carlo analysis was used to quantify uncertainty, where variability in input
variables and/or assumptions was tracked by adding distributions to the nominal
values. Many cases with randomly selected points from these distributions provided
a statistical indication of the probability with which each response occurred. For this
study, the probability of arriving at a position in three-dimensional space, and the
resultant velocity at impact of the altered trajectory, was quantified as a function of
error in gun elevation, azimuth, muzzle velocity, and crosswind. The best way to run a
Monte Carlo simulation is to sample the actual analysis tool many times, preferably











Figure 108: Ahead Study - Interactive Prediction Profiler of Response Surface
Equations
case, this may not prove feasible, especially with limited processor capability and
the desire to try many different conditions. Therefore, polynomial based surrogate
models of the PRODAS simulation tool were created in order to reduce the run time
of the thousands of necessary simulation trials, using a Design of Experiments to
create representative polynomial response surface equations. A static example of
these surrogate models are graphically shown using a JMP [127] prediction profiler
in Figure 108.
B.1.2 Miss Distance Quantification
The first use of the advanced design methodology approach in this study was in
the quantification of the miss distance between the intended trajectory to intercept
the target, and the trajectory resulting from the errors in the weapon system. This
step only examines the flight trajectory of the entire projectile without submunition
dispersion. A Monte Carlo simulation was run in which the error distributions placed
on the variables were sampled 10,000 times, each time using those values as the
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inputs to the surrogate models that calculate the distance from actual target position
and the resultant projectile location in three dimensional space, and the velocity
of the projectile when it reaches the target point as a result of the system errors.
Figure 109 shows the results of a miss distance Monte Carlo study run on the closest
notional target trajectory (500 m down range; 1000 m altitude), where X is the
downrange distance, Y is the cross range distance, and Z is altitude. For each of
the 10,000 samples, the results are tracked and plotted on a histogram, the peaks
of which form a Probability Density Function (PDF) that closely follows a normal
distribution with the intended target (zero miss distance) as the mean. This shows
that the input error does not bias the projectile in any particular one-dimensional
direction. The integration of the PDF gives the Cumulative Density Function (CDF),
and the probability of reaching within a certain distance of the intended target can
be quantified. The CDF plots the confidence of reaching within a certain distance in
1-D space around the intended target. Because there is no skewness in the PDF, the
likelihood of missing the target the same amount on either side is just as likely. Final
velocity is presented to show the effects that position error has on final velocity. This
plot shows that with these errors, there is still a 90% confidence that the velocity
with which the projectile would hit the intended target would be within about 1.5
m/s of the mean value of the PDF. This small variation may not significantly affect
the kinetic energy delivered if the target is hit.
Here, the CDF’s have a use analogous to the circular error probable (CEP) metric
used in the field of missile design, which is the radius of a circle within which 50%
of the flight trajectories with the closest miss distance are expected to occur. An
assumption used by Fleeman [63] in the conceptual design of missiles is that these
miss distances are normally distributed around the intended target (as was the case
in Monte Carlo results in Figure 6). In terms of standard deviation, the probability
that the miss distance would be less than 1σ value of the normal distribution is 39%
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Figure 109: Ahead Study - PDF (top) and CDF (bottom) for Miss Distance and
Velocity at Target Intercept
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Figure 110: Ahead Study - Miss Distance Point Cloud Dispersion Results
. Similarly, the probability of being within a 2σ miss distance is 86% , and a 3σ miss
distance is 99%. For example, a blast fragmentation warhead design may be set so that
the warhead lethality radius is equal to the guidance estimate of the 3σ miss distance
to provide a comfortable margin for miss distance uncertainty. Fleeman states that
a common assumption in the conceptual design of missiles is to interchangeably use
the CEP and 1σ terminology, consistent with design accuracy. In this study, the
Monte Carlo simulation was used to create point cloud dispersion plots as shown
in Figure 110, but instead of two-dimensional circles, the point clouds are three-




A submunition dispersion model was needed to describe how the submunitions prop-
agate through space after the fuze sets off the airburst. Using information from the
manufacturer Oerlikon Contraves, several simplifying assumptions were made. After
fuzing, the submunitions disperse at a constant 10◦ angle. Additionally, the submuni-
tions disperse according to a standard witness plate trial, shown in Figure 111. This
dispersion pattern was dimensionally scaled by radius to fit into the target plane strik-
ing area shown in Figure 112, depending on how far the projectile was fuzed ahead of
the target. The main assumption is that the witness plate submunition distribution
maintains its normalized shape regardless of fuzing distance, and that all the sub-
munitions cross the target plane at the same time. Additionally, a random spin was
added, meaning that the entire dispersion pattern was rotated at an arbitrary angle.
The degradation in kinetic energy delivered by the individual submunition hits was
taken into account by the velocity profile shown in Figure 112. For example, if the
submunitions travel 10 m after the projectile is fuzed, their velocity is degraded to
93% of the velocity at fuzing. This is a simple drag model based on tests conducted
by Oerlikon Contraves. Another simplifying assumption was made in that all of the
projectiles that were fired in a burst to engage the inbound target arrived at the same
time. In other words, the entire engagement occurred in a single plane.
Figure 113 shows a sample dispersion of 10 projectiles fuzed several meters from
a 14 mm diameter target, projected in the plane of the target located at the origin.
Note the different sizes of the dispersion patterns due to the various errors described
earlier. The zoomed in portion of the figure shows the dispersion around the target
and highlights the difficulty in hitting such a small target, as will be addressed in
the accuracy requirement section. Many of the submunition dispersion patterns from
each of the projectiles overlap. Therefore, if several submunitions from different pro-
jectiles hit the intended target, each will deliver a different kinetic energy due to each
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Figure 7. Point Cloud Dispersion Results for Miss Distance Study. 
IV. Weapon System Accuracy 
A. Submunition Dispersion Model 
A submunition dispersion model was needed to describe how the submunitions propagate through space after the 
fuze sets off the airburst.  Using information from Oerlikon Contraves, several simplifying assumptions were made.  
After fuzing, the submunitions disperse at a constant 10o angle.  Additionally, the submunitions disperse according 
to a standard witness plate trial, shown in Figure 8.  This 
dispersion pattern was dimensionally scaled by radius to fit into 
the target plane striking area shown in Figure 9, depending on 
how far the projectile was fuzed ahead of the target.  The main 
assumption is that the witness plate submunition distribution 
maintains its normalized shape regardless of fuzing distance, 
and that all the submunitions cross the target plane at the same 
time.  Additionally, a random spin was added, meaning that the 
entire dispersion pattern was rotated at an arbitrary angle.  The 
degradation in kinetic energy delivered by the individual 
submunition hits was taken into account by the velocity profile 
shown in Figure 9.  For example, if the submunitions travel 
10m after the projectile is fuzed, their velocity is degraded to 
93% of the velocity at fuzing.  This is a simple drag model 
based on tests conducted by Oerlikon Contraves.  Another 
simplifying assumption was made in that all of the projectiles 
that were fired in a burst to engage the inbound target arrived at 
the same time.  In other words, the entire engagement occurred 
in a single plane.  Future plans include accounting for the 
varying intercept range for each round in a burst.   
Figure 111: Ahead Study - Normalized Submunition Witness Plate Dispersion Pat-
tern
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Engagement As umptions
• Several simplifying assumptions made to the model (continued)
– All projectiles arrive at the same time and are aimed at the same physical point in 
space
• Really a 0.1 s or 100 m separation between rounds
– After fuzing, submunitions spread at constant 10º angle
Figure Source: 
www.oerlikoncontraves.it








Figure 113: Ahead Study - Submunition Dispersion Clouds from Multiple Projec-
tiles
projectiles final velocity as it crosses the target plane due to the errors applied in
the Monte Carlo simulation. Monte Carlo trials conducted at various fuze distances
ahead of the target will result in the optimal fuze distance required to hit the tar-
get with a required number of submunitions (i.e. kinetic energy) with quantifiable
confidence.
B.2 CIWS study
The goal of this study was to determine the probability of hitting an 81 mm moving
target as it approaches the defended area, while accounting for miss distance caused
by random gun errors. The target was to be intercepted between 250-1000 m, and as
shown in Figure 114, the range bounds were divided to four discrete cases that the
simulation was run. Just as for the previous study, PRODAS [29] was used as the six








Figure 114: CIWS Study - Target Intercept Ranges
to model the effects of several types of error. The ultimate goal was to determine the
probability of hitting the target due to the cumulative effect of tracking the target
along its flight path, given the randomness in gun and crosswind error. For this
study, randomness was introduced into five variables, the bounds of which will not
be presented. These variables include:
1. Gun firing elevation




Although a three dimensional problem, this particular study only focused on the
two dimensional plane around the circular cross section of the target. This method
was used since PRODAS can not model the trajectory of two objects simultaneously,
i.e. a target and interceptor, and determine whether a hit occurred in three dimen-
sional space. Polynomial RSE’s were created for the actual point in space when it
crosses the cross range/altitude plane of the target. Therefore, the prediction profiler
in Figure 115 does not include down range (X) responses, but only cross range (Y)
and altitude (Z) at each of the intercept ranges.
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Figure 115: CIWS Study - Prediction Profiler of Surrogate Models
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A Monte Carlo analysis was run to determine the probability of target intercept by
a single round at the four notional ranges. A scatter plot showing where each round
crosses the target plane can be used to calculate the 50% and 90% CEP’s. The ratio
of rounds crossing the target plane within the radius of the target (from the center
of the target) to the total rounds examined in the Monte Carlo study indicates the
probability of hitting the target, for a single round. Figure 116 shows the results of
a Monte Carlo simulation run for each of the target intercept ranges. The blue circle
represents the diameter of the target, the green circle represents the area comprising
50% of the projectiles, and the red circle represents the area comprising 90% of the
projectiles. Note that as intercept range increases, the number of projectiles within
the target area diminishes, as expected.
To quantify the confidence of arriving within a certain distance of the target, the
CDF was calculated using the Monte Carlo simulations. The plots given in Figure
117 show the confidence of a single round arriving at a distance away from the center
of the target, or the probability of a single hit. The red line represents the target
radius, therefore the intersection of the red line with the CDF yields the probability
of directly hitting the target, PH . The curve may also be discretized by the total
number of desired projectiles fired as the target travels, assuming that the single
shot probability of hit at any range in between the four ranges listed earlier can be
determined by simple linear interpolation. For an accurate cumulative hit probability,
Equation 9 should be used. However, for simplicity Macfadzean [92] states that for
very small single shot probabilities of hit, the cumulative probability of hit can be
simply approximated by summing the individual single shot probabilities. Figure 118
shows the curve discretized for 100 rounds, meaning that some firing rate was assumed
that resulted in 100 rounds being fired, the first one cross the target plane at 1000 m,
and each subsequent round evenly spaced. Note that the study was only conducted at


























































Figure 117: CIWS Study - CDF for 250, 500, 750, 1000 m Ranges
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Figure 118: CIWS Study - Single Round PH (L) and Discretized Single Round PH
(R)
between the 250 m and 500 m ranges, where the greatest difference between PH values
is. The cumulative probability of hitting the target with at least one projectile, or
the confidence of intercepting the target as it approaches, is quantified in Figure 119.
This simple curve now shows how the change in PH varies as the target approaches
the defended area.
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Figure 119: CIWS Study - Cumulative PH of Approaching Target
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APPENDIX C
GUN RATE OF FIRE REGRESSION
The historical data shown in Table 23 is based on a compilation of information col-
lected by Massey [25]. The goal in assembling this database of historical information
was to find a basic correlation between a gun’s rate of fire and bore size. With the
framework in place to create neural network surrogate models in place for most of
the other work presented in this thesis, the author decided to fit a regression using
the neural network methods. Equation 33 represents the method used to calculate
rate of fire in this thesis. This equation calculates Rate of Fire (RoF) in rounds per
minute, as a function of Bore size (in mm). Figure 120 shows the regression used
with the data points used to create them overlaid and the distribution of error. This
fit is certainly not excellent by most measures of merit, but considering that more
than one data point (rate of fire) exist for many of the bore values input, this fit is
an improvement over using a simple polynomial or logarithmic regression. Addition-
ally, as overly complex as this equation make seem, it was very simple to create and





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 120: Firing Rate Curve Fit (L) and Associated Error Distribution (R)













A1 = 0.0606368589412 B1 = 27.9929448352691 C1 = −28.0070451148204
A2 = 0.0295660006372 B2 = 21.0101869886458 C2 = −27.9880284206632
A3 = 0.3500044429334 B3 = 14.1935862262056 C3 = −27.9214623686777
A4 = 0.4375050999628 B4 = 5.6595893903830 C4 = −28.3736546079568




D.1 Initial Study Pareto Plots
This Appendix provides the complete set of Pareto plots referenced in Section 6.3.4.
Figures 121, 122, and 123 include a Pareto plot for each discrete bore/range combi-
nation examining the response variability in the initial 6-DoF study.
D.2 Detail Study Surrogate Model Fit Results
Figure 124 shows the fit results for the neural network surrogate models created in
the Detail Study in Section 6.7 and used in the Assembled Hierarchical Environment
in Section 6.8. Note that for the two guided rounds (the kinetic-kill/pin-control and
warhead-kill/thruster-control), the fits are fairly good. However, the unguided round
has a relatively poor fit. The main reason for this is that unlike the two guided rounds
that used 750 Monte Carlo simulations per 6-DoF execution, the unguided trials only
executed 250 runs. With fewer Monte Carlo trials per DoE run, the data was very
coarse, as can be seen in the bottom left plot of Figure 124, showing the actual data by
predicted results for the unguided fits. As discussed in Section 6.7, close to one million
6-DoF trials were necessary to generate the fits shown in Figure 124, and towards
the end of this process, the computational resources were less available. However,
as the unguided results were used only for the purposes of comparison against the
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